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Q3 If you are a student or parent, where do you or your student attend
school?
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Q4 If you are currently a 4J staff member, where do you work?
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41.41% 270

29.45% 192

21.32% 139

7.82% 51

Q5 North Eugene High School: North Eugene’s 1957 building is aging and is in the 
poorest condition of 4J’s four high schools. 

Option 1: Constructing a new building for North Eugene High School would support 
modern teaching and learning activities, would include dedicated spaces for career 

technical education and access to health services, would be efficient and 
sustainable, and would be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: 

~$153 million) 

Option 2: A partial renovation would improve some parts of the high school to 
support modern teaching and learning, and postpone improving the rest of the 
structure. A phased renovation was planned in the early 2000’s and began with 
Phase 1, improvements to the kitchen, cafeteria, commons, and science rooms. 

(Cost: ~$17 million for Phase 2, ~$58 million for Phase 3, ~$37 million for Phase 4)

Do you support renovating or building a new school for North Eugene High School?
Answered: 652 Skipped: 88

TOTAL 652
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Q6 How important to you is it to replace or renovate North Eugene High
School?

Answered: 650 Skipped: 90

30.15%
196

40.31%
262

18.15%
118

4.15%
27

7.23%
47

 
650

 
3.82

# COMMENTS? DATE

1 If you could do it without charging property taxes I would want it, but am sick and tired of house
owners getting charged for everything. At every turn property taxes are the only thing government
goes after. I do not get increases in my pay to cover the constant bond measures, it comes out of
my retirement and my leasure money, if there is any left.

3/12/2018 9:50 AM

2 It is very difficult to answer this because we don't know how choosing to renovate in phases vs.
replace might help with the ability to put some money toward other schools renovation if urgently
needed. Hare to answer each questions without looking at the whole picture.

3/12/2018 9:15 AM

3 I am already paying for bond measures for Eugene and Willamalane. I live alone and cannot afford
more bond measures even when I am told "It's ONLY $... per person." Cut the deadbeats out of
the budget and stop hiring Admins and use the money you have more effectively. My building is
old and we make do. A better education would be easier to obtain by staffing rather than new
buildings

3/12/2018 8:03 AM

4 I've never been to the building, so difficult to prioritize. 3/12/2018 7:12 AM

5 If voters will support a bond measure with enough funding to completely replace the building, that
would be best. The cost seems very high, though, so that may not be realistic.

3/11/2018 11:44 PM

6 I believe a new building would help increase the number of students that would choose to attend
North Eugene High School.

3/11/2018 10:38 PM

7 Some of the renovated buildings are built with not enough time being spent on functionality. I wish
that there was a team that could look at other buildings around the state and find out the best use
for our money. Some features that are added end up being a waste because we are in a rush to
construct. If building a new school takes all of the bond money then I believe a partial reno is a
better option!

3/11/2018 9:22 PM

8 We must do a better job keeping up with technology and meeting the needs of all students. 3/11/2018 8:22 PM

9 Prefer to replace, not renovate. Do it right at one time. 3/11/2018 6:32 PM

10 Renovate with an emphasis on technical learning, like auto shop or computer repairing, or
electronics

3/11/2018 4:47 PM

11 The importance of North Eugene High improvements to my family is dependent on the impact
regarding Yujin Gakuen, where both my children attend. I would need to know exactly what plans
are in store for YG as a result of North changes before I could determine my position.

3/11/2018 3:27 PM

12 North users and stakeholders are best equipped to answer, in my opinion 3/11/2018 10:55 AM

13 I don't live in that area, and I haven't been in the school or talked with the community, so I don't
have a lot at stake on this one. I have heard the population of the school is declining, so it feels a
little scary to put so much money into a brand new building if the school is shrinking.

3/11/2018 9:33 AM

14 Our city is growing and having nice schools is important! 3/10/2018 9:23 PM

15 The district needs to not have such inequity. South has the richest families and gets the most. Why
do the rich kids deserve more than the lower SES kids?

3/10/2018 4:46 PM

16 Bring the bulldozers and wrecking balls! I have worked in that school, and it's a depressing space.
That community deserves better!!

3/10/2018 4:15 PM

17 This is one of the oldest in Eugene and is in desperate needs of updates 3/10/2018 3:45 PM

18 North Eugene has a negative reputation, this would give a needed boost 3/10/2018 2:58 PM

19 Close it? #s are really low 3/10/2018 1:26 PM

20 Hopefully it will increase the enrollment 3/10/2018 1:19 PM

21 Population too small. Close North. 3/10/2018 12:09 PM

22 There is a huge issue with equity in the school district. White flight to the Taj Mahal outdoor sports
complex at Sheldon and the super CTE programs at Willamette. The remaining lower income
whites, Hispanics and Afro Americans then get to go to a school with a run down, poorly
maintained physical plant, which certainly gives a signal that the school district does not really
care.

3/10/2018 11:36 AM

23 This would not effect my family directly, but I’m aware that the North Eugene area is generally an
area of lower incomes and I support providing these communities with every opportunity and
resource to help the children grow up successful and with examples of life outside of poverty.

3/10/2018 9:33 AM
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24 But please decide how to meet the full range of student/parent need first. 3/10/2018 7:56 AM

25 Dark building, great kids, great staff, needier part of town, give them a taste of respect 3/9/2018 10:43 PM

26 The building appears to be in good shape and appears to do the job it was designed to do. Being
"old" is not an adequate reason to demolish or renovate it.

3/8/2018 1:54 PM

27 YG needs a new building as they have outgrown it but it shouldn't be the old high school 3/8/2018 1:08 PM

28 I believe this part of Eugene needs strong investment in education 3/8/2018 6:23 AM

29 I would like to see a new high School in our north Eugene community 3/7/2018 11:55 PM

30 There are much more pressing issues. And I only support it if your plan doesn't close or displace
other schools.

3/7/2018 10:07 PM

31 It's an equity issue. The North region is underserved. We should not have our district's lowest SES
students continue to attend a sub-par building.

3/6/2018 10:19 PM

32 It seems like all the new schools have lots of glass, and I seriously wonder how "safe" that actually
is for our students. If this is going to happen, I'd actually like to see more consideration given to
safety.

3/6/2018 5:27 PM

33 why rennovate if enrollment is declining? 3/6/2018 12:03 PM

34 I think you should fold North Eugene and split up the population between Churchill and Sheldon 3/5/2018 5:52 PM

35 Children are the future of a country. Their education and education environment should be a
priority.

3/5/2018 1:44 PM

36 North seems like a safe building - it doesn't seem to have structural needs related to seismic
activity (maybe I am wrong). A rebuild that focuses on technology, and health services seems like
a smart investment of our community funds. Providing services to North region families, that meet
their needs would be a way to strengthen the 4J community as a whole. I would stress that the
district should do a community needs audit and look at homelessness, mental health screeners,
physical health needs, as well as employment related needs to determine the best match between
the building characteristics / use of space and the rebuild.

3/5/2018 11:12 AM

37 I believe our North Eugene students deserve a state-of-the art learning facility. 3/4/2018 9:57 AM

38 Along with a new building, North needs a new name, a new image rather than something opposite
of South. Renovation may be better than new, depends on the details. I would love to see the
large trees remain.

3/3/2018 10:20 PM

39 North Eugene High School has a difficult time retaining students. It's not a school of choice. A new
building would attract and retain students. Homebuyers with school age children would be more
inclined to buy houses in this district, and this would win additional federal money for the increase
in students and retention of students.

3/3/2018 8:48 PM

40 South and Churchill seem worse to me 3/3/2018 6:36 PM

41 My daughter will be going to school there. I want her to have a building that is safe and conducive
to modern education.

3/3/2018 3:16 PM

42 I think the students in North Eugene DESERVE a new building. BUT ALL 4J STUDENTS
DESERVE SMALLER CLASS SIZES FIRST!!

3/3/2018 2:48 PM

43 North has a higher rate of low SES students and I think it's important to focus on equity in bonds 3/3/2018 8:50 AM

44 I am a recent Sheldon graduate. I had friends who went to North and they definitely think it needs
improvement!

3/3/2018 2:25 AM

45 This should be the #1 bond priority. 3/2/2018 9:37 PM

46 It has to be cheaper to rebuild than to renovate nearly century old buildings. 3/2/2018 4:03 PM

47 I’m unclear on the implications of either option. Does partial renovation mean we are having this
same conversation in ten years?

3/2/2018 1:09 PM

48 School seems fine to me. Doesn't look that old 3/2/2018 12:56 PM

49 North eugene has a poor reputation and improving the school environment is the first step to
improving the education

3/2/2018 12:05 PM

50 I think it is important to have a strong program in north Eugene and improvements to the high
school facility might spark greater interest in the school.

3/2/2018 11:05 AM

51 The school has a terrible reputation and needs the opportunity to have a clean slate, and
demonstrate to the population it survives that their education is valued just as much as the South
or Sheldon regions

3/2/2018 5:33 AM

52 Monroe middle school!!!! 3/1/2018 11:59 PM

53 I think everyone is important but many need it help 3/1/2018 9:00 PM

54 As long as it sufficiently supports the needs of our students and staff! 3/1/2018 5:29 PM

55 New school would likely be more economical in long term. 3/1/2018 1:56 PM

56 This school is in a lower income area anyway, and these kids could use all the support they can
get in a newer facility

3/1/2018 12:29 PM

57 best to do it in stages 3/1/2018 10:20 AM

58 The pre-planned phases seem to be on track, correct? Structural concerns are important, but with
so many schools in need of updates, the gradual project seems more suitable.

3/1/2018 9:14 AM

59 North Eugene needs a updated functioning high school. We need to invest in education and
children.

3/1/2018 12:05 AM

60 It should be just as important as every other school in need of rebuilding 2/28/2018 11:45 PM

61 Didn’t it just get a big Remodel? Why would your replace it have the remodel and not help a school
that needs it more

2/28/2018 10:36 PM

62 I believe all our students and faculty throughout the district should be teaching and learning under
acceptable physical conditions. That said, I do not know the specific needs at North Eugene, since
I do not teach there.

2/28/2018 6:36 PM

63 4J allowed NE to implode when the watched a series of principals allow NEHS to degrade and
loose students

2/28/2018 6:29 PM

64 Important to improve boundary attendance 2/28/2018 6:07 PM
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65 My hope is that a complete renovation of North will set the bar for the other high schools. 2/28/2018 2:35 PM

66 This is important for the best learning experience for students that are our future. 2/28/2018 1:44 PM

67 NEHS underwent extensive renovation in 2003-2004. New bathroom fixtures, kitchen, gym,
cafeteria, science areas, etc. Why tear all that down and start over?

2/28/2018 12:52 PM

68 If renovation occurrs it should include facilities for hands-on technical skills such as an auto body
shop, metal shop, contruction skills facility. These are expensive investments but drastically
needed. If built, they should be available for other 4J students to access as well.

2/28/2018 12:44 PM

69 Statistics indicate that North Eugene HS has the fewest number of students. I realize that 4J is
trying to keep enrollment even throughout the district, but is there evidence that a new school will
stem the desire of families to go elsewhere? Case in point - Edison is the OLDEST, least updated
ES and has one of the highest requests for transfers. Does the "build it and they will come"
philosophy actually work?

2/28/2018 12:21 PM

70 Only if it meets the needs of the students and staff and is not an unsafe fish bowl 2/28/2018 11:59 AM

71 It is not in our area so it won't have a direct impact on our family - but we support all schools and
community improvements

2/28/2018 11:32 AM

72 The school will only be as good as the teachers in it. If teachers aren't on board with technology
and CTE, why bother building or renovating

2/28/2018 10:30 AM

73 Repair if repair gets the job done. If not, replace. 2/28/2018 10:03 AM

74 The school needs a major overhaul. 2/28/2018 7:58 AM

75 However, before I can agree to either there needs to be an articulated plan for Yujin Gakuen. We
have heard North is a possibility, then no North is too costly, then we will be permanently housed
at Kelly. It is frustrating. Permanently putting YG at Kelly makes no sense to us. Putting three
programs in one school is crazy. Especially when what Juan and John promote about Kelly the
most, is the decreased referral rate.

2/28/2018 1:29 AM

76 Camas Ridge should have a new building 2/27/2018 10:29 PM

77 I like the idea of creating a space for Career Technical Education at NEHS. 2/27/2018 10:10 PM

78 I believe that these buildings need be opened to a serious bidding process with students being
involved with designing of the buildings and grounds. The students need to be involved in physical
labor of building, planting,painting,etc in these buildings. Students also need to be involved in the
process of maintenance, upkeep,gardening of these schools. We talk so much about technical
programs, yet we do not give students the chance to become a part of the on going project of a
community school. We need to keep these schools as community schools and not allow them to
become these huge city schools where you just become a number/statistic. Hard work, problem
solving, creativity gives the students honor/ownership and pride for their school.

2/27/2018 9:58 PM

79 Major regional inquties and school choice have decimated the North region. Building a new high
school would bring positive attention, more students and more resources to a region that, while
already full of amazing families, studenst and staff, could use more positives and support.

2/27/2018 9:19 PM

80 Yujin Gakuen needs to be a K-8 school in its own buiding, and it should stay in the North region.
The existing building is too old and cramped for both YG and Corridor to share.

2/27/2018 8:34 PM

81 Other regions have parent/donation base that North does not 2/27/2018 8:11 PM

82 What about YG and Corridor? How are you going to take care of those students 2/27/2018 6:31 PM

83 These kids deserve a quality school building 2/27/2018 5:51 PM

84 Especially given the relatively lower SES at North, a significant community investment in this
facility is important

2/27/2018 5:36 PM

85 Not if it's going to have a bunch of window walls. It needs to be safe. 2/27/2018 4:57 PM

86 I feel that the extent of a renovation needed for a structure this old would make better fiscal sense
to just construct new. The new facility will be better suited to today's needs.

2/27/2018 4:03 PM

87 Not in my area of Eugene 2/27/2018 3:57 PM

88 This would help equity in the 4j school district. 2/27/2018 3:51 PM

89 I think North Eugene deserves the same consideration as any other school. Also since there is
normally an uptick in enrollment for new schools, it seems like this school could use this infusion of
"new."

2/27/2018 3:10 PM

90 I would like my children to have access to the same educational standards that students in other
areas have--including the same built environment that supports rigorous and modern STEAM
learning, in addition to CTE. I appreciate CTE and also want the same academics and supports as
other regions

2/27/2018 3:05 PM

91 Student and family flight from North region will eventually doom it - this action will help
considerably

2/27/2018 2:44 PM

92 Students need a compelling reason to want to attend North. A draw is a modern teaching facility. 2/27/2018 2:36 PM

93 Transformation of a school building, particularly at the high school level, can transform community
perception of the neighborhood school's value. Providing the North region with a state of the art
high school campus is an investment in North community, which is desperately needed.

2/27/2018 2:04 PM

94 more teachers/aides/support staff more important than new school 2/27/2018 2:02 PM

95 I'm a South Eugene parent, but I do believe that all of our kids need to have adequate and safe
facilities.

2/27/2018 1:54 PM

96 Students and teachers need to work in an environment that reflects their commitment to strong
learning

2/27/2018 1:43 PM

97 If we want to retain students in the North region, it makes sense to give them amazing facilities. 2/27/2018 1:37 PM

98 SHeldon High School needs to be replaced. It's unsafe, in disrepair, and dirty. It is not large
enough for our students. We also need more teachers in all of the schools.

2/27/2018 1:30 PM

99 I have a vested interest in this building as my two children will soon be attending. The North region
is growing like crazy right now and a new campus is needed to support the influx of new students
to the area.

2/27/2018 1:29 PM
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100 Make the building a comforting environment. The newer buildings at Cal Young and Roosevelt are
way too much concrete and cold feeling. Make the schools community centers and focused on a
welcoming environment. No matter how much "tech" thoughts you put into the new buildings that
tech will be obsolete within 5-10. Look at all the classrooms with tech that isnt usable, not up to
standards. Build with students in mind, first. Then consider the tech.

2/27/2018 1:27 PM

101 If you want to preach equity, then actually be equitable by making sure students in all regions
have the same everything: quality teachers, materials, facilities, support.

2/27/2018 1:25 PM

102 I would like to see the entire building built to the upgraded seismic standard. To invest this much
money in a new building - let's make it last after the earthquake that we know will happen.

2/27/2018 1:22 PM

103 Replacing the building would revitalize the community around NEHS. It would foster pride and
bring students back to their home school. The building is in desperate need of updates and
renovation. Replace NEHS and revitalize our neighborhood!

2/27/2018 1:12 PM

104 North Eugene community sometimes feels neglected, so how about putting some resources there? 2/27/2018 12:57 PM

105 It is past time that NEHS gets a new building and offers classes that are equivelant to what the
other high schools offer.

2/27/2018 10:05 AM

106 North Eugene has poor enrollment and has a poor reputation for race relations and in fighting
within staff. Why should tax payers pay for this. Perhaps restricturing of the district would be a
better option.

2/27/2018 8:20 AM

107 I will not support any bond that does not give Yujin Gakuen an exclusive K-8 program in its own
location.

2/27/2018 3:14 AM

108 Nothing wrong with school as is. If district would spend money on maintenance, it wouldn't be in
poor shape. District needs to spend budget better.

2/26/2018 10:47 PM

109 If phase 1 was already completed why scrap that investment? A decision was likely made at that
time why they invested the money into renovation instead of rebuilding. Different now than then?

2/26/2018 10:42 PM

110 I work at North Eugene, and am concerned about lead in the water, asbestos, and structural
issues that are rampant throughout the building.

2/26/2018 9:56 PM

111 This school has the most disadvantaged kids in the area. Wealth is funneled to South and
Sheldon, and it's a basic injustice. These students deserve a dignified learning space.

2/26/2018 8:44 PM

112 Need to make sure schools don't collapse and kill students in an earthquake. 2/26/2018 8:28 PM

113 New gym needed too! 2/26/2018 7:29 PM

114 Churchill, our region, is a cement cell block compared to North 2/26/2018 6:51 PM

115 Not only is the NEHS building in desperate need of repair, but the Silver Lea building is also in
need of help. Those elementary schools need to be relocated.

2/26/2018 5:52 PM

116 I have a student at Yujin Gakuen and I'm concerned that North's building needs will be prioritized
over our program. Please make sure whatever happens at North, YG remains a priority for the
district.

2/26/2018 5:08 PM

117 I would 100% support a new North Eugene building if we also get a new building for Yujin Gakuen.
Yujin Gakuen has been a co-located school for many years which creates a lot of issues. For it to
be successful, it should be a k-8 building that has room to grow. Will there be a new or stand
alone building for YG if North is rebuilt from scratch?

2/26/2018 4:42 PM

118 The total of the partials seems similar in cost of anew building. Just build a new one 2/26/2018 3:39 PM
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Q7 Edison Elementary School: Edison Elementary School, built in 1926, 
is 4J’s oldest school building. It is in poor structural and seismic condition 
and is poorly designed for today’s school programs. Constructing a new 
school building with a capacity of 450 students at the current site would 
continue to serve neighborhood families, support modern teaching and 

learning activities, be efficient and sustainable, and be designed with 
safety and school security in mind. (Cost:  ~$45 million.) How important 

to you is it to rebuild Edison Elementary School?
Answered: 644 Skipped: 96

37.27%
240

30.75%
198

17.55%
113

4.35%
28

10.25%
66 644 3.81

# COMMENTS? DATE

1 Again, hard to give a reasonable answer to each specific question without talking about the whole
picture and how each choice affects the other buildings.

3/12/2018 9:15 AM

2 I am already paying for bond measures for Eugene and Willamalane. I live alone and cannot afford
more bond measures even when I am told "It's ONLY $... per person." Cut the deadbeats out of
the budget and stop hiring Admins and use the money you have more effectively. My building is
old and we make do. A better education would be easier to obtain by staffing rather than new
buildings

3/12/2018 8:03 AM

3 Apparently there is some heavy suggestions from the Edison parent group that each familiy donate
a decent amount of money to the school to maintain their programs. Maybe some of their money
can go to renovating their school, especially since their families forced the district to remove
programs that supported the non-traditional students.

3/12/2018 5:55 AM

4 It's not safe to have students in a building that isn't earthquake-safe. The Edison building has to
go, whether it's replaced by a new school at the same place or somewhere else. My kids didn't go
to Edison, but this is really important.

3/11/2018 11:44 PM

5 I subbed in the building over 4 years ago, at the time I loved the charm and "old school" feel of the
building, but the overall structure is no longer feisable for teaching. It will be a shame to see the
building go, but seeing as the building is the oldest in 4j, we need to be sure it is safe for students.
I think the city needs to support our schools and give us the required space for parking. The city
council has spent 2 years making the best city hall when we have buildings all over 4j without any
air conditioning and are teaching students through extreme heat.

3/11/2018 9:22 PM

6 I have walked the halls of Edison several times and it should be a museum it is so old.. 3/11/2018 8:22 PM

7 I am worried about the structure of this school with respect to earthquakes. Hopefully the city will
wave the parking lot requirement.

3/11/2018 6:32 PM

8 It's not worth the expense to replace a school not needed, particularly in the limited area there is
there

3/11/2018 4:47 PM

9 Keeps the neighborhood walkable/livable and keeps good conn. with U of O 3/11/2018 10:55 AM

10 It's a beautiful building. Is a renovation possible? 3/11/2018 9:33 AM

11 If parking restrictions cannot be addressed, build in a new location? 3/10/2018 11:26 PM

12 I think it is important to keep some of the historic school buildings, whether they are maintained by
4-J or another community organization. Classic old buildings have value even if they don’t meet
current seismic requirements.

3/10/2018 10:46 PM

13 they need room for their current population and not rezone to reduce enrollment 3/10/2018 9:39 PM

14 I think it's more important to focus on upgrading at the highschool level. 3/10/2018 9:23 PM

15 Sell the building to McMenamins and distribute the kids to other existing schools. The rich kids
don't need more.

3/10/2018 4:46 PM

16 Although it can be seen as a historical fixture in our community it is old and outdated. it needs to
be rebuilt

3/10/2018 3:45 PM

17 Its a very old and unsafe building 3/10/2018 2:58 PM

18 I’d rather see the site serve the number of students that fit there than build so more can be stuffed
in. It’s such a nice *neighborhood* school.

3/10/2018 1:35 PM
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19 Seems like a poor investment, due to aging neighborhood 3/10/2018 1:31 PM

20 Tear it down and sell the land. The only reason Edison is still in use is because the rich and
influential people who liv in that neighborhood have the time and ressources to complain and make
their voices heard. If that building served a poor neighborhood it would be already gone.

3/10/2018 1:09 PM

21 This is a classic / historic building - is there a way to preserve it? 3/10/2018 12:38 PM

22 Edison would be very unsafe in an earthquake, we must address this soon 3/10/2018 11:58 AM

23 This building is VERY seismically unsafe and not wheelchair accessible. 3/10/2018 11:43 AM

24 Dangerous in case of earthquake. 3/10/2018 11:38 AM

25 I’ve substituted in that school. It is a complete mess in terms of layout and design. I also know the
majority of the community has been against changing it because of tradition. I suggest completely
gutting and redesigning the inside. Leave the outside as intact as possible. But the school is in dire
need of more physical space.

3/10/2018 9:33 AM

26 But please retain the historic building. It is important to our community. 3/10/2018 7:56 AM

27 Should build new but leave historic building in place 3/10/2018 7:44 AM

28 You are bowing to political pressure. If the parents of that area were not so " influential" you would
rebuild at 30th & Onyx or on the site the Y most probably won't buy

3/10/2018 7:30 AM

29 Gorgeous building, albeit needs work, gorgeous neighborhood, advantaged kids. Keep the
historical beauty of Edison.

3/9/2018 10:43 PM

30 This building is a historic item. Should not be demolished. Either sell the property, or retrofit. 3/9/2018 9:25 PM

31 42-45 million is too much. Move kids to other schools. 3/9/2018 8:44 PM

32 That Edison remain a viable neighborhood school is very important to me. However, if 4J limits its
thinking to nothing other than destroying the existing building and constructing a "cost effective"
box-school, while destroying the historical character of the school and neighborhood -- I will not
support the bond. Furthermore, I would like the answer to this question PRIOR to the bond vote --
otherwise, I will presume that 4J intends to destroy Edison and construct a box-school in its place.

3/9/2018 10:21 AM

33 I live in the immediate Edison neighborhood and it is my children's school. I can attest to the fact
that the current parking situation is sufficient. Edison is a small school serving a small
neighborhood where most people are happy to walk and ride bikes. A parking garage, though nice
for teachers and visitors, is a cost that I don't think is necessary at this point in time.

3/9/2018 10:08 AM

34 This is our neighborhood school. Parking is a problem for both families and staff, but mainly
because the current parking laws are configuration are outdated. An elementary school should
bebe the center of a neighborhood. Families, volunteers, student teachers, and visitors should feel
welcome to come in and stay. I have volunteered to go on my child’s field trip, and obviously being
gone for more than two hours, received a parking ticket. Edison’s location is ideal, right in the
heart of our boundaries and very walkable and bikeable, and I wouldn’t want it anywhere else. I
know there is a reasonable solution to the parking issue if the entities responsible for parking could
compromise.

3/9/2018 8:06 AM

35 I've had a student at Edison before. There was a safety problem having to do with people double
parking at the let off. We complained to the principal numerous times and nothing was done.
Problem was the staff; not the building.

3/8/2018 1:54 PM

36 Please strongly consider keeping the historic facades on 22nd and Emerald at minimum.
Replicating the brick and stone accents would cost more new than saving them.

3/8/2018 1:37 PM

37 I like the current building; maybe it can be retrofitted to meet current safety standards 3/8/2018 6:23 AM

38 Many people who live in this area have voiced opposition to rebuilding. It is important to listen to
them.

3/7/2018 10:07 PM

39 Involving neighborhood residents in footprint and shadow design is vital with this site. 3/7/2018 6:30 AM

40 I'd rather see multi level parking than a sprawling parking lot. 3/6/2018 10:19 PM

41 It's critical to rebuild this wonderful school. 3/6/2018 8:55 PM

42 Crucial to this urban neighborhood. School at this site meets City standards for walkable/bike-able,
sustainable development to a tee! (already a high walk/bike rate)

3/6/2018 2:43 PM

43 Edison is unsafe for our students and staff. The school is overcrowded and there are not enough
classrooms for the growing student population.

3/6/2018 12:03 PM

44 i belieive its important to maintain the integrity of the neighborhood. I believe accomplishing this
would be very expensive. I would support closing Edison and relocating students to Parker or
Willard sites.

3/6/2018 12:03 PM

45 The wording here implies no other option, which in my view is very misleading. I am totally in
support of rehabilitation/renovation of the existing school, and absolutely opposed to demo and
whole-cloth replacement. This school is critical to the historic and cultural fabric of the
neighborhood, and should be retained and repaired, upgraded, rehabbed to fit current needs. NO
DEMO. Do the hard work and figure out how to keep the building and upgrade. Find an
architectural firm with experience in dealing with older buildings. Respect the embodied energy
and significant visual and historic value this building has, and send our kids the message that old
is not equal to throw away. Although some of the mid-20th century schools were built to last only
30 years, this is not one of them. It is not a disposable building. Do the right thing and make it an
exemplary case of successful preservation + modern functionality.

3/6/2018 11:07 AM

46 A highly successful school and key element to the viability of this wonderful older core
neighborhood. A great place for families to locate!

3/6/2018 10:22 AM

47 The neighborhood and parents STRONGLY feel that a school must be kept on the Edison site. We
will not support a bond measure that involves closing Edison. Beyond that, we favor keeping
Edison's historic facade. This shows our children the value of history and sustainability. The main
priority, however, is keeping a school at the Edison site.

3/6/2018 10:03 AM

48 Our kid attaneds Edison, and it is the oldest (too old!) and the building is very unsafe. When an
earthquake happens (and it will happen!), these kids and teachers will die.

3/5/2018 1:44 PM

49 Edison is unsafe for our children and needs to be rebuilt immediately. It should remain a walking
school, and a neighborhood school. It will need to be rebuilt as a larger building to address the
projected population increases. I am fully in support of rebuilding Edison on the current location.

3/5/2018 11:12 AM

50 We love having Edison as our neighborhood school. It would be a big loss to the neighborhood to
lose it.

3/4/2018 9:08 PM
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51 I believe in smaller, neighborhood elementary schools--to foster community and allow kids to bike
and walk to school.

3/4/2018 9:57 AM

52 The university neighborhood is very lucky to have such a nice location for their kids to attend
elementary school.

3/3/2018 10:17 PM

53 Edison has no problem attracting and retaining students as it is already in a great neighborhood.
This school could use safety upgrades but i don't think it needs an expensive remodel.

3/3/2018 8:48 PM

54 I used to live near there. Very walking and bike able. Must replace if not seismic ok 3/3/2018 6:36 PM

55 Edison students DESERVE a safe functional building. BUT ALL 4J STUDENTS DESERVE
SMALLER CLASS SIZES FIRST!!

3/3/2018 2:48 PM

56 Accessibility issues are important. Might like to see new school built at different site (maybe Civic
Stadium?) to save old building, but that may not be possible.

3/3/2018 2:25 AM

57 Should build a new school on a new site. Renovation is a waste of taxpayer dollars. 3/2/2018 9:37 PM

58 Elementary schools should be places designed to create wonder and curiosity. Not outdated
buildings that don't meet the needs of today's students and teachers.

3/2/2018 4:03 PM

59 The school currently is a death trap and needs to be torn down and rebuilt 3/2/2018 12:05 PM

60 This school is a total gem of a neighborhood school. It needs a rebuild on the existing site. 3/2/2018 11:45 AM

61 My students have attended/ do attend Edison. I worry about earthquake safety first. I also feel that
the classrooms are just too small. Edison is beginning to feel claustrophobic. The building just
does not meet the needs of the current number of students.

3/2/2018 11:05 AM

62 I've heard it is not earthquake safe. It's also a hassle for teachers to have a gym right next to their
classes. And it's hard to get a custodial barrel around that place.

3/2/2018 10:45 AM

63 What about monroe middle school?! 3/1/2018 11:59 PM

64 I have never been in the building and don't know much about it! Isn't it close to U of O? Is it
historical? Can't we sell it to U of O. Do we have another school that we can put kids into or
another building location while making profit from the sale of the old building.

3/1/2018 5:29 PM

65 Every parent will be selfish and want their schools built, not other people's schools 3/1/2018 2:15 PM

66 If it is unsafe for people, it should be fixed right away! 3/1/2018 1:56 PM

67 I would be a shame to completely lose such a historic building. Perhaps a new school could be
built elsewhere with a property exchange...

3/1/2018 12:29 PM

68 do it in conjunction with Camas Ridge; no parking, use the streets 3/1/2018 10:20 AM

69 Edison Elementary is in need of renovations, though not at the cost of surrounding schools that
are similarly in need. Camas Ridge families were promised critical structural updates years ago,
for instance. Edison serves a smaller student/community body in a more affluent neighborhood.
Other schools, schools promised new buildings for some time, ought to be considered in this
measure. Furthermore, the city is seeking to reduce driving/parking needs, correct? This request
seems to serve few and in the wrong way.

3/1/2018 9:14 AM

70 It should be just as important as every other school in need of rebuilding 2/28/2018 11:45 PM

71 I heard that if Edison gets a new school they will have to remodel the vacant school over by market
of choice to accommodate the students why they are doing the build I find this disturbing
disgusting and a huge waste of money when there are schools in need that those students could
be housed at why couldn’t camas get a new school and then the students of Edison use the old
camera school while Edison is being rebuilt

2/28/2018 10:36 PM

72 I do not have any children impacted by this. 2/28/2018 7:42 PM

73 Where would Edison students go to school during this new school construction if the school is built
on the same site? Does this cost projection include building a temporary school? What other
options have been explored that might be more economical?

2/28/2018 7:33 PM

74 Combine Edison and Camas Ridge! 2/28/2018 7:06 PM

75 I believe all our students and faculty throughout the district should be teaching and learning under
acceptable physical conditions. That said, I do not know the specific needs at Edison, since I do
not teach there.

2/28/2018 6:36 PM

76 Sell the land and build a larger school in a better location 2/28/2018 6:29 PM

77 Find adequate space on another site. Near Roosevelt? 2/28/2018 6:17 PM

78 do the parking!!! 2/28/2018 5:09 PM

79 I do think that though the building needs and deserves updating, Edison is in a neighborhood that
benefits from strong community support and advocacy. There are many other schools that don't
have this benefit on their side.

2/28/2018 2:35 PM

80 Why is this being considered on a site that does NOT meet 4J standards for lot size requirements
for elementary schools?

2/28/2018 2:29 PM

81 A healthy, vibrant elementary school is one of the crucial pillars of the University neighborhood. It
is currently overcrowded and the stress adds to the behavioral problems of numerous vaccine-
impaired students.

2/28/2018 12:47 PM

82 1. First, how many of the students who attend actually LIVE in the Edison district? My information
is that many are transfers from adjacent areas and could be attending their home elementary
schools. Second, 41 - 45 million is an adsurb amound of money to spend on a building that serves
450 students. Compare it with the $ spent on Hamilin Middle School built to serve twice that
number. Also the location no longer is the best due to neighborhood concerns and limited space.
The district should have seen this coming and located Edison on property adjacent to Roosevelt
MS that they sold or traded to the YMCA. Next best idea is to replace both Edison and Camas
Ridge on that property and build something like Holt and Chavez. No longer can we afford to cater
to the few students who live in the Edison boundaries. The cost is prohibitive and if bond money is
going to be spent without this cost consideration, district patrons should not approve it. It is not a
good investment.

2/28/2018 12:44 PM

83 In Edison discussions, I have never heard any mention of relocating to a different site. This seems
to be worth explaining why or why not.

2/28/2018 12:28 PM
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84 I completely agree that students at Edison need a safe school. That said, it seems irresponsible for
the board to build another school where the students can't stay on the same site while
renovations/updates are done. Renovating on the existing site adds $$ because another school
must be renovated before they can even move. I totally understand the neighborhood's desire to
have Edison in its current location, but it is not equitable. Every time Edison needs a new school, it
costs twice as much as other elementary schools. Mainly, I agree that Edison needs a solution,
but I don't support the current plan.

2/28/2018 12:21 PM

85 Same - not a direct impact but we support all schools / community. Children deserve safe, clean
environments - please just don't get too tech-heavy.

2/28/2018 11:32 AM

86 the transition during construction will displace students 2/28/2018 11:17 AM

87 The facility clearly does not meet the needs of the school that is there. However, it would seem
smarter to keep that building as is in the district with a smaller school there as it has historical
importance.

2/28/2018 10:53 AM

88 I hope this structure can be preserved. It is beautiful and could be repurposed. 2/28/2018 10:34 AM

89 This building is in horrible condition, but again if teachers are not supportive of modern teaching
and learning, why spend money on things that won't be used

2/28/2018 10:30 AM

90 The district needs to get the city to fund a seismically sound parking garage that can be used as
an emergency shelter when the big earthquake comes. It will be needed.

2/28/2018 9:47 AM

91 A new location ought to be considered. I also find it problematic that you are only asking about this
school. It appears to be a forgone conclusion that this is the only building on the table.

2/28/2018 8:06 AM

92 I do believe building new elementary schools and middle schools is important. However, at what
cost? I feel the Edison neighorhood love the historic part of who they are. Perhaps, the 4J should
sell that proprerty. The University of Oregon would likely snatch it up in a heartbeat. Kids from the
Edison are could be buses to Willard.

2/28/2018 1:29 AM

93 Very old school 2/27/2018 11:06 PM

94 Camas Ridge should have a new building 2/27/2018 10:29 PM

95 I would advocate for rebuilding Camas Ridge first, so that Edison students could then be housed
at the old Camas Ridge while Edison is being rebuilt. Currently there is nowhere for Edison
students to be housed while the school is rebuilt.

2/27/2018 10:10 PM

96 Keeping the neighborhood schools is very important. Keeping the grade schools small is important
in building community and allowing parents/students to build memories and grow in a smaller
setting is important. We do not need to crowd 600 kids into one building. With school violence, why
would we put this many kids into one unprotected building?

2/27/2018 9:58 PM

97 Do not need underground parking 2/27/2018 9:54 PM

98 Anti important - this elistest school should be closed 2/27/2018 9:25 PM

99 They like it like it is, so move dollars to where wanted/needed 2/27/2018 8:11 PM

100 If we have empty buildings, let's use them. 2/27/2018 6:31 PM

101 I think all school should be required to be seismicly safe. However Edison is not our district school.
I would also like to see Camas Ridge become seismicly safe.

2/27/2018 5:56 PM

102 Build it without more parking. It's a neighborhood school with plenty of parking around it. Save the
space for the school, playground, garden and fields. Students have the school bus or can
walk/bike. Parents don't need to drive and there are a lot of transportation options for staff and
visitors.

2/27/2018 5:50 PM

103 Again, if it's a safe building with solid walls. Not like Roosevelt. The walls at Roosevelt would be
like shooting fish in a barrel if the unthinkable were to happen. It's irresponsible.

2/27/2018 4:57 PM

104 A new Willard School could take on their enrollment. 2/27/2018 3:57 PM

105 It doesn't make sense to rebuild at this site. I know it's difficult politically, but please think of the
taxpayers! Edison students do deserve a new building. Laurel Hill would make a lot of sense...

2/27/2018 3:30 PM

106 Unlike the new River Road school, every attempt should be made to design a school that is
compatible with the neighborhood.

2/27/2018 3:17 PM

107 With Willard being so close and having space, it seems like there should be some consideration of
renovating Willard for Edison students.

2/27/2018 3:10 PM

108 Is Edison the only school that doesn't have a big enough footprint to build on site? And the
parents/teachers want the facade of the building to be rebuilt...please give me a break...in tough
economic times choices have to be made. I DEFINITELY want another school open in the South
region.

2/27/2018 2:46 PM

109 In the event of an earthquake, the current building would turn to dust and the tragedy would be
incalculable.

2/27/2018 2:36 PM

110 Seismic concerns 2/27/2018 2:32 PM

111 Needs a new location. Current location cannot accommodate what is needed. 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

112 The small classrooms are unable to safely contain the large class sizes. Several new housing
developments are going in which will further overburden the school.

2/27/2018 2:07 PM

113 The population of Edison seems to like the building as is and have prevented improvement-at
least that is my perception.

2/27/2018 2:05 PM

114 don't need parking structure 2/27/2018 2:02 PM

115 I know that Edison has serious problems. I am, however, a Camas Ridge parent who is very aware
of our serious overcrowding, and from what I understand, a renovation of Camas Ridge could
make more space for Edison students while Edison is rebuilt.

2/27/2018 1:54 PM

116 I think Edison kids should be merged with other elementary schools rather than rebuilt. 2/27/2018 1:37 PM

117 If you put rebuilding Edison on the ballot I will vote no on the measure for the first time ever no
matter what else is on the ballot. I am unevivocally opposed.

2/27/2018 1:27 PM

118 This is an example of a community building. Please do not try to make the building up to an idea
of what is trendy now. The reason this school is so neat is that it fits within the environment from
which it is placed. Renovate dont demolish. Look to other progressive communities for ideas on
how to do the work, check in with historic preservationist, etc.

2/27/2018 1:27 PM

119 I do NOT want to see a 3 million dollar parking facility. That is simply a waste of money. 2/27/2018 1:22 PM
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120 There are several other newly built elementary schools and some elementary schools that are
under-utilized but not brand new such as Crest, Westmoreland, Bailey Hill, etc.

2/27/2018 1:17 PM

121 Any possibility of keeping the beautiful historic building for other purposes and move Edison? 2/27/2018 1:17 PM

122 Redistrict, construct a larger facility to accommodate more kids and streamline admin 2/27/2018 1:10 PM

123 I prefer consolidation of Edison and Camas Ridge and building a larger new elementary school to
replace both of them at the same time.

2/27/2018 1:07 PM

124 We are in the Edison district, but chose to lottery into a different school because the building just
doesn't feel suitable for the current size of the student population.

2/27/2018 1:01 PM

125 The poor seismic condition is obviously a big concern. 2/27/2018 12:57 PM

126 Do not rebuild. Sell this property and put the money into renovating or rebuilding Camas Ridge. 2/27/2018 12:56 PM

127 Students and parents are happy with the school and don't want it rebuilt. 2/27/2018 10:05 AM

128 Renovation of Edison should retain much of the original 1926 building. The need to provide
seismic safety is paramount but the character of the building should be compatible with the
neighborhood. Edison may be the oldest building in 4j but is not nearly the oldest in the University
area.

2/27/2018 9:18 AM

129 How long will the building take? Are we sure the enrollment will be sustained? How do we know
that? A multilevel parking lot for security reasons is a bad idea.

2/27/2018 8:20 AM

130 Again, take care of what we have. If it's that bad, shut it down and move students to other schools. 2/26/2018 10:47 PM

131 The area does not appear to have enough elementary students to sustain that leather if a
population. Bringing more kids into the neighborhood would be a traffic nightmare. Why are you
placating the wealthy neighborhoods? There is little reason to throw so much money at this school.
Sell it to mcmennimans and put a decent school over in moon mountain or open up Parker again.

2/26/2018 10:43 PM

132 If you are going to invest the money, right size the school larger than anticipated. Any other
unused buildings in that area that can be purchased and rebuilt for cheaper?

2/26/2018 10:42 PM

133 I would love to see at least the exterior facade kept intact for historical preservation. 2/26/2018 8:46 PM

134 I have volunteered in classrooms at this school, and I remember how cold the kids were in winter,
and how hot in summer. I can only assume that the seasonal temperatures make it harder for
children to focus.

2/26/2018 8:44 PM

135 Need to make sure schools don't collapse and kill students in an earthquake. 2/26/2018 8:28 PM

136 I don’t know if this is best use of resources. If it can House 400+ students now (idk) then I would
say renovate and upgrade. Keep architectural style in the community.

2/26/2018 6:51 PM

137 Retrofit, not replace! (In London they not infrequently retain the facades of very old buildings, but
everything behind the facade is new.)

2/26/2018 5:23 PM

138 It would be nice to preserve the original building as much as possible; additions to it instead of
razing it?

2/26/2018 5:13 PM

139 Safety is a priority. Will all schools be up to code regarding seismic activity with this bond? 2/26/2018 4:42 PM

140 Edison has to be rebuilt before an earthquake happens, it is not safe. 2/26/2018 4:25 PM
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Q8 Sheldon Region Capacity: The Sheldon region is growing and needs more 
space for elementary students. Its elementary schools are currently the largest 

in Eugene, with three neighborhood schools enrolling 525–585 students and one 
language immersion school enrolling about 460 students. The population and 
student enrollment in the area is growing and is projected to continue to grow. 

Building a new elementary school would serve families and community members 
in the northeastern area of Eugene and relieve enrollment pressure on other 

area schools as the population grows. Bond funds could be used to build a new 
elementary school with a capacity of 450 students, designed to accommodate 

later expansion if needed. The district has property reserved for a future school 
site in the Coburg Road/Crescent Ave. area (Kinney Loop). (Cost: ~$42 million) 

How important to you is it to build a new elementary school to accommodate 
growing enrollment in the Sheldon region?

Answered: 644 Skipped: 96

29.04%
187

32.61%
210

22.20%
143

6.37%
41

9.78%
63 644 3.65

# COMMENTS? DATE

1 Bad decisions were made building Holt and Chavez so small to begin with. Again, staffing is more
critical.

3/12/2018 8:03 AM

2 It seems like more space is needed, but could that be fixed by sending students to other schools?
Or getting more students to enroll at Buena Vista to balance out the school sizes?

3/11/2018 11:44 PM

3 If the projection is accurate, we need a space for these students, but we also need to look at our
option of school choice. I know that many schools that are at capacity open their enrollment in
hopes of recieveing more FTE becuase of not quite enough forcing blends or facilitating teachers.
Are these projections based on students attending ONLY their neighborhood school? We had a
school previously in that area and it was closed to combine 2 schools? Why?

3/11/2018 9:22 PM

4 How much of this could be controlled with regulation of transfers/attendance at choice schools? 3/11/2018 7:49 PM

5 This is important but I think building a new high school and replacing Edison are higher priority. 3/11/2018 6:32 PM

6 I would like to see a K-8 constructed on the Kinney Loop site and make it the new location of YG. I
think this would be a way to advance the education of an already highly regarded immersion
program and adopt the benefits to all students (as validated by research) which come from K-8
programs (over K-5 programs separate from middle school).

3/11/2018 3:27 PM

7 YES however if it can wait another budget cycle if the need is not imminent like North or Edison 3/11/2018 10:55 AM

8 Is the school age population growing that much that we need another elementary school? Are we
sure this trend is going to continue?

3/11/2018 9:33 AM

9 Willagillespie has no extra space—they had to turn the 2012 expansion of a science lab into a
classroom; a new elementary school is essential

3/11/2018 8:17 AM

10 That is a good idea. 3/10/2018 10:46 PM

11 Holt was built approximately 14 years ago, merging 2 elementaries and Meadowlark closed.
Ensure long-term planning

3/10/2018 9:39 PM

12 I work at an overcrowded school in the Sheldon region, so it's a priority for me. 3/10/2018 5:22 PM

13 More needs to be given to the low SES schools so there is equity and students will not transfer to
the rich schools.

3/10/2018 4:46 PM

14 Who is determining capacity? Schools would be very overcrowded at “capacity”. 3/10/2018 3:52 PM

15 splitting youth from current elementary schools lowers the amount of students in a class 3/10/2018 3:45 PM

16 More schools with lower numbers does so much to better serve families and communities 3/10/2018 1:35 PM

17 This is reasonable, since this is where the growth is, but I question why the district chose to
demolish the Willakenzie School and sell the lot.

3/10/2018 1:31 PM

18 Holt will have 4 Kinder classes in 2012018 that's too many 3/10/2018 1:29 PM

(no label)
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19 This project could potentially be delayed to the next bond. The site is not near to two schools with
the largest capacity issues (Willa. and BH), so it is hard to see how it would relieve pressure there.

3/10/2018 1:29 PM

20 Huge free and reduced population that will need more social services like health centers 3/10/2018 1:26 PM

21 I"d like to know if we could repurpose another old school , or add an addition to a current school,
before building another

3/10/2018 11:58 AM

22 I think smaller schools are better. 450 is a lot of kids. 3/10/2018 9:01 AM

23 Make due with what we have 3/10/2018 8:02 AM

24 Be careful in planning to avoid wetlands. 3/10/2018 7:56 AM

25 Keeping schools small is better for kids and families. 3/9/2018 10:43 PM

26 These budgets are way too high. 3/9/2018 8:44 PM

27 Consider k-8, language immersion, site for YG 3/8/2018 3:45 PM

28 A better solution is to use portable buildings to accomodate what could be a temporary influx of
students.

3/8/2018 1:54 PM

29 Seems less important than schools that are crumbling 3/8/2018 1:08 PM

30 I think we will end up closing schools if we build a new school in the region. Why did we close
Coburg and Willakenzie and Meadowlark just a few years ago if we need a new elementary in the
region?

3/6/2018 12:03 PM

31 School are needed for children. If there is the need, then build it. 3/5/2018 1:44 PM

32 A new elementary school would help reduce class size- a very important issue for families and
teachers. We cannot help children if they are able to remain invisible due to class sizes.

3/5/2018 11:12 AM

33 I hear from my friends who teach/work in the region that they desperately need more space. 3/4/2018 9:57 AM

34 These numbers can fluctuate. I am not concerned about 85 extra students in a given year. let's
look at the long term trends. show the data over the years please.

3/3/2018 8:48 PM

35 Since 450 is much too big for an Elementary school, I would support building a school to keep
THAT the cap, at most. BUT ALL 4J STUDENTS DESERVE SMALLER CLASS SIZES FIRST!!

3/3/2018 2:48 PM

36 Try to couple new school with bike/ped improvements to connect to apartments along Crescent
and County Farm

3/3/2018 2:25 AM

37 This should be the #2 priority of the bond. 3/2/2018 9:37 PM

38 anything above a 15:1 student to teacher ratio is hurting our students and burning out our
teachers.

3/2/2018 4:03 PM

39 My feedback as a south Eugene parent is that the reason enrollment is lower here is because so
many families choose alternative schools, charter schools. If we improved facilities and services
like food service there would be higher enrollment in the neighborhood schools. So, these
numbers aren’t totally honest assessments of what our choices should be. We can’t even gather
our whole school population in many of these buildings...not the best way to create community.

3/2/2018 1:09 PM

40 Middle school 3/1/2018 11:59 PM

41 Where do those kids go once they get to middle school and high school? 3/1/2018 5:29 PM

42 It seems a lower priority than the issues with north eugene highschool and Edison 3/1/2018 1:56 PM

43 Our current schools can't expand anymore to accommodate students, and portables are not good
long term solutions

3/1/2018 12:29 PM

44 More teachers needed to reduce class sizes. 3/1/2018 11:02 AM

45 builders need to pay some of costs 3/1/2018 10:20 AM

46 A new school does seem warranted, however, older schools in need of renovations and funding for
current teaching staff seems more pressing. Surely, Sheldon Region ought to have the ability to
expand, but not when the funding can help serve those students already in need.

3/1/2018 9:14 AM

47 Sheldon is pulling students from other areas that we need to invest in. If we would invest in other
areas of Eugene parents would not pull their kids from their local schools to move them to
Sheldon.

3/1/2018 12:05 AM

48 Once again, important. Looking at the whole 4J area it seems important 2/28/2018 11:45 PM

49 Because of school choice people are bussing their kids to the Sheldon region. Build up the other
regions and end school choice

2/28/2018 11:43 PM

50 This needs to happen ASAP. The region is growing, and Holt, Gilham, and Willagillespie are all
at/over capacity. Sadly, this is something that many predicted when the Board made the decision
to close both Coburg and Meadowlark. (After having closed Willakenzie earlier.)

2/28/2018 10:59 PM

51 I just feel Camas which is infested with rodents, fleas, and mold should at least get a remodel.
They don’t even have enough classrooms for children with learning disabilities. Making those
students learn in the hallway or small storage/copy room seems insensitive at the least. It’s like
they are being punished for having a disability

2/28/2018 10:36 PM

52 I am a parent of two Camas Ridge students. What is important to me is that overcrowding at area
schools be addressed for all schools. The school board needs to address not just projected growth
challenges but existing challenges. Camas Ridge's current enrollment is greater than its capacity.
Children meet in copy rooms, have math class in hallways, attend music in the cafeteria. This is
not acceptable or sustainable. Do the projections presented in the South Eugene region include
the new housing development on Hilyard? Why is the North Eugene High School upgrades
proposed when South Eugene elementary schools are already over capacity significantly. I'd like
the board to explore other alternatives that address the current needs of area schools.

2/28/2018 7:33 PM

53 reopen the two charter schools as public all inclusive schools ( Coburg and Buena Vista) 2/28/2018 7:06 PM

54 I believe all our students and faculty throughout the district should be teaching and learning under
acceptable physical conditions. That said, I do not know the specific needs in the Sheldon Region,
since I do not teach there.

2/28/2018 6:36 PM

55 Change boundary 2/28/2018 6:29 PM

56 Buena Vista is barely adequate 2/28/2018 6:07 PM
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57 We moved my daughter out of Holt and to Howard because the school was so crowded that it was
overwhelming for her. She has special needs and the environment was preventing her from being
able to function. We are fortunate to be able to drive her everyday, but kids whose parents cannot
do this continue to be in a chaotic environment and overcrowded classrooms.

2/28/2018 5:51 PM

58 We definitely need lower class sizes at our locals, another elementary school would help
immensely.

2/28/2018 5:51 PM

59 this should be high priority- students need a school to attend 2/28/2018 2:51 PM

60 Do the math. 42 million to serve 450 students - thats almost $100,000 per student. This should not
be built until cost per student is reasonable.

2/28/2018 12:44 PM

61 Perhaps it is time to redraw the region lines. 2/28/2018 12:28 PM

62 This seems like a no-brainer. 2/28/2018 12:21 PM

63 Use what we have and stop closes schools only to open new ones 2/28/2018 11:59 AM

64 Classes are overcrowded everywhere - important to fix. 2/28/2018 11:32 AM

65 low impact during constuction, useful when complete 2/28/2018 11:17 AM

66 This would be the perfect opportunity to get in fresh, up-to-date teachers who will use new
technology and a new facility to really make a difference in the learning taking place with students

2/28/2018 10:30 AM

67 I cannot see where future students will fit into Gilham due to the massive amout of new housing in
the works in the Gilham area. Boundaries can be changed for Cal Young and possibly Sheldon,
but these new homes are practically in Gilham's back yard.

2/28/2018 10:21 AM

68 It's more important to deal with crumbling infrastructure. 2/28/2018 10:03 AM

69 There is pressure at the middle school region in this region as well. I hope that renovations will be
considered as the enrollment continues to grow.

2/28/2018 8:12 AM

70 Hard to make the call. If the proposed new school was for Yujin Gakuen then yes....build the new
elementary school. I heard an idea tonight that talked about housing YG at this new school until
North could be retro fitted for us. That sounds like a fantastic plan!

2/28/2018 1:29 AM

71 Holt has too many kids already with the other school gone need more schools area really growing
and building

2/27/2018 11:06 PM

72 I understand the need for a new school, but I have a problem with existing homeowners paying for
a school to serve new development. The developers should be paying for this. They should be
taxed adequately on their profits to pay for all needed infrastructure including education!

2/27/2018 10:10 PM

73 I am against these large capacity schools that are like warehouses. Keep the neighborhood
schools at 250 kids of so. No more than 300.

2/27/2018 9:58 PM

74 Coburg Charter school is a good existing option. 2/27/2018 6:41 PM

75 It is important to me that all schools can accommodate our children. However my primary concern
is the crowding that is happening at Camas Ridge, our neighborhood school. It needs to be rebuilt
so it is structurally safe and large enough to acomodate everyone.

2/27/2018 5:56 PM

76 Reopen BV as a neighborhood school. 2/27/2018 5:51 PM

77 How much of the capacity issue is related to students choicing into schools in the Sheldon region? 2/27/2018 5:36 PM

78 With solid walls. 2/27/2018 4:57 PM

79 Not in my area of Eugene. 2/27/2018 3:57 PM

80 I would like more data on whether a new school is really needed, given the capacity in the south
region.

2/27/2018 3:17 PM

81 If you fund new schools in the North region instead of the Sheldon region wouldn't more families
enroll in North, helping to address the stigma North region schools have around not being as
academically sound?

2/27/2018 3:05 PM

82 The growth in building is incredible...but, the south region is stuffed and just fixing one school
won't fix it.

2/27/2018 2:46 PM

83 Holt should not have to accommodate more students. We need another school. 2/27/2018 2:36 PM

84 Don't want large class sizes 2/27/2018 2:32 PM

85 Our specialist classrooms and library have been given up and divided so that we can accomodate
more kids. We need another elementary school in this area. My kinder eats lunch at 10:30am just
so we can get all 600 kids in and through the lunch line efficiently. That's not ideal!

2/27/2018 2:18 PM

86 This is the region I live in and will have children attending elementary school in the next 5 years.
Current enrollment size with projected growth is a concern.

2/27/2018 2:04 PM

87 these students will age out and there may not be more to replace them 2/27/2018 2:02 PM

88 Wow. I didn't know how over-capacity Sheldon was. Large classes at the elementary level are a
very bad thing--that needs to be dealt with.

2/27/2018 1:54 PM

89 These schools are at the max, and have a challenging poulation at some. This would be my
priority!

2/27/2018 1:17 PM

90 4J should consider lobbying state legislature to implement school impact fees (called "system
development charges" in Oregon). In most states across the country, new school constrcution
driven by new residential development is covered via impact fees rather than general obligation
bonds.

2/27/2018 1:07 PM

91 Keeping class sizes low is critical in elementary aged students. 2/27/2018 9:35 AM

92 I do not understand where the money will come from to staff another building, how will a new
school help the current buildings? What priority will be placed on these projects? Many families in
the Sheldon refion are affluent and will choose other options for education. I am not certain yhis is
the right move.

2/27/2018 8:20 AM

93 New Charter School options would be welcome as well, it seems like there are more
charter/alternative school options in other parts of Eugene.

2/27/2018 6:52 AM

94 Fix the current empty schools before building new ones. Bailey Hill, etc... 2/27/2018 3:14 AM

95 Will be where my kids attend High School 2/27/2018 12:16 AM

96 send them to churchill area 2/26/2018 10:47 PM
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97 Why do you let some schools overflow while burns vista has space? Would it really be tragic if the
school was not 10o% equally duanimmerssion?

2/26/2018 10:43 PM

98 The schools being way overpopulated are a major concern for students receiving education. A
cramped school is not only a learning barrier, but also makes for an unattractive career move for
educators.

2/26/2018 10:42 PM

99 I think it is VERY needed! 2/26/2018 10:37 PM

100 I have seen Gilham’s scores go down and classroom numbers go up at upper-elementary grades. 2/26/2018 10:10 PM

101 Stop out of district transfers and in district transfers. 2/26/2018 9:02 PM

102 One of my children attends an elementary school in this area, and I volunteer there regularly. The
class size is absurd- we have teachers who have more children than they can fit comfortably into
their classrooms, much less manage!

2/26/2018 8:44 PM

103 The schools are unequipped for even current enrollment; this needs to be a priority. 2/26/2018 5:55 PM

104 Perhaps move YG to Sheldon area within a larger space to take in Sheldon area students? If there
is no stand alone site in the North Region and NEHS is rebuilt over the Silver Lea site.

2/26/2018 4:42 PM
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23.50% 149

8.36% 53

44.01% 279

24.13% 153

Q9 Renovate Older Building for New Educational Uses: The Willard site in 
south central Eugene or the Bailey Hill site in southwest Eugene could be 

renovated to house special programs, such as language immersion, special 
education, alternative education, or career technical education. Before that, 

the renovated building could be used as a temporary school site for students 
while their schools are rebuilt or renovated. (Cost: ~$15–30 million) 

Do you support renovating the existing Willard or Bailey Hill school building 
for new educational uses? 

Answered: 634 Skipped: 106

TOTAL 634
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Q10 How important to you is it to renovate the Willard or Bailey Hill
building for new educational uses?

Answered: 631 Skipped: 109

21.87%
138

30.59%
193

23.93%
151

6.81%
43

16.80%
106

 
631

 
3.34

# COMMENTS? DATE

1 Language immersion schools should be put aside until this district can effectively educate and
manage behaviors. Get back to the basics.

3/12/2018 8:03 AM

2 Low cost to taxpayer dollors. 3/12/2018 7:34 AM

3 The groups that use these sites are usually underrepresented and they deserve more than the
"leftover" buildings.

3/12/2018 5:55 AM

4 These are old buildings. Does it make sense to renovate them now instead of waiting and building
a new school there when it's needed?

3/11/2018 11:44 PM

5 Don't move Edison kids all the way to the Willard school site during construction. Figure out
something closer to Edison that will enable families to walk or bike and will keep bus rides shorter.
Also, South Eugene already has more than its share of alternative education options.

3/11/2018 11:27 PM

6 This is an ideal location for a school. I would love to see kids going to school here again. 3/11/2018 9:50 PM

7 I support this if we use this location to house students in transition. Many students need placement
changes to support escalating behaviors. Because our special education programs are maxed out,
these students wait and are often supported by a 1:1 with no academic expectation. That causes
major effects to the student in transition and eliminates support from the whole school population.
We need to focus our funds on special education. If fixing these buildings would support that, I
would support the funds being spent there.

3/11/2018 9:22 PM

8 Instead of building new facilities we need to use existing buildings as much as possible. The new
buildings that 4j has iunvested in recently are AWFUL, it would be much better to invest in
restoring existing buildings.

3/11/2018 7:49 PM

9 I think it is valuable to renovate one of the two spaces to have more place for special programs but
I have no preference.

3/11/2018 6:32 PM

10 Willard would take too much to bring it up to standards. 3/11/2018 4:47 PM

11 Not enough funds to even run 4J schools well now; not excited about the Willard/Bailey reno idea 3/11/2018 10:55 AM

12 It seems like a good idea to use buildings we already have... 3/11/2018 9:33 AM

13 I believe that rebuilding on those sites would be better than refurbishing— 3/11/2018 8:17 AM

14 Continued use of these buildings is valuable to the district and the community. 3/10/2018 10:46 PM

15 We need smaller schools and specialized schools, especially D treatment schools that can work
with children who have severe emotional and behavioral issues.

3/10/2018 3:52 PM

16 For vocational classes 3/10/2018 3:36 PM

17 Willard is too far gone. Bailey hill is pretty bad as well. Rebuilding makes more sense. 3/10/2018 2:10 PM

18 3/10/2018 1:57 PM

19 I think our community would be very well served to have French and Chinese immersions at the
Willard site (being “commuter” schools that’d be more central for better access to all families. Then
Parker should be returned as a neighborhood school to accommodate new growth is south
Eugene, and relieve the overcrowding at Camas Ridge and Edison.

3/10/2018 1:35 PM

20 Using buildings the district already has seems like a prudent thing to do. 3/10/2018 1:31 PM

21 The district could save rent by housing alternative programs here, which is compelling. And it
could be a swing school for Edison. But, if Camas is put on this bond, too, it could act as swing
school and solve a capacity issue there. The Willard site could go on next bond, or increase bond
to include basic Willard upgrades.

3/10/2018 1:29 PM

22 it's hard to know which school to prioritize 3/10/2018 11:58 AM

23 Central piece of property. Shame to sit empty. Could alleviate overflow of Adams, Camas Ridge
and Edison.

3/10/2018 11:38 AM

24 I’m not familiar with these schools at all, or their needs. 3/10/2018 9:33 AM

25 I drive by the Willard site and want to scream that it’s bit being used. 3/10/2018 9:01 AM

26 Renovate and use both these buildings. Small neighborhood elementary schools serve students
best.

3/10/2018 8:08 AM

27 Work with existing facilities 3/10/2018 8:02 AM

(no label)
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28 The Willard site, in my opinion, is better for badly needed housing or a park. 3/10/2018 7:56 AM

29 I love the Willard site. Great location, awesome windows, well lit and beautiful inside. 3/9/2018 10:43 PM

30 Build a dedicated CTE space! 3/8/2018 3:39 PM

31 The 4J district needs to address the issue of administrative bloat before going out for bond funds.
Far too man administrators are failed principals, etc., who are given sinecures at the 4J district
office.

3/8/2018 1:54 PM

32 If needed, then important 3/8/2018 1:08 PM

33 Close Twin Oaks and reopen Bailey Hill? Close aEdison and reopen Willard? 3/6/2018 12:03 PM

34 Rehab/renovation is preferable in either case. Seriously, recycle! 3/6/2018 11:07 AM

35 The Willard site needs to be addressed by 4J - it is essentially abandoned now and is harmful to
the neighborhood - whether renovated or demolished, the site must be addressed

3/6/2018 8:50 AM

36 only if there is a real need not served elsewhere 3/5/2018 3:09 PM

37 More schools, more education 3/5/2018 1:44 PM

38 Two lines of logic here: While south region students would have to travel further to get to Bailey
HIll, the Churchill school region is under enrollment numbers. Families don't seem to know how
stellar the Churchill staff are and maybe if they are in that region for a "temporary" school the
district can boost visibility of the excellent work at Churchill. The other logic is about population
management. If the south region is going to continue to meet project #growth, then it makes sense
to invest in the longer term with a school in the area that can house either special groups / focus. I
would NOT like to see more alternative schools or behavior programs removed from the student's
local school. ALL of our schools should have capacity to support behavioral, and mental health
needs of our children.

3/5/2018 11:12 AM

39 This is a great location for a new Elementary school or community space. 3/4/2018 12:48 PM

40 I have seen my neighborhood change from older grand parents to young families with children.
Having an elementary school within walking distance of the surrounding neighborhoods is a great
benefit to the people living nearby.

3/4/2018 12:34 PM

41 I'm not convinced this is the best use of our money. I don't think this proposal has been thoroughly
vetted.

3/4/2018 9:57 AM

42 Willard School is a lovely location for an elementary school. Within walking distance for kids living
on College Hill and in the South Hills.

3/3/2018 10:17 PM

43 let's work on schools that are deficient before we continue to over invest in the south eugene area. 3/3/2018 8:48 PM

44 It may make sense to use Willard as a temporary facility, but if we need all kinds of space for new
programs, etc, why did you shut down Crest Drive and the one on 29th? Does 4J EVER plan?????

3/3/2018 6:36 PM

45 I object to the "stop-gap" nature of this proposal. COMMIT to a program, and build a building with
that program's needs in mind. You can't renovate for a temporary elemetary school, and then use
that for an alternative school or special education school. This trivializes those populations -
literally making them second thoughts. A BAD WAY TO SPEND MONEY.

3/3/2018 2:48 PM

46 For equity reasons, prioritize remodeling at neighborhood schools, not special programs 3/3/2018 2:25 AM

47 Waste of taxpayer dollars unless you're moving YG to build the new North. Let ECDR be the North
Region language immersion school.

3/2/2018 9:37 PM

48 Use every building you have. Vocational programs are good and special education takes way
more $ from public schools than it should.

3/2/2018 4:03 PM

49 We support the Chinese program and hope to see it have its own facility! I support the idea that
having language immersion programs helps to ease the burden on other elementary schools in
terms of enrollment numbers.

3/2/2018 11:05 AM

50 Monroe middle school!!! 3/1/2018 11:59 PM

51 Chinese Immersion needs a new home! 3/1/2018 6:45 PM

52 Can we use Willard to locate Edison in? Can we combine Adams and Edison? We can change
boundaries? Williard seems like a big property. Isn't Baily Hill looked at as the Chinese Immersion
School?

3/1/2018 5:29 PM

53 Career education needed throughout the district. 3/1/2018 11:02 AM

54 these buildings need to be used; children need smaller classes, better facilities 3/1/2018 10:20 AM

55 The Churchill region has continually been ignored when it comes to language immersion so it is
important to give the new Chinese Immersion School a future home with room to grow.

3/1/2018 9:20 AM

56 I assume that this measure is tied to the proposed renovations for Edison, correct? This does
seem useful, but the cost range is misleading. For nearly the same cost as a new elementary
school, we would have a building ready for potential use. Of course, we do not want to put the cart
before the horse, but other schools also in need of renovations do not require the Willard or Bailey
"new" but undefined educational uses space. The outcomes of this request need further
explanation.

3/1/2018 9:14 AM

57 It seems important for all schools. Hard to prioritize without being biased towards your own area. 2/28/2018 11:45 PM

58 Camas needs it more. They don’t even have Adeq 2/28/2018 10:36 PM

59 I know nothing about it. 2/28/2018 7:44 PM

60 Given current enrollment issues in other Eugene area schools this should not be a priority for the
2018 bond.

2/28/2018 7:33 PM

61 If 4J has needs for a special program in a small building in these locations--perhaps. Otherwise
build new and redraw boundaries

2/28/2018 6:29 PM

62 I would love to see Willard be used as a new elementary school or as a transitional charter school
space.

2/28/2018 6:22 PM

63 I think it is very important to make Willard into a functioning school again. 2/28/2018 6:02 PM

64 The Willard school is a great location for a new elementary school or charter school program, its
surrounded by young families with children that can walk to school from their homes in the
neighborhood.

2/28/2018 5:40 PM
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65 If this would allow programs like Japanese immersion to have their own site, I support it. However,
pulling the Japanese immersion program from the North neighborhood eliminates a key program
that draws students from other neighborhoods, including desirable South and Sheldon areas, to
North. I believe it would be a dramatic loss and it would have an impact on test scores and school
report cards for the North region.

2/28/2018 2:35 PM

66 4J is filling all its building back up? 2/28/2018 2:29 PM

67 There is high demand for Buena Vista and Charlemagne - that should tell us that patrons want
dual language immersion programs. We are unable to serve those who want this type of
education. Should add another Spanish Immersion in Churchill Region or at Willard Site.

2/28/2018 12:44 PM

68 Please be more transparent with what this really is. This is a renovation so that Edison students
can occupy the space while the school is being redone. I don't support this strategy for replacing
Edison. I do however, support renovating space for vocational space. It seems unlikely that the
renovations could be used for both purposes as educating elementary students is quite different
than vocational space. And we do not need any more language immersion dedicated space. South
Eugene already has Charlemagne with plenty of extra space not being used.

2/28/2018 12:21 PM

69 Use what we already have and stop closing schools 2/28/2018 11:59 AM

70 Provide special education for behaviorally challenged students that are disrupting mainstream
schooling and exhausting teachers' energy and school resources. Please provide the care and
facilities to handle dangerous, out of control children. They do not belong in our general
classrooms. It doesn't help them and it doesn't help the other students.

2/28/2018 11:32 AM

71 These buildings were closed for a reason. It would make more sense to build bigger on the Kinney
property or update unused areas at Kennedy Middle.

2/28/2018 10:30 AM

72 The costs of renovation would be undermined by the failing structural issues. 2/28/2018 10:21 AM

73 There are more pressing needs for funds elsewhere. 2/28/2018 9:47 AM

74 It is terribly unclear as to what would the renovation benefit. CTE to special education to
alternative programs is a wide range in order to support this I would need greater clarity on
intended use

2/28/2018 6:21 AM

75 Again how do I comment. Is the renovation for the Japanese Language Immersion program? I feel
that it is the desire of YG parents that the Japanese language program stay in the North region. It
is frustrating to think that dollars could be spent on a new unproven Chinese Immersion program. I
would like to see that program thrive but, I don't feel it is fair that this program get building
renovations when many other schools have been on the waiting this for repairs and/or
replacement.

2/28/2018 1:29 AM

76 I would advocate for rebuilding Camas Ridge before doing this. Camas Ridge is one of the oldest
school buildings and needs to be rebuilt.

2/27/2018 10:10 PM

77 STOP making all of these extra programs and alternative schools. Focus on making the regular
school education better by having higher expectations for behavior and class management more
conducive to a learning environment. I see too many students eating, talking, on cell phones,
chatting during instruction time.

2/27/2018 9:58 PM

78 How long is temporary? How much will it cost to move? 2/27/2018 9:54 PM

79 Before anything is done at these two schools money should be spent on rebuilding Camas which
is a building that is overcrowded, in poor repair and was on the list to be rebuilt. Rebuild Camas
first, and then move Edison students to the old Camas site while building Edison. Don’t waste our
money on Willard!

2/27/2018 9:53 PM

80 Too much land, maintenance, and expense for ‘extra’ programs 2/27/2018 9:48 PM

81 We need more space for alternative programs. However, I feel that Bailey Hill is too far out of town
to be easily accessible, particular for students and families who may be struggling. The Willard
location is much easier to access.

2/27/2018 9:19 PM

82 Put it where kids are 2/27/2018 8:11 PM

83 This will not directly effect our family, but it’s important that all buildings are safe for all students. 2/27/2018 5:56 PM

84 Sell them 2/27/2018 5:51 PM

85 Reuse of facilities is an efficient use of scarce resources 2/27/2018 5:36 PM

86 This 10 acre site is well located in South Eugene. 2/27/2018 3:57 PM

87 I'm not sure of the alternatives to renovation... Would the district lease the space? Or sell it? 2/27/2018 3:53 PM

88 Renovating these empty schools is not a good use of money when other neighborhood schools
are in dismal shape.

2/27/2018 3:30 PM

89 I don't think Willard should be a temporary site but rather consider having it as a permanent site
for Edison.

2/27/2018 3:10 PM

90 Neither of these renovations would help families who can't provide transportation, as 4J doesn't
have a complete bussing system to support choice schools

2/27/2018 3:05 PM

91 A must 2/27/2018 2:46 PM

92 The streets around the Bailey Hill site are small and prohibitive. The Willard site is amazing and
should be fully utilized.

2/27/2018 2:36 PM

93 Need swing school to house students if building new High school 2/27/2018 2:32 PM

94 I do not believe we need anothe language school . . . 2/27/2018 2:18 PM

95 The Willard site is a great school location with so much potential. Located in the heart of South
Eugene.

2/27/2018 2:14 PM

96 Neither site is conveniently located within the city. 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

97 We need to focus on bringing our current educational buildings up to current standards before
renovating extra buildings

2/27/2018 2:07 PM

98 we need alternative education choices for those you wont be going to a 4 year college 2/27/2018 2:02 PM

99 Great central location for Special needs 2/27/2018 1:54 PM

100 SELL THE WILLARD SITE! 2/27/2018 1:22 PM

101 Bailey Hill could also attract new students or shift some students to the Churchill region. 2/27/2018 1:17 PM

102 Sell the property 2/27/2018 1:15 PM
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103 You aren't providing adequate resources in existing schools, how can you afford another site 2/27/2018 1:10 PM

104 Willard is more centraly located and has a lot of property for a new school or renovating for an
early learning center serving preschool age children.

2/27/2018 12:56 PM

105 This survey fails to address the fact that both Willard and Bailey Hill are both currently occupied
with other programs / purposes. There is no mention of what happens to those programs when the
buildings are renovated and repurposed.

2/27/2018 12:00 PM

106 Better than building something new. If they are too old to remodel, tear them down. 2/27/2018 10:05 AM

107 How will students be transported to this facility? How long will this property be utilized for this
purpose?

2/27/2018 8:20 AM

108 I would need more information. I'm not sure the site is worth repairing. 2/27/2018 6:52 AM

109 i am cranky old person who cant afford any more taxes. be better stewards of what you have 2/26/2018 10:47 PM

110 Invest the money on the main infrastructure first, too many higher priorities. 2/26/2018 10:42 PM

111 There are more important priorities right now than special programs, and especially language-
immersion programs.

2/26/2018 8:44 PM

112 I do not know enough about the condition to suggest either. If a building is solid and has character
I say renovate. If it’s not cost effective, rebuild.

2/26/2018 6:51 PM

113 Lower enrollment = lower priority 2/26/2018 5:55 PM

114 Perhaps move YG to the Willard site? It doesn't seem like the North region can support a stand
alone building for YG

2/26/2018 4:42 PM
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6.00% 38
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72.83% 461

12.80% 81

Q11 Resiliency for Disaster Recovery: A natural disaster could strike our 
community at any time. Resiliency upgrades at new schools—such as a higher 
level of seismic resistance, water access and power generation—would make it 
more likely that those facilities would weather a disaster and be immediately 
available for reoccupation, both as school facilities and as community resources. 
(Cost: ~$5 million for high school, ~$2 million for each elementary school) 

Do you support investing in enhancing the resiliency of new high school and/or 
elementary schools for future school and community use after a potential natural 
disaster? 

Answered: 633 Skipped: 107

TOTAL 633
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Q12 How important to you is it to enhance the resiliency of new school
buildings for disaster recovery?

Answered: 628 Skipped: 112

49.04%
308

32.64%
205

8.60%
54

4.14%
26

5.57%
35

 
628

 
4.15

# COMMENTS? DATE

1 Are you including Charter schools in this plan? I think these are very important to also fund for this
process.

3/12/2018 9:18 AM

2 You should have thought of that when you built them. 3/12/2018 8:13 AM

3 This is important for our community, not just our schools. Are you only thinking about doing this
when building new schools? Could some changes be made at old schools to make them more
usable for disaster recovery? There are disasters other than earthquakes, so schools could be
altered to work better as community resources (power, water, shelter, food, and with gates or
something to keep other areas of the school blocked off) when there's an ice storm, long power
outages like we had last year, floods, etc.?

3/11/2018 11:57 PM

4 We have had many natural disasters hit areas this past year that were unexpected and tragic for
the community. It would be prudent of Eugene to support this effort.

3/11/2018 9:29 PM

5 I think this is a good way to get the community interested in the bond for people who do not have
kids in school anymore. Start with North and go from there.

3/11/2018 6:35 PM

6 We know a Cascadia event is going to happen sometime in the future of our town. This is not
speculation, but reality. We MUST make sure that our kids are safe in schools should this event
happen during the school day. Also, schools are obviously and important disaster assistance
sites/relief shelters for the community.

3/11/2018 9:39 AM

7 Complete with full functioning kitchens ready to cook serve and clean up from all students and staff
of the school. With ovens, stove tops, and nice industrial equipment and plenty of counter space for
food prep, big three compartment sinks for washing dishes, and others for washing lots of fruits
and veggies, pots pans, nice knives, cutting boards, big bowls etc.. We want more scratch cooking
from simple ingredients.

3/11/2018 8:18 AM

8 If they are being built, it would make sense to enhance that aspect of their building as well. 3/10/2018 10:51 PM

9 All of our schools should be safe! 3/10/2018 3:46 PM

10 Partner with city and utilities; could they fund some of the resiliency work, under the assumption
the general public, not just students, would use the buildings after a disaster?

3/10/2018 1:33 PM

11 often used as the hub for all community members to use in the event of a disaster 3/10/2018 1:27 PM

12 Schools are perfectly distributed throughout the city and have the capacity levels to become key
service locations in a disaster. This is lost if they do not survive the initial disaster.

3/10/2018 10:11 AM

13 New buildings should be built to code. Schools should NOT however bare the cost for creating
community safe spaces. It’s easy to jump at the things that have a technical fix, but i feel like it
diverts our resources from solving the more nuanced problems we face. Statistically, our kids
more likely than not won’t be at school during a disaster.

3/10/2018 9:13 AM

14 Spends a lot of money and doesn’t improve education 3/10/2018 8:08 AM

15 This is about our children's lives, and our ability to keep our community going after an inevitable
quake.

3/10/2018 12:33 AM

16 All building should be built for the long run. 3/9/2018 10:53 PM

17 Stick to teaching. It should be your only job. 3/8/2018 2:00 PM

18 It is a matter of good stewardship: these new buildings are quite expensive; a small add-on cost to
enable them to weather a seismic event is a good investment. It's also important to have safe
places for community members to gather and shelter immediately after a natural disaster.

3/6/2018 2:50 PM

19 new building should already have these features 3/6/2018 12:06 PM

20 It's important, but why are new buildings not constructed for resiliency in the first place??? 3/6/2018 11:10 AM

21 It makes sense for schools to serve both students and the community in an emergency 3/5/2018 3:14 PM

22 Kids need to be in buildings that are safe! We know a high-magnitute earthquake will happen, then
do something to prevent death in schools.

3/5/2018 1:48 PM

23 I strongly support making all schools safe during a major earthquake. As to the broader issue of
resiliency (beyond safety), it depends on the cost/benefit tradeoff. I see the value of resiliency from
a community-support perspective, but I would support making all schools safe before spending
money on making any safe school more resilient.

3/4/2018 9:23 PM
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24 I believe we should be partnering with the city to build schools that can serve the community in the
event of a disaster. Cafeterias and kitchens should be able to accomodate the communtiy and
allow them to cook and serve meals.

3/4/2018 10:06 AM

25 This area has never seen a significant seismic activity since it was founded by settlers and history
was recorded. I am not concerned about this at all.

3/3/2018 8:55 PM

26 Critical need 3/3/2018 6:40 PM

27 This is frustrating. This should be a high priority -- but in light of the dismal state of our school
system, I find myself thinking we can't afford THIS.

3/3/2018 3:03 PM

28 When the flood comes you want your schools to be standing and dry. It doesn't seem like there
would be any place else to go. No sports stadiums that are covered, etc. I have had to ride out a
tornado in a college gym in Nebraska and I sure was happy it was meant to do that.

3/2/2018 4:09 PM

29 Natural disaster are extremly uncommon in the Eugene area 3/2/2018 12:58 PM

30 Middle school 3/2/2018 12:00 AM

31 If we have a limited budget. How do we prioritize? What is the most important? 3/1/2018 5:35 PM

32 I don't know enough about this 3/1/2018 10:22 AM

33 We are due for a serious natural disaster in the near future, perhaps within the lifetime of students
entering K-12 this fall. It is essential to prepare and protect for this event. New buildings in Sheldon
and renovating Edison are good steps for a small number of our communtiy, but ALL schools need
this type funding.

3/1/2018 9:26 AM

34 Let’s invest in education!! 3/1/2018 12:08 AM

35 The safety and well-being of our community's children should be of utmost importance. 2/28/2018 11:00 PM

36 Cascadia subduction earthquake! 2/28/2018 10:57 PM

37 Cascadia earthquake threat requires that 4J think differently about school design, engineering, and
construction.

2/28/2018 7:51 PM

38 In case of an earthquake, children could be severly injured while at school. 2/28/2018 5:41 PM

39 This cost should be born by city, county, state agencies -not 4J's core mission 2/28/2018 2:33 PM

40 While important, compared to other needs this has lower priority in my estimation. 2/28/2018 12:46 PM

41 Is there additional funding available from FEMA/state/etc? If yes, then I support this. 2/28/2018 12:23 PM

42 In the event of an earthquake, our schools should be as safe as possible. Also from outside
security threats. Unfortunate but today's reality. But in the process, please don't make them ugly or
foreboding. Schools should not look or feel like jails.

2/28/2018 11:46 AM

43 That's a lot of money that will potentially never be of benefit....why not spend it on something that
will make a difference to our students now

2/28/2018 10:37 AM

44 This is a lovely thought, but we have greater needs 2/28/2018 6:24 AM

45 I do think it is import but, how many seismic disasters have we seen the the past 100 years?
Protecting ourselves from immediate harm is in my opinion way more important at this time. Yujin
Gakuen has an open front door allowing any person to walk freely into that building at any given
time. There is no air conditioning at YG and doors and windows are frequently open to allow for air
circulation. I think making high school resilient is a great idea as for they would be a hub during a
natural disaster but, at this point in time we need new elementary and middle schools.

2/28/2018 2:00 AM

46 Building codes should be adequate. I would rather see steps taken for keeping kids safe from
strangers with resource officers assigned to schools.

2/27/2018 10:05 PM

47 Camas Ridge is not structurally ready for a disaster and I worry about it ever time I leave my
daughter there. It needs to be included in this.

2/27/2018 6:00 PM

48 Our children are our future 2/27/2018 5:38 PM

49 These are important community resources that warrant this added investment 2/27/2018 4:05 PM

50 It only makes sense or else all the remodeling and new buildings could become very costly to
repair.

2/27/2018 4:03 PM

51 I think it's important but there are other priorities that seems to be of more need. 2/27/2018 3:12 PM

52 Need to be prepared 2/27/2018 2:37 PM

53 studies show that renovations to protect against a big quake dont help a lot. earthquake proof
buildings go down in a big one

2/27/2018 2:06 PM

54 We have no idea when the big Cascadia earthquake could hit . . . the better we're prepared, the
less disruption we'll face.

2/27/2018 1:58 PM

55 This comment is stated in a way that makes the older buildings sound un-enhanceable. Not all
new buildings are resilient, not all old buildings fragile.

2/27/2018 1:29 PM

56 Any new building should be built to a higher seismic standard - so that those investments are
protected.

2/27/2018 1:23 PM

57 Great idea; consider stronger partnerships with other local partners (City of Eugene, EWEB, etc.)
around disaster recovery to share resources and realize efficiencies.

2/27/2018 1:15 PM

58 Resiliency at EXISTING SCHOOLS, and yes if new bldg, but you don't need more sites 2/27/2018 1:11 PM

59 YES!!! 2/27/2018 1:03 PM

60 You need to do everything to prepare for any event because these are people’s children 2/27/2018 9:36 AM

61 We have spent much and we need to protect that investment in the building and in our future 2/27/2018 8:28 AM

62 kinda like all the bomb shelters we built way back when, but never really needed. 2/26/2018 10:54 PM

63 Build the new school and upgrade any existing schools to meet the current seismic standards. If
power and water are lost in the communities, the students will have the same issues at home and
likely will look elsewhere if aid isn’t in place in a reasonable amount of time.

2/26/2018 10:53 PM

64 This is a relatively low-cost investment, considering what is at stake. We have seen the effects of
recent natural disasters on ageing school buildings, and I don't believe we can count on federal
disaster relief funds in the event of a disaster in Oregon.

2/26/2018 8:51 PM

65 Need to make sure schools don't collapse and kill students in an earthquake. 2/26/2018 8:30 PM
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66 I’m not so sure any structure in the PNW is going to withstand the big one. Let’s not get carried
away.

2/26/2018 6:54 PM

67 Not only for the safety of our schools, but to have a community hub if there is a need during a
disaster

2/26/2018 5:53 PM

68 Safety for our children is number one. 2/26/2018 4:45 PM
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Q13 Seismic Improvements at Existing Schools: The Pacific Northwest is
prone to infrequent but significant earthquakes. Most of 4J’s school

buildings were constructed 50–70 years ago. The district assessed all
buildings and made the most critical “Priority 1" seismic upgrades in the

1990s, and some additional upgrades later. Since then, seismic
standards for buildings have changed, and more has been learned about

the potential for a significant earthquake in our area. Further
improvements may be needed for school seismic safety. (Cost: ~$5–$30
million for seismic study and first priority improvements) How important to

you is it to invest in a seismic study of 4J schools and address some of
the high-priority improvements it identifies? 

Answered: 633 Skipped: 107

52.45%
332

29.38%
186

7.90%
50

5.06%
32

5.21%
33 633 4.19

# COMMENTS DATE

1 Again, please include charter schools in this plan. 3/12/2018 9:18 AM

2 Rebuild them if the are damaged. 3/12/2018 8:13 AM

3 This is a moral imperative. We know an earthquake is coming, just not when. Are our children
safe?

3/11/2018 11:57 PM

4 There is a lot of talk about "the big one". However there has been for many years, so who is to say
it is a real danger, but our schools house the children of Lane County. It is our duty to protect
them.

3/11/2018 9:29 PM

5 Fix the worst schools, there is no way to predict when this will happen. 3/11/2018 6:35 PM

6 This should not be up for a vote. This should be absolutely required. As a relatively new resident
to Eugene and future parent (I have a pre-school age child), I am STUNNED that this hasn't been
done already.

3/11/2018 9:39 AM

7 Again, we want to be able to make lots of healthy food for lots of children. Any improvements
should include kitchen upgrades.

3/11/2018 8:18 AM

8 If I am reading your comments correctly, it sounds like one seismic study has already been
contacted. Are you, in fact, asking for money to make another assessment?

3/10/2018 10:51 PM

9 All schools need to be safe 3/10/2018 3:46 PM

10 The results of this should be the driving factor in decisions for future facilities upgrades. 3/10/2018 1:33 PM

11 Edison! 3/10/2018 11:44 AM

12 See previous comment about disasters. 3/10/2018 10:11 AM

13 Stop trying to scare people 3/10/2018 8:12 AM

14 Spends money that doesn’t directly improve education 3/10/2018 8:08 AM

15 I grew up in Los Angeles and was a teacher there, as well. Our schools are VERY unsafe and
unprepared for a seismic event - even if the minor kind. I experienced several minor earthquakes
and I know how easily old buildings crumble because I have seen it myself. Also, the school where
I taught I LA had an extremely comprehensive plan in the event of a major earthquake. The school
my children attend has nothing in place for disaster preparedness. It is simply shocking.

3/9/2018 8:11 AM

16 The Priority 1 upgrades are adequate. A better idea is to feather in seismic upgrades to new
buildings as they are needed.

3/8/2018 2:00 PM

17 RE: prioritizing -- Second to severity of inadequacy should be a building's place in line for
replacement/significant rebuild. Those buildings farther down the list should get seismic refit first,
in cases where severity of deficits is equal.

3/6/2018 2:50 PM

18 Safety is number one 3/5/2018 1:48 PM

19 I don't think we have a choice in this- and it seems related to question #12. Ensuring our buildings
are safe for our children, and could be used for community gathering / disaster relief post an
earthquake or natural disaster seems like an invaluable gift to the community. It provides
assurance that the school is a stronghold to the community, and that the board has our backs.

3/5/2018 11:17 AM
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20 I absolutely think seismic safety at the schools should be a top priority. I support this if we really
think we will get valuable incremental information. (I believe some work has already been done on
this and I don't want to use limited school district funds on an expensive consulting project if it just
ends up telling us what we already know.)

3/4/2018 9:23 PM

21 This goes along with schools serving as shelters in the event of a natural disaster. Let's partner
with the city to ensure that schools can serve in this capacity.

3/4/2018 10:06 AM

22 This are has never seen a significant seismic activity since it was founded by settlers and history
began. I am not concerned at all.

3/3/2018 8:55 PM

23 Our kids Must be safe. How is the district not negligent if they choose to do ANYTHING but
this????

3/3/2018 6:40 PM

24 Again -- we can't afford NOT to do this -- but priority-wise, how can we spend this money when
students are falling through cracks due to inadequate support!!!!!

3/3/2018 3:03 PM

25 with the technology available today this should have been addressed and dealt with years ago. 3/2/2018 4:09 PM

26 While I do feel this is important I also feel we have to balance the fear responses about natural
disaster risk with the every day impact of services. Better gathering spaces, majorly improved
school food, mental health support and librarian support to name some.

3/2/2018 1:14 PM

27 It should not cost millions of dollars to "study" something. Architects should know what's wrong
based on what they already know about buildings, and just make a proposal with a more accurate
figure than a 25 million dollar range!

3/2/2018 1:07 AM

28 Same as above. It is all important to do! 3/1/2018 5:35 PM

29 School buildings can act as neighborhood information centers and temporary shelters or relief
distribution centers in the event of a natural disaster.

3/1/2018 3:46 PM

30 Need more information 3/1/2018 10:22 AM

31 This is a critical, must-have measure. It has been 20 years since, and our schools need to be
prepared for the event of a community shattering event. Seismic activity in Mexico City last year
was revealing as to how prepared schools were able to withstand their multiple quakes.

3/1/2018 9:26 AM

32 It’s obvious that it should be done especially to the ancient schools in SE Eugene 2/28/2018 10:39 PM

33 Schools are vital to the local economy after disasters. This is more than just life safety. This is also
about the health, wellbeing, and recovery of our entire community. If parents don’t have
somewhere to educate their children following a disaster they will leave. Bad for business!

2/28/2018 7:51 PM

34 Better to build new buildings with seismic construction 2/28/2018 6:33 PM

35 Safety of the students comes into play 2/28/2018 1:46 PM

36 It would be helpful to understand which buildings need updates. 2/28/2018 12:23 PM

37 If the earthquake comes none of us are walking away from it. 2/28/2018 12:02 PM

38 Yes, the should be updated as much as possible for safety during an earthquake. 2/28/2018 11:46 AM

39 for when California has the big one... 2/28/2018 11:41 AM

40 Very repetitive 2/28/2018 11:09 AM

41 Again, spend this money on something that will help students now and improve our graduation
rates

2/28/2018 10:37 AM

42 If you are going to build new, you need to do a minimum seismic upgrade to everything. 2/28/2018 9:56 AM

43 It seems important and it sounds all wonderful but, I don't feel it should be high on our priority list. 2/28/2018 2:00 AM

44 Seismic analysis and upgrades are important for critical facilities 2/27/2018 5:38 PM

45 This will be a cost efficient use of dollars in the long run. 2/27/2018 4:03 PM

46 I think this is important but because this moves Edison to the top of the list, I cannot answer very
important for reasons previously stated.

2/27/2018 2:51 PM

47 I've got one kid in a 4J school, and a second starting in Fall 2018, and another who will start in Fall
2020. It's very important to me that their schools be as safe as possible should the Big One hit at
some point in the next 16 years.

2/27/2018 1:58 PM

48 It is a moral imperative that we protect kids from potentially catastrophic seismic risks. 4J should
consider going for a larger bond issue to have this done ASAP. I am alarmed to not see Camas
Ridge Elementary on the list of schools that are being considered for replacement.

2/27/2018 1:15 PM

49 You know where improvements are needed. 2/27/2018 1:11 PM

50 what is more important than the safety of our kids? 2/27/2018 1:02 PM

51 We are going to start shaking soon 2/27/2018 9:36 AM

52 This issue isn't going away. 2/27/2018 8:28 AM

53 waste of money given amount of time students are actually in the school. maybe put some money
into bringing school year in line with rest of nation

2/26/2018 10:54 PM

54 don’t invest money on upgrading a facility that has lots of other issues and should have been
replaced instead

2/26/2018 10:53 PM

55 other bond have already paid for this years ago 2/26/2018 10:26 PM

56 Same answer as above. 2/26/2018 8:51 PM

57 Need to make sure schools don't collapse and kill students in an earthquake. 2/26/2018 8:30 PM

58 See above comment 2/26/2018 6:54 PM

59 Safety is number one. 2/26/2018 4:45 PM
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Q14 Security, Safety and Health: Our children deserve to feel safe and be
safe at school. Security, safety and health upgrades needed in our
schools include: • Securing school entryways• Fencing school site

perimeters • Upgrading fire alarms • Reducing sources of asbestos and
lead (Cost: ~$10–20 million)How important to you is it to invest in
enhancing security, safety and health improvements in 4J school

facilities? 
Answered: 636 Skipped: 104

68.71%
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21.54%
137

4.56%
29

2.52%
16

2.67%
17 636 4.51

# COMMENTS DATE

1 Access to our entire school is through the school office, which is not secure at all. We need a
complete renovation of our office space so that we are able to see and react to potential threats to
our school.

3/12/2018 12:24 PM

2 Work on efficiency and reduce waste in current spending to save toward upgrades. 3/12/2018 8:13 AM

3 Allowing school staff to be armed would be nice or just plaing honor conceled carry. 3/12/2018 7:38 AM

4 Schools need to be more secure. At some schools you can walk right into the school without
anyone stopping you. Knowing what we know in today's climate, that's just crazy.

3/11/2018 11:57 PM

5 I support reducing asbestos/lead but not the other investments which address non-existent issues. 3/11/2018 11:29 PM

6 SAFETY is the most important thing for ALL of our students. We need to feel safe at school each
and every day. We have students in our schools suffering from mental illness and very little
resources we need to be proactive in any way we can.

3/11/2018 9:29 PM

7 Securing school entryways so not everyone can just walk in. Perimeters on buildings where it is
feasible.

3/11/2018 6:35 PM

8 I wish this wasn't important, but given the unbelievable numbers of school shootings, we need to
be sure we are prepared.

3/11/2018 9:39 AM

9 Stop the all glass classrooms and only one entrance for classrooms 3/11/2018 9:15 AM

10 Lead out = very important! 3/11/2018 8:18 AM

11 This is a pretty vague description of security enhancements. All schools should be safe for all
children but for my money I'd like to know what that plan is, specifically.

3/10/2018 5:03 PM

12 Our schools should be as safe as possible without them feeling like a prison or a place to be
scared to be in

3/10/2018 4:33 PM

13 Is fencing the best option in the case of an active shooter? How will students/staff flee? 3/10/2018 4:22 PM

14 The priority is our students and they should all be safe 3/10/2018 3:46 PM

15 School security wasn't even mentioned at our Kindergarten orientation at Holt. 3/10/2018 2:14 PM

16 Fire alarms and asbestos/lead reduction are very important to me. Locking doors and fences tend
to have the opposite effect and make people worry more, id rather see less of this.

3/10/2018 1:42 PM

17 Safety issues should be a mandatory expense in the school budget. It’s disturbing to me that
safety may be set aside if taxpayers don’t approve a bond measure.

3/10/2018 12:25 PM

18 Unimportant, with the exception of clean drinking water. 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

19 I support removal of toxins, upgrading of fire alarms, and seismic upgrades. but I do not want to
make our schools more "prison" like (sorry for extreme term) with metal detectors, fences, etc

3/10/2018 12:00 PM

20 The majority of the first 18 years of our lives are spent in a school. These places should be the
safest and healthiest places in our community.

3/10/2018 10:11 AM

21 I think the things that keep our children safe have little to do with facilities. I think exposure to
toxins is something we just have to work through with time. I’d much rather have healthy food in
cafeterias than chase down trace levels of lead. (Any dangerous levels should obviously should be
addressed.)

3/10/2018 9:13 AM

22 The problem is not the schools' structure or layout, it's the gun laws. No school bandaids, work
with legislature to fix the root cause.

3/10/2018 8:12 AM

23 I think our schools are about as safe as you can make them 3/10/2018 8:08 AM
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24 I believe an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure. Students need be provided plenty of
opportunities to bring about sound mental health. They need to have access to fresh, healthy food,
down time, play time, and structured mindfulness training. This will ultimately decrease the need
for these insane measures.

3/9/2018 10:53 PM

25 Given recent mass shooting events we MUST make sure it is very difficult to enter our school
buildings.

3/9/2018 8:11 AM

26 Securing school entryways should be done already. O'Hara does that, and it's not very difficult. 3/8/2018 2:00 PM

27 Asbestos & Lead, yes - the rest is a fear response that adds only some sense of security (with
more fear) but no true mitigation of catastrophic safety events that are statistically unlikely to
happen.

3/6/2018 10:03 PM

28 I don't necessarily think securing entryways or school site perimeters make school that much safer
from shooters.

3/5/2018 3:14 PM

29 Safety is number one 3/5/2018 1:48 PM

30 It seems like 4j has been doing this work already- thank you. If I am prioritizing I would want
Edison to be addressed first, then seismic upgrades, then North Eug rebuild.

3/5/2018 11:17 AM

31 The safety of our students is of the upmost importance, but let's be smart about secruing and
fencing our schools. When I particpated in the ALICE training at Parker, I felt that the fencing
could have cause more injuries and deaths during an active shooter incident. I'm not convinced the
possibility of preventing a shooter from entering, outweighs the potential for even more casualties
when we're virtualy trapped inside the campus except for a couple narrow gates. We were like
cattle trying to squeeze through the gate.

3/4/2018 10:06 AM

32 Health and security are two different things. I would prefer them separated on the survey. They
are both important, but different.

3/3/2018 10:23 PM

33 Generally speaking I think the security risk is blown way out of proportion for Oregon. We are
unlike much of the rest of the national. Oregonians and Eugenians in particular are compassionate
and good willed people. We do not have the same big city problems you read about in the national
tabloids.

3/3/2018 8:55 PM

34 Fencing put up after Sandy Hook serves to make schools uglier and more prison-like AND to
impede the egress that is now the preferred response to a school shooter. That is certainly a bad
use of funds. Money to secure entryways should not be spent if it would not impede a shooter with
a plan and an assault weapon (and I think few such entry securities do this). Fire alarms need to
work, and lead needs to be out of the water and asbestos out of the air -- BUT - GOOD
NUTRITION IN A SCHOOL CAFETERIA IS PROBABLY AS PRESSING A NEED!!!

3/3/2018 3:03 PM

35 Important, but do it rationally. As a Sheldon graduate, I don't think there's any way to secure the
campus without severely harming student flow. Also, make sure schools are still walkable on all
sides, even if that means having a gate that is open only before and after school. Done wrong,
access limitations could just increase traffic

3/3/2018 2:29 AM

36 This is why you need new buildings. Lead? Asbestos? These are issues from the 70s and 80s that
should not be affecting students in their schools today.

3/2/2018 4:09 PM

37 For me, this is one of the highest priorities. We are not very well prepared for emergencies. 3/2/2018 12:53 PM

38 Make them safer but please don't make them look like a prison like Thurston looks now. 3/2/2018 1:07 AM

39 Same as above. 3/1/2018 5:35 PM

40 We could spend a billion dollars for safety, and a nut job will still do what he wants to do. Upgrade
facilities for learning. But get rid of lead and asbestos

3/1/2018 2:16 PM

41 I currently do not feel that I or my child is safe in the Camas Ridge building. 3/1/2018 10:50 AM

42 we live in a dangerous age; security important 3/1/2018 10:22 AM

43 This measure is a needed improvement. There are certain circumstances that schools will be
unable to prepare for, and actual firearm and gun control policy needs to be addressed on the local
and state level. But updating fire and environmental safety is a must.

3/1/2018 9:26 AM

44 All is important. I don't want to have to pick and choose. 2/28/2018 11:47 PM

45 Need nationwide ban of assault rifles and high capacity magazines! 2/28/2018 7:51 PM

46 At Camas Ridge, heaters are broken, and one even started a minor fire. Nothing changed. This
needs to be fixed.

2/28/2018 6:39 PM

47 Our children’s safety should be a priority! 2/28/2018 5:52 PM

48 And staff! But what do we matter anyways we are just willing to take a bullet for children 2/28/2018 12:02 PM

49 Yes, please make sure all our schools are secure (not prison-like but secure) and free of asbestos
and lead.

2/28/2018 11:46 AM

50 controlling entry and exits are extremely important to keep our schools safe 2/28/2018 11:41 AM

51 have AC so they can keep windows and doors closed 2/28/2018 11:38 AM

52 top of my list 2/28/2018 10:55 AM

53 There are some of these that would be important such as fencing, but we shouldn't make our
schools feel like prisons

2/28/2018 10:37 AM

54 Secure entries. No fencing. Upgrade/install security cameras. 2/28/2018 10:07 AM

55 If you aren't going to build new, then you need to do a minimum to the rest. 2/28/2018 9:56 AM

56 More important than anything previously stated. 2/28/2018 7:59 AM

57 Reducing sources of lead is priority 2/28/2018 7:46 AM

58 The safety and security items listed I support. I do not support changes in the name of safety that
edge toward locked down, fenced prisons in the name of mass tragedy avoidance.

2/28/2018 7:35 AM

59 I would like to see a review of safety across the district published so that the public is able to help
the district ensure equitable application of security measures. Not just loudest voices to the table

2/28/2018 6:24 AM
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60 Yes, this must be a priority for the district!!! Last year when North Eugene had an incident happen
on their campus, YG went into lock out. However, because we have two enterance a police unit
was only parked at the Corridor entrance. Also, because we share a building that is on two
different time schedules Corridor was locked out and secure long before YG was. In fact, kids and
parents were still coming in and out of the YG front door not even knowing that they were being
dropped off during a lockout. Additionally, a note on the door say please check in at the office is
not sufficient security measures for our current school shooting climate. Kelly Middle School also
has open doors and a sign on the door that says check in at the office. If someone wanted to just
walk in, there is no vestibule or means to stop someone from walking in to that building.

2/28/2018 2:00 AM

61 How about hiring a police officer in place of an assistant principal in the HS levels? 2/27/2018 10:05 PM

62 No guns 2/27/2018 9:58 PM

63 Howard & River Road were built with GLASS everywhere, shooters can just stand outside any
classroom from grass area to parking lot to gain access

2/27/2018 8:14 PM

64 Aren’t fences a problem if the students need to be evacuated quickly and taken off the premises? 2/27/2018 6:00 PM

65 Should already have been done 2/27/2018 5:52 PM

66 We need to address this for the students, not arm teachers. 2/27/2018 4:03 PM

67 ***Highest priority of all!!!! 2/27/2018 3:45 PM

68 Asbestos, lead, fire - yes. Keeping safe from guns - hopeless unless the gov't makes huge
changes.

2/27/2018 3:31 PM

69 And you may not want to advertise it but these old buildings have mold. 2/27/2018 2:51 PM

70 Asbestos/Lead should be a separate category from the security needed to physically prevent
people from entering the sites.

2/27/2018 2:40 PM

71 Metal detectors & secure vestibules important 2/27/2018 2:37 PM

72 in light of school shootings it is important to upgrade security. i do not support teachers carrying
firearms

2/27/2018 2:06 PM

73 I hate being paranoid, but until our stupid country gets gun access under control, we need to do
something.

2/27/2018 1:58 PM

74 I don't want to work in anything resembling a prison. 2/27/2018 1:38 PM

75 Stop allowing general public access to ANY school grounds during school hours!!! 2/27/2018 1:35 PM

76 Security cameras, One entrance to shcools when visiting. Lock the perimeters during the school
day. More campus supervisors, more teachers.

2/27/2018 1:33 PM

77 I would include the need for video surveillance on campuses as well. 2/27/2018 1:32 PM

78 HIRE MORE CUSTODIANS! ATA is trashed already because the district does not have enough
custodians to maintain or even clean this new building!

2/27/2018 1:27 PM

79 Could we maybe start with basic needs, like security cameras at Sheldon? 2/27/2018 1:18 PM

80 Nothing is more important than the security, safetly and health of our children! 2/27/2018 1:06 PM

81 This question has too many different things lumped into it. Of course it's important to have good
fire alarms and be free of lead and asbestos. Also, perimeters should be fenced so that, for
example, children with autism don't run off. However, I don't support making schools feel like
prisons. That is not going to be a successful way to decrease violence at schools - rather we need
to work as a society to increase gun control and put more resources towards preventing mental
health issues.

2/27/2018 1:02 PM

82 Are not our students safe already? Or are you trying to persuade with this mode of making people
feel uncomfortable?

2/27/2018 8:28 AM

83 I would like information about fencing. 2/27/2018 6:56 AM

84 let's build moats around all the schools! 2/26/2018 10:54 PM

85 Don’t spend a bunch on asbestos and lead abatement, encapsulate it if possible and those
structures are aging so their excpected service life needs to be evaluated. 100% agree like you
say in your statement that safety is #1. Also add school “campus police” presence.

2/26/2018 10:53 PM

86 other bond in the past have paid for fire alarm upgrades 2/26/2018 10:26 PM

87 I believe we should focus on reducing sources of asbestos and lead. Let's face it, there is no
reasonable degree of security that will make our school safe as long as people can freely
purchase military-grade weapons.

2/26/2018 8:51 PM

88 Safety is number one, but legislation should also be utilized to keep weapons out of our schools 2/26/2018 4:45 PM
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Q15 Equitable and Accessible Facilities: School facilities and programs
should be equitable and accessible for all—both because it is the right

thing to do, and because it is required by federal law (ADA and Title IX).
The district has requested a full athletic program and facility review by an

expert in athletic gender equity and Title IX. Bond funds could help
improve equity and access to school facilities for instruction, athletics and
support areas. (Cost: ~$5–20 million)How important to you is it to invest

in improving the equity and accessibility of school facilities?
Answered: 626 Skipped: 114

40.89%
256

30.99%
194

15.81%
99

6.07%
38

6.23%
39 626 3.94

# COMMENTS DATE

1 There are more important things in education such as bullying, higher graduation rates etc.
Athletics should be elective not a focus of an educational instutute.

3/12/2018 8:13 AM

2 Complete waste of money. 3/12/2018 7:38 AM

3 Academics and school safety should be the top priorities, but some moderate spending on athletic
facilities is okay if it's needed to make them more equitable.

3/11/2018 11:57 PM

4 We need to be fair for all students, so whatever measures would help students to access all areas
of education would be important.

3/11/2018 9:29 PM

5 In order to support a bond measure the 4J facilities department has to be responsible to keep up
their existng faciliteis and not make excues that they do not have time or money;

3/11/2018 1:25 PM

6 I agree this is important--I'm just wondering how many kids this impacts for the amount of money.
Surely there are less expensive ways to be equitable for all genders and disabilities?

3/11/2018 9:39 AM

7 It is because of equitability that I don’t agree with refurbishing Bailey Hill—I don’t see how a
remodel could create a learning facility that is comparable to Chavez or ATA

3/11/2018 8:21 AM

8 Better school food for all is equity and accessiblity at its finest! What an awesome social justice
opportunity! Feed The most needy (free and reduced) the best food.

3/11/2018 8:18 AM

9 Always a goal worth working towards. 3/10/2018 10:51 PM

10 What about all other programs that can help those who are not college bound? What about equity
in music programs.?

3/10/2018 1:21 PM

11 Somewhat important but not for sports. Just get rid of all school sports programs and work with
Kidsports to expand access for students

3/10/2018 1:12 PM

12 Access, yes. Sports facility spending, no. 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

13 You need to keep facility access fair and legal. 3/10/2018 8:08 AM

14 I don't agree that it's the right thing to do. I'm adamantly opposed to blowing a lot of money for the
equity flavor of the month.

3/8/2018 2:00 PM

15 Why not make the school children and teachers equitably comfortable by providing adequate
heating and air systems!

3/6/2018 10:21 PM

16 Buildings should have space for all student and staff to gather 3/6/2018 12:06 PM

17 If there is enough funding, yes. If not, take care sceismic improvement and security first. 3/5/2018 1:48 PM

18 I think 4j is pretty advanced in this area (based on my knowledge of other districts across the
country). I think this is an important issue and wonder how the district can get students actively
involved in the audit and problem solving??

3/5/2018 11:17 AM

19 Again, seriously, 4J? You’re not complying with the law? My daughters both plays sports and I
damn well expect Title IX compliance. And I’m sure parents with disabilities kids rightfully expect
the same.

3/3/2018 6:40 PM

20 No excuse for not having these. No excuse for 37 student math classes in the fourth grade or 50
student high school classes.

3/3/2018 3:03 PM

21 All renovations and new buildings should include all gender or single person bathrooms throughout
the building located near the male/female restrooms to increase accessibility for both transgender
children and children with disabilities.

3/3/2018 8:52 AM
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22 As a student who later came out as transgender, I can attest that athletic gender equity is
extremely important. Also where feasible installing gender neutral bathrooms needs to be a huge
priority -- transgender students at Sheldon were routinely harrassed in the bathroom, and I am
ashamed to admit I didn't think anything of it at the time it was so normalized.

3/3/2018 2:29 AM

23 4j could work with the existing community to increase athletic access. Yoga, ymca, youth sports
agencies, etc. less emphasis on football and more emphasis on safer sports with lower risks of
concussion and more overall mental health benefits.

3/2/2018 1:14 PM

24 There already is class and economic status separation that needs to be addressed 3/2/2018 12:53 PM

25 That seem very expensive for something we should already be doing 3/2/2018 12:07 PM

26 As a parent of a child with special needs, I see great value in making sure school facilities are
accessible to ALL children with ALL abilities. A number of our children are currently passively
excluded to parts of the school experience due to accessibility issues.

3/2/2018 11:47 AM

27 You must first promise to provide the FTE staff necessary to run the programs and have the
money to pay them before building anything new.

3/2/2018 1:07 AM

28 I think it is important but when this is compared to safety concerns, is it as important? 3/1/2018 5:35 PM

29 all has to be balanced and funding taken into account 3/1/2018 10:22 AM

30 Again Camas can’t not accommodate children with wheelchairs or parents for that matter 2/28/2018 10:39 PM

31 How can one answer without know the size of the problem 2/28/2018 6:33 PM

32 All children should be able to access the school and our schools must be Title IX compliant. 2/28/2018 5:52 PM

33 Everyone matters 2/28/2018 12:02 PM

34 I appreciate making things equally accessible but please don't go over the top trying to make
everything gender neutral. It's okay for people to be different - that's what makes us who we are.
Changing The Axemen name was an example of wasted energy. The Axe is at least a reasonable
compromise. Sure have a gender neutral bathroom or locker room - but also maintain separate
facilities for boys and girls preferring privacy. Adding braille and wheelchair ramps, wide doorways,
rounded curbs etc is important. But please preserve some gender-designated spaces for our
children.

2/28/2018 11:46 AM

35 We shouldn't be worried about sports facilities being ADA....we should be in the business of
instruction and making sure those areas are ADA compliant

2/28/2018 10:37 AM

36 ADA and Title IX is the law 2/28/2018 10:07 AM

37 If it's a federal law, the federal government should fund it, not gut education. 2/28/2018 9:56 AM

38 Make sure gender inclusive bathrooms are in every school, in a central and safe location. 2/28/2018 7:35 AM

39 This is a big problem with the 4J School District. I cringe when I hear the term "site based
decisions". It is super hard to go to one schools webpage and see all of the things that school
offers and know that none of those are offered at our kids school. From hardware to software, to
online applications, to library resources, to robotics, to band & choir, to music equipment. etc.

2/28/2018 2:00 AM

40 Why do we need to pay an expert to tell us that girl programs are not treated as equals as boys
programs. It’s obvious. Look at the practice schedules and where they are practicing. We had a
huge debate about axeMAN. why are we wasting money on something we already know Nd use
the money to fix the problem rather that having “experts” tell us that we have a problem that we
already know

2/27/2018 9:58 PM

41 ALSO handicap students don't have adequate access to buildings they are just students in 2/27/2018 8:14 PM

42 I think it important but a lower priority. As many schools as possible need to be fixed. Camas
Ridge is one of them

2/27/2018 6:00 PM

43 This seems like a costly waste of money. 2/27/2018 4:03 PM

44 The cost range is too big; would like to see report first. 2/27/2018 3:19 PM

45 hopefully this can be funded with federal money. We need a flow chart to show taxpayers how little
money comes to Eugene students

2/27/2018 2:51 PM

46 ADA compliance in particular is lacking at many sites. 2/27/2018 2:40 PM

47 don't go overboard on offering the same for both genders 2/27/2018 2:06 PM

48 ALL fundraising goes to the district to be equally distributed to ALL schools. 2/27/2018 1:27 PM

49 All schools need to be ADA compliant. 2/27/2018 1:06 PM

50 What are we talking about here? Special bathrooms to accomodate true disabilities, safe spaces
for tantrums, specialists who are qualified to help the disabled, or is sexuality identification qualify
as a disability? I thought our schools complied with ADA standards.

2/27/2018 8:28 AM

51 I need more detailed information. 2/27/2018 6:56 AM

52 might be more cost effective to drop sports and focus on academics 2/26/2018 10:54 PM

53 Majority of the athletics are not school affiliated anyways so don’t focus on them, support ada
upgrades for students to receive education if needed.

2/26/2018 10:53 PM

54 I just don't think athletics are as important as other priorities at this time. Why not spend less on
boys' athletics, instead of spending more on athletics generally?

2/26/2018 8:51 PM

55 This is noise being made by a few: I will vote no if money is going to be wasted on complainers 2/26/2018 7:31 PM

56 Agree 2/26/2018 6:54 PM

57 Drop football programs. 2/26/2018 5:29 PM

58 4J students should be able to attend choice schools and shouldn't be limited due to transportation 2/26/2018 4:45 PM

59 Many improvements are needed for schools and learning spaces. These should be the priority, not
sports.

2/26/2018 4:33 PM

60 Ridiculously high cost per student benefited. 2/26/2018 3:42 PM
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Q16 Critical Repairs and Maintenance: Worn-out roofs. Corroded pipes
and cracked pavement. End-of-life heating systems and controls.

Inefficient windows that let in the cold. Buildings across the district need
critical repairs and improvements to keep students warm, safe and dry,
and protect the community’s investment in our schools. (Cost: ~$30–50

million)How important to you is it to invest in critical repairs and
maintenance for school facilities?

Answered: 636 Skipped: 104
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13
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 You should already have a budget for this. 3/12/2018 8:13 AM

2 Very important but your price tag is too high. 3/12/2018 7:38 AM

3 This should come first, not way down the list. We have to protect and maintain the buildings we
have, not just let them wear out and build new ones.

3/11/2018 11:57 PM

4 Again, we have a city council that has spent over 2 years talking about a new facility that is state of
the art, and we have students who are cold in the winter and hot in the spring. We need
appropriate teaching conditions to make learning a priority. Expectations are high for students, but
when they are hot, cold, or tired expectations have to be adjusted.

3/11/2018 9:29 PM

5 Especially when there will be cost savings by upgrading. Highlight the cost savings to tax payers. 3/11/2018 6:35 PM

6 How are the lead levels in the school's water? 3/11/2018 9:39 AM

7 Fix those kitchens so we can fix school food! 3/11/2018 8:18 AM

8 It sounds as though these costs will have prioritized to establish which schools will have enhanced
Longevity.

3/10/2018 10:51 PM

9 For shame, letting this go too long. 3/10/2018 5:03 PM

10 Updates are needed 3/10/2018 3:46 PM

11 I'd prefer you get the class sizes smaller. Do levy instead. 3/10/2018 3:08 PM

12 Insulation should re-coup costs. 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

13 top priority - if we let buidings fall apart, we pay more in the long run 3/10/2018 12:00 PM

14 Whoever is allowing ongoing maintenance to be dropped should be terminated. Everyone who has
ever been part of a business or owned a home knows that preventative maintenance is far, far less
expensive that waiting and fixing.

3/10/2018 11:40 AM

15 This is where I support spending our money. Maintenance isn’t fun like new construction, but it’s
more important.

3/10/2018 9:13 AM

16 Critical repairs should be budgetted every cycle as everyday business operations. This is not a
question for voters. If you can't budget properly, it may be time for a job change.

3/10/2018 8:12 AM

17 Contract out the management and work on these projects to professionals. I don’t have confidence
in 4J facilities staff to efficiently manage this work.

3/10/2018 8:08 AM

18 The sooner the better: it will save money in the long run. 3/10/2018 7:57 AM

19 The heating and air regulation in the schools is absurd. It’s is to hot in the winter and then, of
course, without A/C it is unbearable in the warmer months.

3/9/2018 8:11 AM

20 My sons are at school every day, and so am I. The question makes it appear that the problem is
alarming. In actual fact, I'm unable to see anything that is an urgent need.

3/8/2018 2:00 PM

21 This is too broad; how will it be determined which schools receive repairs? 3/6/2018 10:21 PM

22 Better heat snd air conditioning 3/6/2018 10:21 PM

23 I need all of these things in my house too. 3/6/2018 12:06 PM

24 We all need safe, positive environments to learn. I trust that the district team can identify the most
pressing safety and comfort needs.

3/5/2018 11:17 AM

25 This is a priority in my opinion. 3/4/2018 12:35 PM

26 I think its very important that critical repairs are made to the buildings to maintain the facilities. 3/3/2018 10:20 PM
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27 This should be built into your maintenance budget. No need to levy bonds for this if the district was
doing it's job and managing our tax money properly.

3/3/2018 8:55 PM

28 Seek money from Salem, public-private partnerships, or the MAGA infrastructure “plan” JK 3/3/2018 6:40 PM

29 Here we are AGAIN. - How do you prioritize the district needs? Gotta spend some on these..... 3/3/2018 3:03 PM

30 Fix it first! Even if it means deferring new schools and remodels 3/3/2018 2:29 AM

31 worn pipes can poison water supplies 3/2/2018 4:09 PM

32 As an investment yes, but not as a patch to just get by 3/2/2018 5:35 AM

33 If necessary tear down the building, but you need kids to be able to learn in the current buildings
you have.

3/1/2018 5:35 PM

34 must be done 3/1/2018 10:22 AM

35 Facilities maintenance is a must-have measure. This is, I assume, for ALL region schools. My
children and our teachers deserve functioning and comfortable learning environments.

3/1/2018 9:26 AM

36 Camas needs all of that. 2/28/2018 10:39 PM

37 At Camas Ridge, most heaters are broken, and one even started a minor fire. Nothing changed.
This needs to be fixed. .

2/28/2018 6:39 PM

38 Depends on future plans--proposed new building in area of critical facilities 2/28/2018 6:33 PM

39 I believe that critical repairs should be made to help protect aging buildings. To preserve their
continued use.

2/28/2018 6:24 PM

40 It can be very hot in Eugene in September and June. It's also quite cold in some of the buildings
that have courtyards and open spaces.

2/28/2018 5:43 PM

41 South Eugene High School has extremely inefficient single-pane windows that need to be replaced
with more weatherized windows.

2/28/2018 3:59 PM

42 comfort leads to better attendance and grades 2/28/2018 2:33 PM

43 These seem like repairs that could reduce our operating costs. 2/28/2018 12:23 PM

44 Yes, this has got to be done - not glamorous but important for our investment 2/28/2018 11:46 AM

45 maintaining our existing structures should be a priority to preserve our the current investment 2/28/2018 11:41 AM

46 This should be a priority 2/28/2018 11:32 AM

47 If the building is not to be replaced, then these repairs are vital to the efficiency of the school. 2/28/2018 10:24 AM

48 Reduce energy costs! 2/28/2018 10:07 AM

49 If you aren't going to build new, then you need to do a minimum everywhere. Don't turn this into a
class equity issue when one area gets a new building and the rest don't get anything in repairs,
upgrades even.

2/28/2018 9:56 AM

50 Our kids can't learn when they are swelteringly hot not freezing. Breathing toxic air is a concern 2/28/2018 7:35 AM

51 My husband is an engineer and he is constantly maintaining the equipment in his manufacturing
plant. I don't know if the 4J has a maintenance plan or if it is just fix as need currently.

2/28/2018 2:00 AM

52 Again, I believe lots of cost can be saved with more job bidding, upcycle and student, community
involvement, career training for students through these jobs.

2/27/2018 10:05 PM

53 Unless building a new school is a better investment, like at the Willard School site. 2/27/2018 4:03 PM

54 The heaters in one of the rooms at YG/corridor was so hot, it caught books on fire! 2/27/2018 3:17 PM

55 Mold 2/27/2018 2:51 PM

56 I'm concerned about sites like Willard and Crest where the general maintenance was allowed to
lapse, resulting in a larger cost down the road. Maintain the sites or sell them.

2/27/2018 2:40 PM

57 Paying for repairs vs. paying teachers more needs to be studied or asked 2/27/2018 2:37 PM

58 Kids can't learn when they're uncomfortable--it's distracting. 2/27/2018 1:58 PM

59 We need better air quality. Better water sources and continue to check on water quality. Get rid of
the asbestos. This is not a one and done thing.

2/27/2018 1:33 PM

60 Investing in the critical repairs needed should extend the life of the current properties and save
some money in the long run.

2/27/2018 1:32 PM

61 The district is NOT maintaining it's new buildings. This is a disgrace! 2/27/2018 1:27 PM

62 4J needs to prioritize reducing carbon footprint as part of these projects, and repairs that save you
money down the road.

2/27/2018 1:15 PM

63 Students need to be warm, safe and dry. Technology today has vastly improved the efficiency of
windows (insulated), heating and lighting (LED) systems.

2/27/2018 1:06 PM

64 I remember feeling freezing cold at 4J schools growing up. Our kids deserve to feel warm. 2/27/2018 6:56 AM

65 district should have been making repairs and doing maintenance all along 2/26/2018 10:54 PM

66 Same comment, don’t invest in something that should be scrapped anyways 2/26/2018 10:53 PM

67 Many of these upgrades could save the district money over time, couldn't they, if they are efficient
and eco-friendly?

2/26/2018 8:51 PM

68 I support this more than new Constr 2/26/2018 6:54 PM

69 Safety is number one. 2/26/2018 4:45 PM

70 Prefer to save money for new facilities 2/26/2018 3:42 PM
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Q17 Career Technical Education (Vocational): Vocational/technical
education has evolved and entered the 21st century. It is now called

career and technical education (CTE).  CTE programs provide students
hands-on learning opportunities to master academics and technical skills

within courses that interest them and can lead to rewarding
careers. Students can gain work experience, industry certifications and

college credits. High schools are developing and expanding CTE
pathways in areas such as computer science, health occupations, high-

tech manufacturing, environmental science, culinary arts, and more.
Adding dedicated CTE space, such as maker spaces, would provide
space for CTE pathway programs in high schools, and for hands-on

learning in middle schools aligned to high school program options. (Cost: 
~$15 million for 4 high schools, ~$10 million for 8 middle schools)  Do you
support adding or renovating dedicated spaces and equipment at high

schools and/or middle schools for career technical education? 
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Q18 How important to you is it to add or renovate dedicated spaces and
equipment for career technical education?

Answered: 613 Skipped: 127
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Have community based work experience 3/12/2018 8:15 AM

2 Students should be learning career skills in school. 3/12/2018 7:42 AM

3 This is most important at high schools, and would be nice to have at middle schools if there's
enough money for it.

3/12/2018 12:03 AM

4 We will have students who enter the blue collar world, it is important that we show these students
that these are respectable positions and send them out into the working force prepared.

3/11/2018 9:34 PM

5 This is so important to keep our teens in school and improve graduation rates. 3/11/2018 6:37 PM

6 There are jobs for electricians, plumbers, linesmen, diesel mechanics but our school don't prepare
our students for where the work will be in the future

3/11/2018 4:52 PM

7 I think it might be important to survey school communities for interest before putting these in all
schools...

3/11/2018 9:43 AM

8 If the spaces include learning and teaching kitchens I am especially all for it. Cooking skills are a
good trade.

3/11/2018 8:25 AM

9 I think this is critical for the success of our community and for the success of students. I know
many highly successful people that chose their trade based on high school shop classes for
examples some of the welders I know.

3/11/2018 7:48 AM

10 Career technical education has historically been under valued in the Eugene school district. 3/10/2018 10:56 PM

11 There is a need 3/10/2018 3:48 PM

12 This is the greatest need of the workforce in our society and will be the largest factor in increasing
graduation rates.

3/10/2018 1:53 PM

13 These types of programs are key to keeping a certain sector of the student population engaged
and coming to school on a regular basis. I do, however, question the reasons for why these types
of programs were eliminated in the first place many years ago. Educating the whole child, and
equipping them with lifelong skills (like cooking or basic tool usage) seems to be just as important
as teaching the 3Rs.

3/10/2018 1:38 PM

14 Not everyone is meant to go to a regular college. Trying to force all kids down this path is harmful
to the kids, harmful to our economy, and devalues college education for those that attain it.

3/10/2018 12:34 PM

15 Can't support it till I know what you'll cut to run it. 3/10/2018 12:16 PM

16 Oregon cut CTE and Voc Ed in half, and we have to fix that 3/10/2018 12:02 PM

17 We need to focus on all students, not just the high achieving college bound ones. 3/10/2018 11:41 AM

18 I had the opertunity to take both woodshop and small engine repair in middle and high school. The
skills learned there have helped me to understand complex systems in other fields. All my schools
offered were beginners courses, but if CTE had been readily available to me, I would have
pursued it.

3/10/2018 10:22 AM

19 We underserved the students and parents who want their kids to ready to go into a career. Not all
students are college bound and frankly they shouldn’t be forced to do what they aren’t interested
in. Come 4J have the courage to do something for them and vocational education doesn’t have to
have the stigma of meaning student isn’t smart enough.

3/10/2018 9:08 AM

20 This represents a significant piece of our future. Do it. 3/10/2018 8:26 AM

21 Seems like a good spend to improve education return on investment. 3/10/2018 8:13 AM

22 But the needs will change quickly so make sure the spaces are flexible and also anticipate the
future.

3/10/2018 8:04 AM

23 use the resources that are already available through arrangements with LCC. 3/8/2018 2:06 PM

24 Students deserve an opportunity to explore techincal skills and career paths. College isnt for
everyone, but everyone should have a job that they love and have the skills to excel.

3/8/2018 10:30 AM

25 But only important if we provide all students the opportunity in their school day to use CTE. Right
now the 5-period, every day high school schedule is so limiting, my son does not have a chance to
try many electives and still fit in academic requirements. If school periods were shorter or rotated
days, kids could sample more things (Arts, music, CTE). Middle schools also seem limited by 6-
period day and all the requirements, especially if kids take a foreign language.

3/5/2018 3:27 PM
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26 To me, use the money for the foundation of schools: safety first. Career technical education can be
achieved and accessed by families elsewhere. When funding is limited, this shouldn't be a priority.

3/5/2018 1:57 PM

27 I understand this work is currently in planning stages due to a recent district grant. This is
excellent!

3/5/2018 11:24 AM

28 We need students prepared for a variety of careers, and not just preparing students for college
readiness.

3/4/2018 12:59 PM

29 CTE is not a top priority, especially since the ballot measure came with zero dollars 3/3/2018 6:45 PM

30 This is becoming a very depressing survey -- a litany of the inadequacy of our schools and their
programs.

3/3/2018 3:11 PM

31 These programs literally kept some of my friends in school at North, and I know people at Sheldon
who might have been motivated to stay in school if they had existed. I am hesitant to prioritize
middle school programs until high school is fully funded, because I feel that it is more critical in
high school, but middle school is important too (later phases)

3/3/2018 2:33 AM

32 Do this with any money left over from new facilities and safety upgrades 3/2/2018 4:13 PM

33 We could upgrade kitchens and incorporate learning into that part of the facility. I’d love for the
board to think in a more wholistic way about facilities and curriculum.

3/2/2018 1:19 PM

34 Wave of the future 3/2/2018 5:39 AM

35 Monroe middle school band department! We have one tiny classroom for choir and band. We have
to use the messy stage for choir

3/2/2018 12:01 AM

36 The tech spaces at the high schools and middle schools should never have been repurposed for
other uses.

3/1/2018 3:48 PM

37 Students need to have choices and feel that all chosen careers are important. 3/1/2018 11:06 AM

38 Vocational Ed. is a necessary component for a working and fair society. College-for-all rhetoric
often downplays the value of apprenticeship and mechanical and technical skill training. Teaching-
in the value of jobs not in an academic track, at an early stage, helps community members better
respect the valuable roles those occupations play in society.

3/1/2018 9:39 AM

39 I feel that it is very important to have career technical education, but building the facilities without
first reinstating the programs with funding and teachers doesn't make sense.

2/28/2018 11:11 PM

40 Not all students are built for a college education 2/28/2018 6:42 PM

41 Not all kids are on a track to 4 year college experiences. Giving them opportunities to explore tech
and vocational classes and begin to learn valuable and marketable skills while in high school
seems like an obvious thing to do.

2/28/2018 5:45 PM

42 Are we preparing our students for the real world or not? If that's what we say we should be doing,
then we need to put our money where our mouth is. Not every kid is going to college to study the
self worth of an obscure Amazonian crested suckerfish. Hands on education! Where is wood
shop? Auto shop? Metals?

2/28/2018 2:48 PM

43 Crazy these programs are not offered at 4J! 2/28/2018 2:39 PM

44 This equipment is extremely expensive and needs constant updating so perhaps it makes best
sense at the high school level to create a technical central location that students from all the high
schools can access. The location needs to be central and easily accessible from all high schools.
Sure LCC has the equipment, but for kids from CHS and NEHS and even South and Sheldon,
transportation is a deterring issue. It is more than an hour bus ride from North or Churchill to reach
LCC. The site of a building such as Westmoreland school would be more central and easy to
reach from all 4 comprehensive schools. One model to look at might be Benson Tech in Portland.

2/28/2018 2:39 PM

45 Over and over, we hear people talking about the importance of hands-on learning, and mourning
the loss of vocational and technical classes. With skyrocketing college costs, it's imperative we
bring back programs that will prepare students for the workforce if that is the path they choose
after high school.

2/28/2018 2:38 PM

46 Dropping CTE from the schools has contributed to the low graduation rate. Not every student
needs or wants college prep.

2/28/2018 12:37 PM

47 This seems like a way to improve our graduation rates and engage students more fully. 2/28/2018 12:28 PM

48 College isn't everything and we still need vocational pathways for our students 2/28/2018 12:06 PM

49 I'm thinking culinary/cooking, wood shop, auto, gardening... not just computer labs. Our children
need basic, hands on skills. If they love them, then they can translate them into career work.

2/28/2018 11:59 AM

50 If it can add revenue to 'pay' for itself... its a neutral investment 2/28/2018 11:44 AM

51 Sheldon has very little access to CTE programs. Disappointing. 2/28/2018 11:12 AM

52 programs will only be as good as the teachers and the courses offered....courses in Office
programs do not help students in the competitive market place.

2/28/2018 10:41 AM

53 These should be geared towards current career opportunities. 2/28/2018 10:09 AM

54 These programs are essential for getting students to school daily and invested in their education. 2/28/2018 8:14 AM

55 Again, I very much agree with this in theory, however have serious building concerns across the
district that it's hard to support new items when we don't have adequate equitable spaces across
our existing facilities.

2/28/2018 6:28 AM

56 I think CTE is very important and starting early with kids is best. However, with that said I think
there has to be some thought as to what kinds of CTE are sustainable. Lane Community College
produces a lovely catalogue that talks about the cost of education to become a "nurse" and
includes a potential salary range for that career.

2/28/2018 2:17 AM

57 I was TOTALLY AGAINST 4J removing all of the auto shops, woodshops, metal shops, home
economics, sewing, typing/business classes from the start. Because you got rid of so much back
then, you expect us to flip the bill to replace all this brand new?? You did not listen back then.
Parents kept begging to keep these programs going. You decided to make everything about only
computers. Our graduation rates kept going down because there was not enough interest to keep
kids at school.

2/27/2018 10:22 PM

58 Need reasons for kids to stay in high school~ hope for especially poorer students 2/27/2018 8:17 PM

59 I have been a FACS teacher for 47 years. It’s important. 2/27/2018 6:47 PM

60 Not everyone wants to be an accountant 2/27/2018 5:53 PM
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61 Technical Schools provide great opportunity and hands on education. 2/27/2018 4:11 PM

62 This type of training needs to be accessible to all. 2/27/2018 3:48 PM

63 Such efforts must be planned carefully and staged so there is adequate teacher training; in earlier
bonds equipment was bought and then not used or used effectively.

2/27/2018 3:23 PM

64 In my family we value both white and blue collar jobs--let's prepare students for jobs that fit them
best

2/27/2018 3:13 PM

65 This will help students stay in school 2/27/2018 3:00 PM

66 I think our students would benefit from hands on education. 2/27/2018 2:44 PM

67 It would be good to somehow utilize these dollars for a dedicated site. 2/27/2018 2:43 PM

68 Bring back shops! 2/27/2018 2:40 PM

69 I support the creation of this program if it is geared towards students *not* attending college.
College isn't for everyone and giving those students valuable work training is important. If not, I
say let the colleges do their jobs and we focus on educating students where they are *right now*

2/27/2018 2:18 PM

70 Very important *in high schools*. Introduction to vo-tech in middle schools should be pretty low-
key, but in high schools, greater access to vo-tech could help students who aren't really ready for
or interested in college to find clear career tracks quickly.

2/27/2018 2:03 PM

71 Create a detailed vision, rather than "fluff" language. What is the real plan for addressing future
workforce?

2/27/2018 1:44 PM

72 Engaging electives keep students in school. 2/27/2018 1:42 PM

73 You already got rid of these programs. We had all of these things. Now you want to bring them
back? Utilize a cooperative system with Lane COmmunity COllege AND local businesses and
corporations. Have the corporations pay for the new technology and new upgrades. They will
benefit with better work force.

2/27/2018 1:39 PM

74 I thought the state had mandated this last election. Aren't there grants from the state that has been
earmarked to address this cost? I need more information to make and informed decision.

2/27/2018 1:34 PM

75 Woodshop 2/27/2018 1:32 PM

76 North Eugene should have the highest priority. It should become a destination CTE (Vocational)
site for any 4J student and transportation should provided.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

77 Especially in the high schools, students need to be exposed to a variety of programs at that age. 2/27/2018 1:19 PM

78 I feel that we need to do a lot more to prepare non-college bound kids for 21st century careers. 2/27/2018 1:19 PM

79 Giving students a choice of a vocational (CTE) program may help improve the district's graduation
rate!

2/27/2018 1:16 PM

80 Shame on 4J for listening to the likes of Kim Finch who destroyed a perfectly good building for
career vocations. Educators ahould never have shut this down! Only for Kim to have completely
inusable classrooms to be built for STEM. Students cannot hear teachers in these classrooms.
She was not fired, why? Use her salary to pay for this! Communities will always need people with
trade skills.

2/27/2018 8:47 AM

81 Education should help lead students to being better employed when they are older. 2/27/2018 7:02 AM

82 I would be in favor of a vocational high school, not duplicative or dispersed programs 2/26/2018 11:03 PM

83 Vocational training is lost, and if you work in a service industry you know that there is a great need 2/26/2018 10:59 PM

84 I'm not sure about this one. It does not feel like a priority, and I think we should find ways to use
existing spaces, perhaps by collaborating with LCC and the U of O, and with local businesses.

2/26/2018 8:57 PM

85 It's very important if these changes can affect current high school students 2/26/2018 6:08 PM

86 Although I feel that this is important, I feel that basic classroom needs and space need to be
addressed first

2/26/2018 5:55 PM

87 I can't believe this question even needs asking. 2/26/2018 5:30 PM
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Q19 Special Needs Education: 4J serves thousands of students with
special needs. Schools are in need of space and equipment upgrades to
be able to fully support special education services for students, located
equitably across the district. Needed improvements include: • Adding
classrooms• Improving existing special education spaces• Creating

sensory rooms in more schools• Upgrading life skills classrooms and
playground equipment including wheelchair accessible options •

Providing coordinated space for transition education where young adult
students with significant disabilities learn independent living skills (Cost:

up to ~$20 million) How important to you is it to upgrade space and
equipment for special education?

Answered: 617 Skipped: 123

42.14%
260
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14.91%
92

5.67%
35

3.40%
21

 
617

 
4.06

# COMMENTS DATE

1 This is importand I don't agree that sensory rooms are needed. 3/12/2018 7:42 AM

2 Is building more space really needed or could changes be made to the space you already have? 3/12/2018 12:03 AM

3 Students with special education needs are growing. This is a FACT and the truth of our population.
They need support.

3/11/2018 9:34 PM

4 All special needs kidsshould be taken out of the schools and housed together in one school. Too
disruptive as it is now.!!

3/11/2018 3:32 PM

5 I know this is important, but it's a huge, huge cost for a very few students...Perhaps certain schools
can be equipped rather than making all schools equipped at such a huge cost to the community?

3/11/2018 9:43 AM

6 Currently we are not meeting the needs of many students with special needs; with access to a
quiet space for small group instruction or for a break, it’s reasonable to expect that many students
could then rejoin their general education class. With the overcrowding, there is no quiet distraction
free space in some schools. We are in violation of the student’s IEP and not doing what is best for
kids

3/11/2018 8:28 AM

7 Sadly, special needs students are towards the bottom of spending priorities. 3/10/2018 10:56 PM

8 SpEd students are severely underserved currently. It is shameful. 3/10/2018 3:58 PM

9 Needed 3/10/2018 3:48 PM

10 I’d rather see smaller class sizes, more staff support, and much less seated time so less kids
need a different space.

3/10/2018 2:13 PM

11 To date, whether a school has space has not been a factor in the district's SPED placement
decisions (e.g. the district located intensive SPED programs at two schools with the highest levels
of overcrowding). I think it is huge progress that the district is considering adequacy of space, but I
think that is only a positive if this money goes toward the goal that all children with special needs
are adequately supported in their neighborhood schools.

3/10/2018 1:51 PM

12 Those that need the most to succeed, should receive it. 3/10/2018 10:22 AM

13 If you go this route, don't leave the TAG kids behind, which is usually the case. Some special
needs kids can be integrated into std classrooms and some cannot. Be realistic so the majority of
kids aren't negatively affected.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

14 But be careful. This should be done even if the results from the public show little interest in order
to ensure equal opportunity.

3/10/2018 8:04 AM

15 The CLCB at Edison and Adams are severely lacking in appropriate accommodations. It’s
unbelievable how chaotic and unsafe the behavior programs are at these schools. These students
need to be kept safe from breaking glass and leaving the building to run off campus.

3/9/2018 8:15 AM

16 Which is it going to be? Is 4J going to mix the special needs kids with everybody else until the
police get tired of coming out, or is it going to have dedicated spaces.

3/8/2018 2:06 PM

17 Working with SpEd students has shown me that there is a severe lack in space and equipment 3/8/2018 10:30 AM

18 The behavior and mental health needs of our students is not being addressed adequately and I do
not believe it is related to special education spaces or technology alone. I would prefer the funding
go to increasing teacher skills in special education, including the district mandating that ALL
teachers use evidence based practices at high levels.

3/5/2018 11:24 AM
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19 Working at a school with a behavior program, I recognize how important it is to address these
needs. I'm curious, however, if the there would be overlapping funding given the ADA upgrades
mentioned earlier.

3/4/2018 12:59 PM

20 Added programs and facilities are much needed. Schools and non-special needs students are 3/3/2018 10:42 PM

21 Don’t know enough about it 3/3/2018 6:45 PM

22 I prioritize this for very personal reasons -- having a child who has gone through 4J as a special
education student shunted to the far dingiest (most "marginalized"!) corners of Sheldon and South,
and KNOWING hat more sensory spaces would better the lives of these students and their
families.

3/3/2018 3:11 PM

23 This is an issue of equity and should be a priority. 3/3/2018 8:56 AM

24 Don't add more rooms to buildings but create a seperate space where those students needs can
be met to a greater extent

3/2/2018 4:13 PM

25 Take violent kids out of typical clasroom or have an aid with them at ALL times. 3/2/2018 9:55 AM

26 If students can not be in a learning environment that’s is therapeutic and safe with plenty of
support, and not just supporting the students with the parents who have the loudest voice or
threats to sue students needs to feel safe, then and ONLY then will they learn, build quality
relationships, and thrive

3/2/2018 5:39 AM

27 Monroe middle need a room for band class and a cafeteria 3/1/2018 9:04 PM

28 find the balance 3/1/2018 10:24 AM

29 Our Special Needs Ed. is often in need of new upgrades, and the student body is one of the more
vulnerable groups in our schools that can be neglected.

3/1/2018 9:39 AM

30 This is incredibly important. Currently, LifeSkills classrooms, CLCs, and CLBCs are housed in
whatever "leftover" space happens to be available in a building. Children with special needs often
need specific facilities. For instance, every LifeSkills classroom should have acoustic tiles to
absorb the noise. With many teachers and students in a small area, the noise is a distraction for
all, but most especially for those with sensory issues.

2/28/2018 11:11 PM

31 As I stated earlier the title I students at Camas have to use a storage/copy room for their
classroom it’s sad that these students Don’t even get a room how do you think that makes them
feel self-esteem wise

2/28/2018 10:41 PM

32 Is 4J better creating small programs in all elementary schools or creating and staffing larger
programs in magnet schools.

2/28/2018 6:42 PM

33 i do support this, but needs to be cost efficient given how many other pressing issues. for example
it would be very costly to make all playgrounds wheelchair accessible. perhaps one designated
that could have many options for accessibility rather than updating all playgrounds

2/28/2018 3:00 PM

34 Special Ed students are important. However, it is important to me that their needs don't supersede
everyone else's needs or come at the expense of the needs of the general population.

2/28/2018 2:48 PM

35 The most important need (and not listed above) is personnel - teachers - to work with these
students. 4J SPED is grossly understaffed and has difficulty hiring people to fill open positions. We
need people more than places and facilities.

2/28/2018 2:39 PM

36 I have not visited the spaces in all schools, but the space in our school (camas ridge) is very
inadequate (currently in a copy room).

2/28/2018 12:28 PM

37 It would be nice for the district and the community to recognize the needs of all students 2/28/2018 12:06 PM

38 As a parent with a normally functioning children, this topic makes me extremely angry. We have
already over-accommodated the sensory issues of half the school. Children are very sick today.
Very, very sick. No matter how many wiggle cushions we get in a classroom - it won't solve the
problem. We've already had to move schools trying to escape classroom chaos. Find out what is
messing up these children!! Environmental toxins? TV? Sugar? Medications? Vaccines? Yes, I'm
all for taking care of our special needs students - but not at the expense of non-special need
children's education. Which is what is happening.

2/28/2018 11:59 AM

39 This is lacking throughout the district - top, top priority 2/28/2018 10:58 AM

40 I do think it is important.....I just have a hard time with the "cost: up to ~$20 million" I kind of would
like a better answer. Is the district looking at spend 5 million or 20 million.....?? Its a lot of money
just to be "up to ~" ing......

2/28/2018 2:17 AM

41 Very under served not enough staff hours or money for needs to be completely met. I think they
deserve more since we call it inclusion however the money for basic needs is a challege adding
balance would be a positive move foreward

2/27/2018 11:11 PM

42 I feel a lot of this is over the top. In reality we do not have sensory rooms out in the public areas or
at our jobs. I can see this being provided at home. We need to teach kids to make it in the real
world and stop making them so sensitive by catering to them continually. I can see sensory in
grade school, but then they need to have tools to coop by middle school.

2/27/2018 10:22 PM

43 i need more information 2/27/2018 9:28 PM

44 Excessive sped needs for Increasing population 2/27/2018 8:17 PM

45 Do not have disruptive special needs kids in the main classroom. It then become a class trying to
control distraction and little teaching/learning.

2/27/2018 4:11 PM

46 Behavioral issues are off the charts. Teachers and staff need support here. 2/27/2018 3:35 PM

47 I know this isn't the purpose of a bond, but my children have been most affected by the lack of
staffing support for special needs students. My 4th grader currently has four autistic children along
with several behaviorally challenged children in his classroom. The poor teach is doing the best
she can, however his class is behind the other 4th grade class in curriculum, and we've been told
that most students aren't at grade level in reading comprehension in that class. With more staff
supports I imagine that the teacher could focus on bringing that class back up to grade level

2/27/2018 3:13 PM

48 I don't even know what to say to this, WAY more training needs to happen for staff (classified and
certified) and some of this 20 million should go for kids attending Scar Jasper and Child Center.
Having one school for behavior needs at the primary school in a region does not work.
Mainstreaming above all else hurts the entire class.

2/27/2018 3:00 PM

49 teacher safety should be a priority 2/27/2018 2:09 PM

50 Utilize the space you have and INTEGRATE students 2/27/2018 1:44 PM
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51 Some schools take on more of the work of helping these students. It is not Eaquitable. These
students should have opportunity and better spaces and equipment. AND....all students should
have these opportunities.

2/27/2018 1:39 PM

52 Sensory rooms in more schools would help to support children and teachers who struggle to
provide instruction when behaviors interfer.

2/27/2018 1:16 PM

53 hugely important 2/27/2018 1:04 PM

54 4J must do this. 4J must improve the policy and procedures regarding 504 plans. These children
do not get supported and fall through the cracks. It is another legacy of 4J tragedies. How can a
district these days be allowed loop holes in teaching learning disabled kids?. Very sad and a huge
disservice.

2/27/2018 8:47 AM

55 The state of special education in 4J is really sad. 2/27/2018 7:02 AM

56 4j desperately needs a dedicated therapeutic school that can best serve emotionally disturbed
children who have significant behavior issues and who need to overcome the effects of trauma.
Specializing in this type of school could make the biggest difference for our most vulnerable
children who have suffered abuse and neglect. They often aren’t capable of being in gen ed
classrooms and a school focused on trauma based care and creating a staff to specialize could
save so many piotential liabilities that force students into many other 4j schools. Support groups
for parents and students could be utilized to help families connect and overcome the effects of the
trauma they’ve experienced and know the school they have their young children enrolled means
that everyone on site has had special training.

2/27/2018 3:25 AM

57 not convinced that this is a real need. district gets lots of $$$$ already 2/26/2018 11:03 PM

58 I think these services are important, but cost the district an absurd amount of money. I understand
the drive to have special needs students integrated into regular classroom spaces, but often it
would better suit special needs children to be in designated spaces where they can learn at an
appropriate pace and learn appropriate content. I think special needs programs should be
centralized to better serve students, ease the burden on our teachers, and save the district
money.

2/26/2018 8:57 PM

59 I am a big proponent of mainstreaming kids with special needs in regular classrooms, as well as
separate.

2/26/2018 6:56 PM

60 If it affects current students 2/26/2018 6:08 PM

61 Again, high cost per kid. Let focus on things that have widest impact 2/26/2018 3:45 PM
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Q20 Early Learning Spaces: Early learning experiences help prepare
children for success in school and life. In the short term, early learning
programs are provided in some schools in partnership with other local

organizations. In the long term, the district is looking toward the potential
of eventually offering pre-kindergarten programs at every elementary
school in the district. Bond funds could add or upgrade classrooms for

pre-kindergarten or other early learning programs in several elementary
schools across the district, targeted to school areas that have high needs
for early education options. (Cost: ~$9 million)How important to you is it

to add or upgrade classrooms for early learning programs? 
Answered: 612 Skipped: 128
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Children should spend more time with their familys not in school. 3/12/2018 7:42 AM

2 Public preschool would be nice, but I don't see it as a high priority for a bond measure. Until
Oregon decides to pay for public preschool, why build the space for it?

3/12/2018 12:03 AM

3 Early childhood education is very important, especially with the expectations we have for
Kindergarteners, but it is not our highest priority for public education. We would better serve this
population with non-profit groups.

3/11/2018 9:34 PM

4 But work with the YMCA and other preschools to see what can be done in cooperation 3/11/2018 4:52 PM

5 Put them all in one school 3/11/2018 3:32 PM

6 Don't we already have great pre-K programs? Is this intended to replace Head Start type
programs?

3/11/2018 9:43 AM

7 I think that k-12 education is lagging behind most of the rest of the country. Until schools here fully
funded, for example all schools should have a fully funded pe programs where kids go to PE
everyday, only after the basics of what education once was should more programs be added.

3/11/2018 7:48 AM

8 In an ideal world, this would not be a necessary expense. Since most families don’t prioritize
helping their children affectively, it is probably a good idea.

3/10/2018 10:56 PM

9 The idea of a curriculum-filled pre-k is horrifying to me. It should be play-based. All of our students
are suffering from being asked to do developmentally inappropriate learning

3/10/2018 4:25 PM

10 I’d like The district to ensure that these early learning programs are developmentally appropriate
and are not expecting young children to function a small adults.

3/10/2018 3:58 PM

11 It’s be great to have, but much lower priority over what schools need right now 3/10/2018 2:13 PM

12 I would first like to see if Headstart and private preschools are filling the need. 3/10/2018 2:01 PM

13 Supporting early childhood is critical, but I am not certain that the district has the resources to
make this a priority. I feel this should be a statewide (and national) responsibility.

3/10/2018 1:51 PM

14 Does funding come with the providing of pre-K programs? This would be an important detail for
me to know before I could support something like this.

3/10/2018 1:38 PM

15 The research is clear. It needs to be funded for the best results. 3/10/2018 10:22 AM

16 Very early ed is the responsibility of the parents. Stop trying to be everything for everybody, that's
an impossible goal to achieve.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

17 I like the way it is now with 4J and outside groups partnering to provide early education 3/10/2018 8:13 AM

18 Our population is coming into kindergarten less prepared every year. Eugene needs to improve
pre-K programming.

3/9/2018 8:15 AM

19 There's plenty of room already. I'm in my son's kindergarten class every day and I volunteer. I
don't see a $9 Million problem.

3/8/2018 2:06 PM

20 Until 4J can fully staff current programs, they should NOT consider adding additional programs 3/6/2018 12:08 PM

21 While I agree this is very important, I believe we have to provide adequate K-12 education before
we consider expanding to serve younger students.

3/6/2018 10:46 AM

22 I like this idea because it gives many kids an opportunity to learn before kindergarten while they
may not have that opportunity now because of pre-K expenses with private organizations.

3/5/2018 1:57 PM
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23 This seems to be a community need. I believe maybe 4j could partner with community providers to
expand and strengthen existing programs, and potentially make funding "go farther".

3/5/2018 11:24 AM

24 I don't object to early education, but I think there are a lot of other higher priority issues, such as
making the schools safe and providing an adequate education to the K-12 students (including
special needs and TAG students). I don't think early education should be a priority until those
things are better under control.

3/4/2018 9:27 PM

25 While I certainly recognize the importance of investing in early learning, if forced to make a choice,
I would focus funding on our existing K-12 programs at this juncture to make them the best they
can be.

3/4/2018 12:59 PM

26 Don’t we have enough to do for K-12 given the crazy list you’ve just provided (roofs leaking,
violations of the law, seismic inadequacy, etc)? Please don’t get distracted.

3/3/2018 6:45 PM

27 Research shows that this is the most critical learning time. We definitely should invest money in
this!

3/3/2018 3:20 PM

28 PRE-K programs would be GREAT --- I am skeptical of the curriculum that the district might offer
in these programs - the current lack of "developmental" K programs betrays the leanings of the
district when it comes to educating in an enriching and affirming way......

3/3/2018 3:11 PM

29 Preparing kids for future success is vital, to everyone can afford or know the importance of early
foundational skills in education

3/2/2018 5:39 AM

30 find the balance 3/1/2018 10:24 AM

31 There is an array of pre-K programs in our district, and I hope that this measure would seek to
include them in the discussion. Rebuilding the current system would be ludicrous, and, for those of
us in the South Eugene Region for instance, by integrating pre-K and after-school programs at
Moss St Children's Care and Vivian Olum Child Care Dev Center we would all benefit. No need to
reinvent the wheel. Furthermore, these programs would be the "competition" in essence.

3/1/2018 9:39 AM

32 This is super important. Many of our kindergarteners are coming to school with significant
needs/behaviors that we are not able to fully address in our current kindergarten classrooms. We
now have 5 year olds attending school for a 6 1/2 hour day, with huge academic expectations.
Oftentimes what we are currently asking our kinders to do in reading, writing, and math is
comparable to what we used to teach in 1st and 2nd grade 20 years ago. Many children are not
ready for this, and I believe that a developmental kindergarten in each school would help to
address this. And this needs to happen ASAP.

2/28/2018 11:11 PM

33 If 4J fails to do this, a high percentage of these students will not graduate. 2/28/2018 6:42 PM

34 i support, but again given the cost i feel decisions need to be made. we can not fund everything. i
feel the district is obligated to fully fund existing programs that need attention before adding new
programs (even is they would be greatly beneficial)

2/28/2018 3:00 PM

35 Studies show these programs show no increase in results 2 or 3 years later 2/28/2018 2:39 PM

36 Until we can adequately serve the programs we already have, there is not funding to start a
publically financed pre-school program. There are good services available already.

2/28/2018 2:39 PM

37 We do not properly fund the current K-12 programs. Adding younger students will not improve the
situation.

2/28/2018 12:37 PM

38 this is a great investment to improve grad rates later 2/28/2018 12:28 PM

39 Partner with community programs 2/28/2018 12:06 PM

40 Nope. My biggest regret was starting kindergarten - my children learned more and had a more
positive environment in their separate, private pre-school then they did in their 4J kindergarten.
Which was an awful experience. Fix what you are offering now - better kindergarten. (Smaller
class sizes for starters - so more classrooms.)

2/28/2018 11:59 AM

41 parents need to ready their children... the responsibility shouldn't rest on the community. 2/28/2018 11:44 AM

42 Our kids are our future 2/28/2018 11:12 AM

43 We need to make sure we're doing the fundamentals first. 2/28/2018 10:09 AM

44 I appreciate that this is being included in new buildings, but would like the 9 million allocated to
current progams/facilities before we expand

2/28/2018 6:28 AM

45 Yes, early learning spaces are helpful but, we have more pressing needs at this time. Buildings
and curriculm. We also no have full day kindergartens which is a huge step for us in the area of
early learning. Therefore before we tackle early learning let get our current learners up to speed
with the rest of the state and nation. Please.

2/28/2018 2:17 AM

46 So many of the elementary schools are over crowded I don’t support adding new classes. I’d
rather see schools like Camas and Edison rebuilt before money goes to NEW programs. Take care
of what we have first.

2/27/2018 10:00 PM

47 we neede to adequately fund what we are doing before taking on more grade levels 2/27/2018 9:28 PM

48 This also could be separate from elementary schools and private. 2/27/2018 4:11 PM

49 It's so needed in our community, especially in the North region! 2/27/2018 3:48 PM

50 Love the idea, but we are already stretched too thin. Our current students don't have what they
need, how could we provide for pre-K? Make sure our current students have adequate heat,
counselors,classrooms, student-teacher ratio before starting new projects.

2/27/2018 3:35 PM

51 I think that there are higher priorities 2/27/2018 3:14 PM

52 I work with low-income families in Lane County. Any early learning supports we can provide will
help those families to ensure their children have more successful academic careers, and healthier
overall lives

2/27/2018 3:13 PM

53 A school in the south region needs to have Early learning experiences...we have to do a better job
of helping the families of poverty in the south region.

2/27/2018 3:00 PM

54 I think this should be done at a preschool, not earlier integration at a school. 5 year olds are
already little enough!

2/27/2018 2:23 PM

55 I believe this program could be a good thing, but only if there is outside, targeted funding for it.
Otherwise you are taking desperately needed funds from students you are *required* to educate
and giving it to students you would *like* to educate

2/27/2018 2:18 PM

56 let kids be kids. rushing deprives them of the joy of independent learning and experiences 2/27/2018 2:09 PM
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57 If this is specifically targeted to the sector of Eugene's populace that can't afford decent
daycare/preschool on their own, I'm heavily in favor. My family has access to good preschool
because we can pay for it. For this to initiative to work, though, I think we need to ensure that
those who can't get it otherwise get first priority.

2/27/2018 2:03 PM

58 We see early childhood education make a big impact on students' ability to learn in K-2 2/27/2018 1:45 PM

59 You can't adequately address K-12, don't take on more before core responsibility is addressed 2/27/2018 1:44 PM

60 Pre-kindergarten programs help to close the achievement gap for those children who do not have
the advantage of attending preschool.

2/27/2018 1:16 PM

61 Going to school at age 3 or 4 can set you up for success? It can also set up for failure. Early
identification of learning challengea does not mean there will ever be support for students. How
about better screening for educators? Better services for supplemental help and organization
during the summer? Outside partners not just grant finded u of o programs but private proven ues
proven programs not chasing phianthropic Gates grants and the like...

2/27/2018 8:47 AM

62 It's an interesting idea that I think should be explored more. 2/27/2018 7:02 AM

63 Preschool for all! 2/27/2018 3:25 AM

64 this is the only thing so far that would actually improve learning 2/26/2018 11:03 PM

65 Higher priorities to fix what is currently broken than to try and replace something that is offered at
multiple private institutions in the community. Being a parent in 4j, I can at that there isn’t a lack of
preschools available elsewhere besides public schools

2/26/2018 10:59 PM

66 I feel that our community centers are doing a marvelous job at this already, and that funding
should be sent to them instead.

2/26/2018 8:57 PM

67 We also need to ensure that the existing schools have what they need for k-12 2/26/2018 4:46 PM
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Q21 Gym Space for Physical Education at Middle and High Schools: The
Oregon legislature has created new state requirements for physical

education, requiring 150 minutes per week for elementary students and
225 minutes per week for middle school students, starting in the next few
years. This is an unfunded mandate. The district does not have enough
physical gym space to provide this amount of PE at every school, aside
from impacts on learning time and teacher costs. Adding or expanding

gyms would provide space to meet this pending state mandate. (Cost: up
to ~$30 million)How important to you is it to increase gym space in

elementary and middle schools?
Answered: 611 Skipped: 129
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Making this mandate unfunded is ridiculous, so in general, I find it maddening to think of taking
money from other bare essentials to expand a gym, so I cannot support.

3/12/2018 9:22 AM

2 Waste of money. Every school has a playground and that should be good. 3/12/2018 7:42 AM

3 Can you get this mandate overturned or teach PE in other ways? Adding gyms doesn't seem like
a high priority.

3/12/2018 12:03 AM

4 For Churchill High School, this is a high priority. The rest is somewhat important. 3/11/2018 6:37 PM

5 I hated PE...surely there is a better way to do it than just adding gyms...(hiking!) 3/11/2018 9:43 AM

6 it rains here; we need indoor space for kids to be healthy 3/10/2018 11:24 PM

7 Children need more ways to be active. This would help a lot. 3/10/2018 10:56 PM

8 You can't fund PE teachers and classes. Why pour money into the facilities? 3/10/2018 4:52 PM

9 Physical education should be at least one time daily at the elementary level if not more. 3/10/2018 3:58 PM

10 More space is needed for the youth 3/10/2018 3:48 PM

11 Go outside 3/10/2018 2:13 PM

12 The studies are clear as to physical movement and higher academic achievement. Every student
should be physically active one portion of the school day.

3/10/2018 1:53 PM

13 Look at innovative options; e.g. converting a classroom into a "gym" where students do HIIT or
dance. Phys ed doesn't have to involve a ball!

3/10/2018 1:51 PM

14 An unfunded mandate should not be a high priority of any district, including 4J. 3/10/2018 1:38 PM

15 No support till the State funds this. 3/10/2018 12:16 PM

16 I'd rather repeal the excessive PE requirement. I hope 4J continues to lobby for this 3/10/2018 12:02 PM

17 I grew up with little gym space in my school. We did gym outside. But, that being said, we had a lot
more outside space dedicated to track and field at my elementary and middle school, and a
dedicated Olympic swimming pool and football fields at my high school. That’s doesn’t seem as
common here as it was were I grew up.

3/10/2018 10:22 AM

18 Physical Ed is a legitimate school activity. You'll need to work with existing facilities for some time,
incorporate a KidSports, (or other outside), affiliation that satisfies the state mandate and work
slowly within std budgetting to upgrade facilities.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

19 Physical education outside also counts towards the requirement 3/10/2018 8:13 AM

20 it Is no more an unfounded mandate than is the second grade. A dangerous use of terms. 3/10/2018 8:04 AM

21 I understand that our state legislature wants to help combat childhood obesity, but those are
excessive amounts of PE. There is simply not enough time in a school day for kids to have that
much PE time. Many kids in this district play sports in their extra-curricular time, and I don't think
PE time needs to be raised to those levels.

3/9/2018 10:12 AM

22 the number of minutes now requried is not that different from what has been done for decades.
Deal with it.

3/8/2018 2:06 PM

23 More outdoor time is needed 3/7/2018 6:35 AM
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24 Music and art are just as important as PE. Let the legislature come up with the money to meet
their mandate.

3/6/2018 10:23 PM

25 Form partnerships with community resources for middle and high schools. Ensure that elementary
buildings have adequate gym space first.

3/6/2018 12:08 PM

26 There are higher priorities at this time 3/6/2018 10:46 AM

27 More gym space could also provide meeting space for school assemblies, community meetings
and activities and emergency centers. If we fund these in conjuction with City emergency
response plans, the public could have access to use them for these purposes too.

3/5/2018 3:27 PM

28 Physical education is SO important, and I believe we can partner with community groups /
providers to expand our current PE options. This would allow the district to prioritize building safety
needs in this current bond, with long term planning for gym space. Creating partnership (with
memorandum of understandings, contracts, etc.) would also engage the community more fully. I
would not recommend making this a volunteer program, as we want committed, dependable
partners.

3/5/2018 11:24 AM

29 We have a childhood obesity crises, we need to provide kids with plenty of opportunities to
exercise and play.

3/4/2018 12:59 PM

30 The mandates are unreasonable, so please don't build for them. PE, Music and Classroom
teacher support have been improving in the last few years. Let's keep it that way. Plan physical
activity into the day in other ways. Build for what the schools actually need.

3/3/2018 10:42 PM

31 Your description above is unhelpful in understanding the issue. Do we not have gyms already? 3/3/2018 6:45 PM

32 Let's try to get the legislature to come through with funds for this one! 3/3/2018 3:11 PM

33 Also look at outside PE time? 3/3/2018 8:56 AM

34 I'd rather see the law changed. 3/2/2018 5:05 PM

35 We have great outdoor spaces at our schools and weather that is conducive to being outside year
round

3/2/2018 11:09 AM

36 Look for other creative ways without needing more buildings (unless completely building a new
school)...yoga in the cafeteria, students provide their own yoga mat. Tai Chi in the hallways or
courtyards. Outdoor sports in the first 6 weeks of school and the last 12-18.

3/2/2018 1:18 AM

37 Buenas vista elementary need 3/1/2018 9:04 PM

38 part of all around health issues in our obesity ridden culture 3/1/2018 10:24 AM

39 PE teaches invaluable life lessons about the need for exercise and exercise planning. The limited
gym space is a concern. Perhaps regional schools can coordinate with area public and private
gyms with the most up-to-date facilities to fill in this mandate? The idea that schools need to
contain all components of education is a bit narrow-sighted. Money should be spent on upgrading
basic needs and structural changes. Reserving school time at this pre-prepared facilities would
reinsert cash into the community, too.

3/1/2018 9:39 AM

40 It seems silly to have these specific requirements if they had no intention of funding it. 3/1/2018 12:17 AM

41 It is a laudable goal, but unrealistic. With elementary schools in excess of 500 students, it is not
possible to schedule every class for 150 minutes a week, even if we add an entire gym to each
school. In middle school, having children in PE for 225 minutes a week comes at the expense of
all, or almost all, elective classes.

2/28/2018 11:11 PM

42 doesn't each school have an existing gym 2/28/2018 7:09 PM

43 How many 4J students are enhanced by PE as opposed to just taking a class? 2/28/2018 6:42 PM

44 State needs to fund mandates 2/28/2018 6:25 PM

45 Buena Vista's gym is ridiculously small for the number of students currently attending there. 2/28/2018 5:45 PM

46 go outside 2/28/2018 5:11 PM

47 we need to get creative here. and maybe just spend more time outdoors. 2/28/2018 3:00 PM

48 Willagillespie only one small gym? 2/28/2018 2:39 PM

49 More important to fund Regular pE classes in existing space 2/28/2018 2:29 PM

50 It's important to keep kids active and healthy. Teaches them good habits to continue in their
adulthood

2/28/2018 1:48 PM

51 How about outside time/space? Kids need more time connecting with their natural environment.
Too many PE classes are held in the gym, even on sunny days!

2/28/2018 1:07 PM

52 PE shouldn't be restricted to "the gym." Outdoor activities are essential. The impact on learning
time is a self imposed constraint that can be alleviated by lengthening the school calendar.

2/28/2018 12:37 PM

53 We have more pressing needs than more gym space. This is a ridiculous requirement by the
legislature. I wish they would have actually addressed real issues (funding, class sizes)

2/28/2018 12:28 PM

54 Unfounded mandate don't do it...no money for full time gym teachers either 2/28/2018 12:06 PM

55 Staying active is important. Perhaps more outdoor covered areas could help. But we can't be
expected to make up for the lack of after school outdoor exercise. That is a societal issue.

2/28/2018 11:59 AM

56 be creative and use the space that exists 2/28/2018 11:44 AM

57 Why can't sports be used for pe? Also, why can't pe be outside? 2/28/2018 11:34 AM

58 You don't need a gym for physical education 2/28/2018 11:12 AM

59 One of the opening slides of this presentation showed the Churchill area was under capacity and
as much as I understand the need for a new gym at Churchill, I am not confident that this should
be a priority for the 4J at this time.

2/28/2018 2:17 AM

60 We have plenty of gym space! You do not need gyms to run!!! 2/27/2018 10:22 PM

61 Kids need guided movement, brain energy 2/27/2018 8:17 PM

62 Go outside. 2/27/2018 4:49 PM

63 Physical activity is very important for all kids to control overweight problems. 2/27/2018 4:11 PM

64 It is very important to me that PE time is increased; there may be other options for location of
service (other than increasing gym space)

2/27/2018 3:59 PM
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65 Very important to counteract childhood obesity rates. 2/27/2018 3:48 PM

66 Focus on getting school buildings healthy and safe first. More important to have a functioning
classroom, as much as I completely agree with PE. Can we add in more outside time?

2/27/2018 3:35 PM

67 This is important only if there is operating funds to provide the required amount of PE; if not, hold
off on spending.

2/27/2018 3:23 PM

68 Can youth not do PE outdoors? We did! (roll your eyes at me please.) PE is super important to
learning, I'd like to see the state mandate met and would support increasing gym space

2/27/2018 3:13 PM

69 compared to the other things on the list...can't have it all....did any money come with this
requirement?

2/27/2018 3:00 PM

70 Each school has a gym that is empty most of each and every day. Where are the numbers to
justify this ask? Rotate the class schedules.

2/27/2018 2:43 PM

71 YES!! More physical activity space and more space for kids to run and play! 2/27/2018 2:23 PM

72 When I was a kid, we frequently had PE outside, and it was taught by our regular teachers. 2/27/2018 2:18 PM

73 p.e. helps keep them fit. especially after the lunches served 2/27/2018 2:09 PM

74 Kids need physical activity. This is important, given the positive ramifications it could have for
academic performance as well as general health.

2/27/2018 2:03 PM

75 Only if legally mandated 2/27/2018 1:44 PM

76 The state mandate is stupid. 2/27/2018 1:42 PM

77 Physicl Education will help with learning in the classroom. It needs to be respected as important
curricular area. More physical educators need to be hired all across the district as the class sizes
are ridiculaously high.

2/27/2018 1:39 PM

78 I would prefer that the playgrounds get upgrades. Being inside a building for the entirety of the
school hours sounds dreadful. Look to other states and countries that have time dedicated to
students for physical exercise and training. It seems we could be more progressive and interesting
rather than creating more artificially lighted areas in the schools.

2/27/2018 1:34 PM

79 I do not feel strongly about using a local bond measure to cover unfunded mandates passed on to
us by the state.

2/27/2018 1:19 PM

80 and unnecessary. Go outside!! 2/27/2018 1:18 PM

81 Ask the Oregon legislature to provide the funding! 2/27/2018 1:16 PM

82 Adding music preps to balance the required amount of PE would alleviate this space problem. 2/27/2018 1:15 PM

83 It is extremely important for all of our students to get as much exercise and time for physical
activity as possible!!! This can only happen by increasing gym space at elementary and middle
schools. This is something that benefits EVERYONE!!!!!

2/27/2018 12:12 PM

84 And make sure the water is drinkable in the gyms! Kids need to move! Kids must move! Why not
teach the kids to dance?!

2/27/2018 8:47 AM

85 It seems like there is plenty of space, but not enough time made for gym. I don't understand why
the kids can't just have PE outside for a good chunk of the time.

2/27/2018 7:02 AM

86 Libraries should be prioritized over music and PE... 2/27/2018 3:25 AM

87 they can go run around the track for 150 minutes. Or do bodyweight exercises in the classroom. 2/26/2018 11:03 PM

88 What happens if the mandated times don’t get met? Can you bus students to other locations? 2/26/2018 10:59 PM

89 Kids need more of it...I agree! 2/26/2018 10:49 PM

90 This is a tricky one; it's a great expense, but seems unavoidable. 2/26/2018 8:57 PM

91 I believe every kid needs sports and exercise oppty 2/26/2018 6:56 PM
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Q22 Gym Space for Physical Education and Athletics at Churchill High
School: School gyms are heavily used by students for school-day

physical education and extracurricular athletics, and for evening activities
by community partners. Churchill is unique among high schools in having

only one gym that is usable for regular play. The school’s gym space
resources for physical learning and activities are strained, impacting both

students and community partners. Bond funds could be used to add a
second full-use gym and remodel the existing main gym (under the dome)
to improve equity, access and safety. (Cost: ~$8 million)How important to

you is it to add and renovate gym space at Churchill High School?
Answered: 612 Skipped: 128
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1 Same as above. 3/12/2018 7:42 AM

2 This would be nice for Churchill, but is it necessary? 3/12/2018 12:03 AM

3 Leaving that to Churchill users/stakeholders 3/11/2018 11:01 AM

4 Isn't Churchill decreasing in enrollment? 3/11/2018 9:43 AM

5 If there is a fundraiser for that specific purpose, I will donate to it. 3/10/2018 10:56 PM

6 Equity! Equity! Equity! The lower SES kids (more minority students, too) should have as much as
the rich kids at South. I ponder this question again, 'Why do the rich kids at South deserve more
than the kids at Churchill?'

3/10/2018 4:52 PM

7 It currently has a unique set up 3/10/2018 3:48 PM

8 Should be equal to other 4j high schools. 3/10/2018 11:41 AM

9 I have no connecting to this school, nor am I aware of it’s physical layout. I cannot make an
informed opinion on it.

3/10/2018 10:22 AM

10 Costs should be included with all other gyms not separate 3/10/2018 9:41 AM

11 Why does Churchill have only one gym and the other high schools have two or more? 3/10/2018 9:08 AM

12 Partner with others for more gym space in Churchill. I don’t support as a 4J only Project. 3/10/2018 8:13 AM

13 I'm familiar with Churchill's resources. Including outdoors, it looks pretty impressive. 3/8/2018 2:06 PM

14 If this is a significant barrier impacting a high number of students/programs, then it should be a
priority.

3/6/2018 10:46 AM

15 This could be an excellent example of addressing school building needs and engaging the
community. An enlarged gym area would allow the district to rent out the space to community
groups.

3/5/2018 11:24 AM

16 One of my girls plays Bball. This is a continuous issue for CHS. 3/3/2018 6:45 PM

17 Again - I would LIKE this, but for me, it is an easy one to push down the priority list. 3/3/2018 3:11 PM

18 Tell those community partners to use another gym. How about the University of Oregon's? CO high
schools do not open their gyms to the public if it conflicts with their needs, we leave that for the
universities. I hear Lane Community College is hurting for money, send them there?

3/2/2018 4:13 PM

19 High schools should have two gyms 3/2/2018 1:18 AM

20 balance 3/1/2018 10:24 AM

21 Some stupid Board approved this. Not the best place to spend bond funds. 2/28/2018 6:42 PM

22 unnecessary cost 2/28/2018 3:00 PM

23 Are we going to practice equity or just talk about it? 2/28/2018 2:48 PM

24 Biggest gym in district 3 full size courts 2/28/2018 2:39 PM

25 Our facilities are adequate and by many schools' standards they are excellent. There are more
important ways to spend funds.

2/28/2018 2:39 PM

26 n/a 2/28/2018 11:44 AM
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27 You don't need a gym for physical education 2/28/2018 11:12 AM

28 I would agree that this is an equity issue. 2/28/2018 2:17 AM

29 They have huge play fields and track out there too. 2/27/2018 10:22 PM

30 let them fund raise like others 2/27/2018 9:28 PM

31 Go outside. 2/27/2018 4:49 PM

32 Get a better bid to add & renovate. 2/27/2018 4:11 PM

33 Play on the blacktop, construct a cover for outside! Take care of our learning spaces first.
Frustrated with sports always being first priority.

2/27/2018 3:35 PM

34 I'm not sure a gym in any region would get my support compared to the other items...however, a
gym is where people would go in a community emergency.

2/27/2018 3:00 PM

35 Seriously? 2/27/2018 1:44 PM

36 It is the only high school with only one gym. This could become a location for emergency
community relief.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

37 This is a school with an excellent history of hard working athletics an active, positive school spirit,
and an excellent pep band. This community is cared for by the neighbors - there is no fundraising
machine like in the Sheldon or South regions. This second gym is necessary.

2/27/2018 8:47 AM

38 I would need more information to answer. 2/27/2018 7:02 AM

39 High schools should have the same amount of gym space throughout the district. 2/27/2018 3:25 AM

40 outside core mission of school 2/26/2018 11:03 PM

41 Invest in education first 2/26/2018 10:59 PM

42 My region yes please! 2/26/2018 6:56 PM
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Q23 Curriculum Adoption: Many of 4J’s instructional materials are out of
date—curriculum updates postponed during the Great Recession are
now overdue. Modern curriculum materials align with updated state
standards and provide the highest quality instructional materials for

student learning. Previous bond funds have allowed the district to update
curriculum in science, world languages (underway now), elementary

writing and math. New bond funds could support modernized curriculum
in areas such as English language arts, social studies, the arts and

health, the next subjects on the statewide adoption cycle. (Cost: ~$8
million for these four subject areas)How important to you is it to invest in

updated curriculum?
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 Some curriculum is great, others are terrible. I also tend to support that teachers--esp at the
middle/high level--can write their own curriculum. As a former teacher and teacher educator, I say
this with some authority...

3/12/2018 12:29 PM

2 How to learn is what is important. 3/12/2018 11:28 AM

3 In my 9 years as a 4J parent, I have heard countless times of new curriculum bought and highly
disliked by students and teachers. I would support this endeavor only if it is done well.

3/12/2018 9:27 AM

4 State standards don't help schools. Career training is more important. 3/12/2018 7:46 AM

5 Only give new curricula if there is going to be substantial extra prep time for teachers to review and
prepare to teach new material.

3/12/2018 6:04 AM

6 Math is more important than art curriculum. Why is it not on this list? 3/12/2018 12:14 AM

7 Teachers DO NOT need curriculum. They are trained professionals that with given the proper
planning time, can create, supplement, and use current curriulum to teach to CCSS.

3/11/2018 9:39 PM

8 I think they will find a way to fund this without the bond. 3/11/2018 6:38 PM

9 Get rid of common core!!! 3/11/2018 3:34 PM

10 Leaving that to teachers 3/11/2018 11:04 AM

11 I have never been particularly impressed with the textbooks that Eugene 4-J utilizes. 3/10/2018 11:00 PM

12 It's important as long as all schools can support the same language programs. Again I ponder,
'Why do the rich deserve more, both through immersion schools and rich schools?'

3/10/2018 4:56 PM

13 We should be cutting edge 3/10/2018 3:49 PM

14 visual arts are dying, might be too late 3/10/2018 3:10 PM

15 When new curriculum is adopted by select district personnel and mandated by the district but is in
fact inferior and not well vetted then the system is broken and monies should not be spent using
that broken system simply to guantee that all school teach the same curriculum the exact same
way.

3/10/2018 1:59 PM

16 Depends on how they find each curriculum 3/10/2018 1:25 PM

17 we can get a lot on line now, so we need to include that in our planning 3/10/2018 12:05 PM

18 Of course this is important, we have to think and act like we're already in the future with our
interraction with our young students. However, this should be standard practice, handled with
standard budgetting, and not a voting issue.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

19 Isn’t that what we should be spending education dollars on? 3/10/2018 8:17 AM

20 But please give teachers the ability and flexibility to teach as they know best as long as they meet
reasonable instructional goals.

3/10/2018 8:08 AM

21 Catch up! 3/10/2018 7:53 AM

22 don't buy curriculum with bond money -- it will be obsolete before the bond is retired 3/9/2018 10:24 AM
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23 Please do more research and incorporate better curriculum. LearnZillion is poorly developed, lacks
any diversity in approaches, lacks supplementary materials, and is ineffective in teaching basic
skills. Application is a great idea in the abstract, but our students need more engaging math
curriculum and teachers need more material to use for remediation. Application is an ideal, but it’s
not a reasonable goals that’s achievable for all kids in our schools.

3/9/2018 8:20 AM

24 We need 21st century curricula!! 3/8/2018 3:41 PM

25 Instead of buying the latest gizmos, try working on getting our graduation rates out of the gutter. 3/8/2018 2:10 PM

26 With constant technology changes I doubt that any decisions made years ago are still good 3/8/2018 1:31 PM

27 Please look for OpenSource curriculum - it is a great philosophy and there are great resources out
there that are not simply feeding the for-profit curriuculum corporations.

3/6/2018 10:06 PM

28 What happens inside these new and upgraded buildings is important!! 3/6/2018 2:57 PM

29 I believe the cycle for adoption needs to be extended. Too much change is happening some
years... for example... science and math and Language Arts are either in their 1st or 2nd year at
some schools. By the time teachers are proficient at a curriculum, it is time to change. Some
teachers dont actually use the district curriculum, so until administrators ensure that curriculum is
used, no additional should be purchased.

3/6/2018 1:05 PM

30 The use of bond funds for curriculum doesn't make sense - by the time the bond is paid, the
curriculum is well of date. Use bond funds for things that will last.

3/6/2018 10:53 AM

31 It seems that at least elementary and middle school teachers have had to go through a lot of new
curriculum updates in the past 5 years. I would really listen to teachers about what is best on this
topic.

3/5/2018 3:56 PM

32 Are we able to partner with the UO to determine if we can access new curricula for free? As part of
a research study or project? We can support students with special needs, English Language
Learners, and promote rigorous academics if we can find curricula that focus on ACCESS to
materials, and not one modality of learning. The last math curriculum for elementary schools was
not well thought out. It required higher reading skills, and did not embed direct, explicit practice. It
was set up for a small group of students that would do well in math regardless of teacher input. We
need to select curricula based on the greatest needs in the district, and think truly about being
inclusive.

3/5/2018 11:36 AM

33 I don't think that new curriculum is always a great investment. It obviously depends on the
curriculum. I am not a proponent of a" one size fits all" when it comes to curriculum but I
understand the pressure to conform to state standards.

3/4/2018 1:22 PM

34 What do the statistics show? Are we doing a poor job teaching the curriculum that is already in
place? Why don't we figure that problem out instead of coming up with a whole new set of
curriculum. That's not going to solve the problem.

3/3/2018 8:58 PM

35 It’s almost time for the next recession. Why hasn't 4J done this already? Seriously, I do not feel
like the district is honest and transparent about spending. Including with the last bond.

3/3/2018 6:48 PM

36 Sorry, but this is low on my priority list too. Important, but well below the other things listed so far. 3/3/2018 3:18 PM

37 My social studies materials were so out of date it was embarrassing 3/3/2018 2:36 AM

38 you need books to learn. If anything they give the teacher a jumping off point, save on paper costs,
and reduce teacher stress loads.

3/2/2018 4:18 PM

39 Without the tools to teach we don't need new or ungraded facilities 3/2/2018 12:57 PM

40 We just started a new math and science curriculum. Our reading and writing curriculum does not
need to be changed, but trained on for new and complacent staff. Adding social emotional
programs would be ideal

3/2/2018 5:42 AM

41 The new math program has hindered parental involvement in homework. 3/1/2018 11:09 AM

42 school testing requirements need reviewing 3/1/2018 10:26 AM

43 Education in Social Studies, Arts, and English is critical to producing well-rounded and civic-
minded adults and young adults. The value of Humanities in the classroom cannot be ignored.
Please adopt better standards in these curricula.

3/1/2018 9:46 AM

44 This is a tricky one. The district has a process for curriculum adoption that has not been followed
in the past few years. In elementary schools, the Journeys curriculum was adopted because it was
supposedly "free", and did not go through the adoption process. It certainly is not "free", as it does
not have an intervention program for our neediest students. They are paying the cost. This could
have been avoided if teachers had had input. The writing curriculum, Caring for Kids curriculum,
and LearnZillion math curriculum were all added without going through the full adoption process. It
is a waste of resources to adopt curriculum without significant teacher input.

2/28/2018 11:17 PM

45 many of the recent adopted curriculums are abandoned by individual teachers and they go back to
some tried and true.

2/28/2018 7:15 PM

46 When Oregon and/or 4J control the curriculum--then we spend money. Spending money on
curriculum mandated in Washington should not be funded.

2/28/2018 6:49 PM

47 In 4J, music education is also severely outdated. 2/28/2018 6:45 PM

48 State needs to provide 2/28/2018 6:28 PM

49 Why do we change math every few years? This is frustrating! New science kits are cool, but don't
waste money on personalized instructional materials that are only used for short periods of time
and then send to a warehouse somewhere.

2/28/2018 5:48 PM

50 perhaps support social studies as material becomes outdated. no to LA and Art. Health has plenty
of online material. should not need a full curriculum purchase

2/28/2018 3:03 PM

51 Again, people - more of them - are the important components. (Teachers) 2/28/2018 2:44 PM

52 Seems like my 5th grade child has already seen multiple changes in the curriculum, particularly in
math.

2/28/2018 12:42 PM

53 I'm wary of expenditures based on expensive packages - lets cover basics first. Reading, writing
and math. And you don't need a whole lot of fancy books and computer programs for those - just
paper and pencils. Also - I don't want to see materials geared toward test results.

2/28/2018 12:11 PM

54 Only if there is true teacher voice in the process 2/28/2018 12:07 PM

55 Getting kids to graduation is kinda what we are supposed to do. 2/28/2018 11:16 AM
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56 As long as digital components are being considered. Our students need to have 21st century
learning experiences

2/28/2018 10:46 AM

57 Find out from teachers what they need. Ask, and really listen. 2/28/2018 10:13 AM

58 I hope teachers have a say in what curriculum they need and adopt. 2/28/2018 8:15 AM

59 I think it is critical to support these to keep our kids up to date. I would also strongly support more
instructional time for teachers many of the teachers I have encountered are not well versed with
technology.

2/28/2018 2:27 AM

60 Must stay current and improve desire to learn 2/27/2018 11:12 PM

61 We have gone through curriculums and many of the new curriculums did not perform to the
standards of older ones. SRA was a great program. Reading Naturally is fantastic!! These are all
old programs that are thrown out. Yet we could really use them in the diverse level classrooms we
are given.

2/27/2018 10:40 PM

62 I can only support new curriculum when teachers support it. Math ‘adoption’ was a joke. 2/27/2018 10:04 PM

63 We are so behind California and Washington. We need to catch up. The kids will be competing
globally for jobs

2/27/2018 10:02 PM

64 Programs need to be vetted by staff, aligned to CCSS unlike current elementary science & reading
material

2/27/2018 8:19 PM

65 So many teaching ideas come from the internet for free 2/27/2018 6:50 PM

66 LearnZillion is terrible 2/27/2018 5:55 PM

67 It is important to have updated curriculum material. 2/27/2018 4:16 PM

68 I'd need to learn more. I know that teachers in my son's elementary school are dissatisfied with
both the new writing and math curricula. Is new always better?

2/27/2018 3:17 PM

69 I would like to know what teachers believe is the most important to update to have an opinion 2/27/2018 3:16 PM

70 Need to stay at the forefront of new education curriculum 2/27/2018 2:42 PM

71 However with cirriculum rapidly changing and advancing, I'd prefer focus on technology upgrades
related to the cirriculum.

2/27/2018 2:25 PM

72 Quite frankly, after the CPM debacle I don't really trust 4j to make good use of funds for
curriculum.

2/27/2018 2:21 PM

73 Everything in our world is changing so fast and have current information is necessary. However,
maybe schools could look into using more on-line resources and books.

2/27/2018 2:10 PM

74 Get control of your union so consistent curriculum could actually be implemented before spending
$ on unused curriculum

2/27/2018 1:46 PM

75 The new middle school science curriculum is GARBAGE! It is not hands-on, it is repetitive and rote
learning. How much was wasted on this?

2/27/2018 1:29 PM

76 Take the funds from operating funds. 2/27/2018 1:28 PM

77 I hear teachers feeling very overwhelmed with all the curriculum changes. Perhaps they could be
staggered over the next years.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

78 ask the teachers - please don't impose curricula on them that they don't like - e.g. new math
curriculum was a disaster!

2/27/2018 1:08 PM

79 I want accurate textbooks. Who will make sure there are not any revisionist history books? Will
scientific method be taught? Will math skills be mastered?

2/27/2018 8:56 AM

80 I would just want to make sure the updated curriculum is of high quality, and low conflict of interest
and general support by the community.

2/27/2018 7:11 AM

81 as long as you can tie the new materials with improved and verifiable outcomes, such as higher
test scores and graduation rates. And be sure to adopt curricula that have solid track records and
evidence of effectiveness!!

2/26/2018 11:12 PM

82 Seems like more of a requirement than a need, the community will support it 100% 2/26/2018 11:07 PM

83 Who determines what are the "highest quality" instructional materials? A lot of these materials are
horrible (I know, I've edited some of them), and this would be a handout to some fairly unethical
corporations.

2/26/2018 9:01 PM

84 Yes 2/26/2018 6:59 PM

85 again, yes these are important, but I feel basic building needs are more important. 2/26/2018 5:57 PM

86 Flavor-of-the-month teaching theories, anyone? 2/26/2018 5:33 PM

87 What about math? 2/26/2018 4:35 PM
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Q24 Technology for Learning and Operations: Today’s students and
schools need access to up-to-date technology. Bond funds could provide

technology improvements to better support learning in every school.
Technology upgrade needs include: • Student learning devices •

Classroom technology such as projectors and wireless connectivity •
Unique learning spaces such as theaters and labs • Modernized library
technology • School sign-in systems for visitor security• Infrastructure

such as intercoms and fiber and wireless networking (Cost: up to ~$15
million) How important to you is it to update technology for learning and

operations?
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 As long at Career training is the priority Student learning devices should be provided. 3/12/2018 7:46 AM

2 Technology is not equitable at each building. Since technology comes from the slim building
budgets, we need to get support from the community to help with getting access to new
technology. Especially when 4j has mandates on what type of technology is allowed. Not only do
you have to purchase specific types, but it has to be outfited with specific cases etc. These are
costly for buildings with very little budgets.

3/11/2018 9:39 PM

3 I have found that personal tablets in 1st grade have been distracting to my child. I don’t see having
personal technology until you are learning to use a computer as adding value. Learning to use an
Apple interface is not the same as learning how to use technology. Also before you understand the
concepts behind a computer program it isn’t helpful to use it. I use complex modeling programs at
my job and learned how to use them despite not having a tablet in elementary school. Our younger
engineers are not thriving doing these tasks. They believe that if the computer gives an answer it
is the right answer. They never learned the high level math that the programs run on so they don’t
know what is right or wrong.

3/11/2018 7:56 AM

4 These are valuable assets for any school. If the whole district can be updated for $15 million, that
sounds like Money well spent.

3/10/2018 11:00 PM

5 I'd like spending on devices,connectivity and infrasturcture be tied to a responsible plan for the
rapidity with which technology changes.

3/10/2018 5:08 PM

6 Since our children have attended the South region we know parents pour money into the schools
for more technology. This money, if you allot it this way should go to the schools without as much.
The teachers are better at Churchill than at South, and just imagine how nice it would be for the
school to have access to the same technology!

3/10/2018 4:56 PM

7 we should be cutting edge 3/10/2018 3:49 PM

8 By far the least imporrant thing on the list so far 3/10/2018 2:19 PM

9 Build maintenance into running budget. 3/10/2018 1:54 PM

10 There seems to be too much dependence on technology already. Middle and high school kids are
glued to their devices, and this gets in the way of educating them to be critical thinkers. In addition,
there seems to be more than enough computers and other devices (iPads, etc.) available to
students at this time.

3/10/2018 1:44 PM

11 Add long as it is equitable. ALL schools get the same 3/10/2018 1:25 PM

12 Updates for use by students is more important than administrative use. 3/10/2018 12:34 PM

13 we can rely excessively on student learning devices and Smart board type technology. we need to
keep it balanced

3/10/2018 12:05 PM

14 Just not a bond type issue. If you can't plan and budget properly, you're creating waste in other
areas. There is money to take care of these mundane areas. Find it in the waste you will surely
see clearly if you just open your eyes and look.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

15 Not more important than empowering teachers to teach. 3/10/2018 8:08 AM

16 don't buy tech with bond money -- it will be obsolete before the bond is retired 3/9/2018 10:24 AM

17 We need to concentrate on making our school buildings physically safe (i.e. replacing and
renovating outdated schools) before we start updating tech.

3/9/2018 10:14 AM
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18 I haven't noticed a lack of electronics. I have noticed a lack of kids that can read very well and a
low graduation rate, and HS Seniors who don't even know where France is or who won World War
2.

3/8/2018 2:10 PM

19 There needs to be time to teach elementary students how to effectively use the technology. The
district needs to remember that many students spend way too much time with technology at home,
to the point that all thry want to do is play video games.

3/6/2018 1:05 PM

20 But bond $$ shouldn't be used to buy technology that will be out of date before the bond is paid
off. This should be a line-item in the school budget for upgrades as needed, independent of bonds.

3/6/2018 11:12 AM

21 Using bond funds for student technology doesn't make sense - the technology will be well out of
date by the time the bond is paid off. Tech for schools (library, sign in, intercoms) makes more
sense.

3/6/2018 10:53 AM

22 Listen to teachers on priorities for technology as well. 3/5/2018 3:56 PM

23 Nice to have, but if funding is short, maybe later 3/5/2018 2:06 PM

24 I would urge the district to continue to look for small technology grants to fund this area of
operations.

3/5/2018 11:36 AM

25 It seems like there is more money available in the form of grants etc., when it comes to
technology. I'm wondering if we could find other sources if we must pick and choose for the bond.
Morevoer, I'm concerend about the amount of time kids are on screens and their exposure to
electromagnetic radiation. I'd rather see us invest in more teacher training and support, than the
latest technology.

3/4/2018 1:22 PM

26 We do not need more technology. We need more teachers. 3/3/2018 6:48 PM

27 Also a lower priority to me than the other things. And, to be redundant, - students DESERVE
theater spaces, and labs, and good classroom computers, but these are way less important than
that ALL 4J STUDENTS DESERVE SMALLER CLASS SIZES FIRST!!

3/3/2018 3:18 PM

28 I support technology investment overall, but do not give students iPads! The Sheldon pilot project
was a huge waste of money -- I was one of the recipients and gained nothing from it, and neither
did any of my friends (security restrictions meant the iPad couldn't do anything my own laptop or a
textbook couldn't do, and it was just one more device to worry about losing).

3/3/2018 2:36 AM

29 This should be the #3 priority of the bond. 3/2/2018 9:40 PM

30 South Eugene's library is full of iMac computers. Those are, literally, the most expensive and
overrated computers out there. Especially when most of the world uses a PC.

3/2/2018 4:18 PM

31 inescapable 3/1/2018 10:26 AM

32 Teachers need the tools to bring the Digital Age into the classroom. This needs to be implemented
trans-regionally, and inter-school integration is a next important networking step.

3/1/2018 9:46 AM

33 Camas doesn’t have a librarian all of their equipment is old they don’t have a stage have a very
small cafeteria small gym something needs to be done to accommodate the students needs

2/28/2018 10:43 PM

34 Kids already spend way too much time on electronics at home. the libraries in Middle schools and
High schools are not being used learning or tech rather, as social hang outs.

2/28/2018 7:15 PM

35 4J way behind the curve. Spend smart on buildings--start a technology program. 2/28/2018 6:49 PM

36 For example, we need mounted projectors, especially at Camas since space is so limited. 2/28/2018 6:45 PM

37 Cal Young and Monroe MS have very different tech services for kids. They should be more
equitable

2/28/2018 5:48 PM

38 This is a very high priority. Current laptops are woefully inadequate both in number and overall
quality. We need to get to 1:1 in order to meet our students' needs.

2/28/2018 4:03 PM

39 technology becomes more relevant every day. schools must keep up with it 2/28/2018 3:03 PM

40 It is important to keep pace with technology but because of the rapid speed at which technology
changes this is very difficult to finance. A problem!

2/28/2018 2:44 PM

41 We need to teach our kids to rely on themselves, not on technology. 2/28/2018 1:08 PM

42 Kids get enough tech at home. Keyboard / typing skills - sure. But let's stick with traditional learning
first - especially for the elementary schools. High schools - yes. Middles schools - a little.
Elementary schools - none. Make elementary schools screen-free! Much healthier for the children.

2/28/2018 12:11 PM

43 necessary technology upgrades only... 2/28/2018 11:52 AM

44 As long as we are buying technology for a purpose and not just because it is a shiny object. 2/28/2018 11:16 AM

45 I agree that technology is important for our students....they must be well versed in skills that will
help them as they move into college. However, lumping in theaters and school sign-in systems
should not be in this category. School sign-in should be with safety in my opinion.

2/28/2018 10:46 AM

46 It's critical to keep up or we're not serving student's needs. 2/28/2018 10:13 AM

47 We can't access the learning tools we need in our classrooms becuase the technology is
outdated.

2/28/2018 8:16 AM

48 Technology should be unique to each bulding’s needs rather than adopted across the district
uniformly. My kids’ school was given tech they didn’t use purely in the basis that equity required
they have the same as other buildings. What a waste.

2/28/2018 8:15 AM

49 My concern remains equitable support and application of funds across the district 2/28/2018 6:30 AM

50 Yes, we live in a very different at than just a few years ago. Staying up to speed on technology is
very important. However, please be cautious with the dollars. I was frustrating to have our little
elementary school waste hard earned dollars on Macbooks. Kids in elementary school have no
business using Macbooks and at cost of $1000 each it was criminal that we as a school could not
purchase enough laptops for an entire classroom.

2/28/2018 2:27 AM

51 I think we need to get back to the basics and keep it simple. Students are given too much and do
not have to work for this. Thus, there is a lot of misuse and "I don't care" attitude about this new
technology. Also lots of kids get onto sites they are not suppose to be on, making it harder on the
teachers that take this responsibility seriously.

2/27/2018 10:40 PM

52 Need modern tools in 2018 2/27/2018 8:19 PM

53 I believe all classes general ed, clc and life skills need brand new computers 2/27/2018 6:47 PM

54 Camas Ridge is in great need of all of the above 2/27/2018 6:04 PM
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55 It is very important to have updated technology for learning and operations. 2/27/2018 4:16 PM

56 Learning devices - prefer a teacher and live interaction over more screen time. Don't support this.
Libraries, theaters, labs, great. Our library has no funding right now. Would much rather have a
librarian than 100 ipads.

2/27/2018 3:38 PM

57 technology is important but we just had a bond measure for technology 2/27/2018 3:04 PM

58 Churchill High has very limited tech per student, and it is very outdated.The tech support is terrific,
but there is only so much you can do with old machines.

2/27/2018 2:30 PM

59 Students need to have the ability to access and use technology if they are going to be successful
community members.

2/27/2018 2:10 PM

60 I teach at the college level and do instructional design, so I'm skeptical of too much reliance on
tech. I'm definitely in favor as it pertains to safety and information technology, but a little less in
favor as pertains to "student learning devices."

2/27/2018 2:07 PM

61 But let's see a comprehensive integration plan. What's the pt of 1-1 if you're not effectively using
it? And don't say that you are.

2/27/2018 1:46 PM

62 I have volunteered in schools where all students get iPads. They are not well regulated, a
distraction for the students and at times a crutch for the teachers and an impediment for shelter
unstable/tech disagreeing parents. I have seen the iPads used as an alternate for having text
books in the classroom which is a huge detriment for many students who do not learn well on the
devices. I also have seen the devices lost, dropped multiple times and given to students without
any sort of training on how to us the device as a tool for education rather than as a tool of
disengagement. I completely disagree with students receiving devices. I really like the idea of
learning spaces and enhancement of libraries. We want informed, educated and well socialized
citizens. The heavy reliance on tech and the lack of teaching, training and access for housing
unstable students is not adding to education- just more stuff.

2/27/2018 1:40 PM

63 security please! 2/27/2018 1:26 PM

64 Consider taking greater advantage of EUGNet, new high speed fiber network. 2/27/2018 1:23 PM

65 for elementary kids, I think it's better if there isn't too much technology - it's good for them to draw
things by hand and read books

2/27/2018 1:08 PM

66 Communication is good but content must be of most importance. Will filters and firewalls protect? 2/27/2018 8:56 AM

67 4j need to streamline all tech, get rid of Mac Books in elementary schools. Young students do not
need the Lamborghini of computers to learn to type or take state tests!! All elementary schools
should have tech plans written by the district. Site based tech decisions are terrible because the
people making the decisions are clueless about the capabilities of the tech they are requesting.

2/27/2018 3:31 AM

68 Ambivalent about technology. Yes, it's important to stay up to date, but I'm concerned about
students actually being taught how to be good stewards of the tech they are given, rather than just
being handed a "device" to learn something they could easily read in a book. Are kids being taught
internet safety and privacy? Are they being encouraged to think about their online identities? How
much they share? These are more important that being able to take a test on an iPad.

2/27/2018 12:22 AM

69 No evidence that technology helps with learning. 2/26/2018 11:12 PM

70 Focus on the aging facilities first and retrofit as you can 2/26/2018 11:07 PM

71 I know technology is important but honestly kids are getting plenty of this in their community and at
home heading there other areas that are more important to learn at school

2/26/2018 10:50 PM

72 Schools should have computers for student use in libraries, but most students have these
technologies already and don't need them at school. As an educator, volunteer and parent I feel
they tend to be a distraction, and an expensive one at that.

2/26/2018 9:01 PM

73 Yes 2/26/2018 6:59 PM

74 I'd rather see smaller class sizes and more teachers than more technology. 2/26/2018 5:16 PM
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Q25 Food Service Facilities: Students need access to healthy food to be
ready and able to learn. Nutrition facility and equipment upgrades would

keep school kitchens in good repair and support service delivery
requirements. Full-service school kitchens also can serve as a

community resource. Bond funds cannot be used to pay for food or for
food service staff. (Cost: ~$10 million)How important to you is it to invest

in school kitchen equipment and facilities?
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1 Talk about an issue that affects EVERY kid in the district!! If you are concerned with equity across
the district--here's a great direction to move in. We serve awful food in 4J & its a major
environmental and social issue.

3/12/2018 12:29 PM

2 I would support if the upgrades would benefit the option of bringing opportunity of high quality, local
food into the schools.

3/12/2018 9:27 AM

3 Food services should be outsourced. 3/12/2018 7:46 AM

4 Priority should be given to low-income schools who feed their students breakfast, lunch, and that
have after-school programs that serve students dinner (also called snack, but is basically a meal).

3/12/2018 6:04 AM

5 If equipment is worn out and has to be replaced, replace it. But this isn't the most important place
to spend $10 million. That's a lot of money, and there must be other things more important than
kitchens. I would support some kitchen renovations to make schools more usable as community
shelters.

3/12/2018 12:14 AM

6 I would support this if we started supporting our community with the upgrades. 3/11/2018 9:39 PM

7 Need to do a study first to see what we really need to do. 3/11/2018 6:38 PM

8 Change menus. Its the same every week. never changes 3/11/2018 3:34 PM

9 I think this should be contracted 3/11/2018 1:09 PM

10 We need to provide as much scratch made and healthy food choices to students so that their
brains can operate at most optimal level -- currently 4J kitchens are not equipped to cook/bake
scratch made foods

3/11/2018 11:04 AM

11 Going self operated is the only way to significantly improve school food. Sodexo is in the way of
making the necessary changes. Their model is not what we want or need. Let's invest a small
abount of that 10M into a feasibility study to see what it will take to create a self operated healthy
school meal program. Then we can hire a food service director who has a vision, experience, and
dedication to a fresh, whole foods, district meal service program.

3/11/2018 8:32 AM

12 Good nutrition is priceless. 3/10/2018 11:00 PM

13 Kids need healthy food while at school. 3/10/2018 9:38 PM

14 Schools are sadly the frontline of nutrition for many children. Access to quality and healthy food is
critical.

3/10/2018 5:08 PM

15 Healthy whole food is integral to learning. Many low income students need this now more then
ever.

3/10/2018 4:13 PM

16 Fueling a Childs brain should be a top priority in the schools. With healthy food students will have
better attention and focus and therefore will be able to do better in school. Fresh Whole Foods
should be a top priority. We are fortunate to live in an area with many farms to acquire real food
and cook from scratch. Frozen, heated, nutrient deficient foods are not only harming our children
but are setting them up for potential lifetime ailments.

3/10/2018 3:17 PM

17 But start serving real food. 3/10/2018 2:13 PM

18 Grow your own gardens. Use local food and venders. 3/10/2018 1:59 PM

19 I would want to see more data about how many students are actually eating food served by the
school. My observations as a volunteer in several middle and high schools is that the majority of
students do not take advantage of this service.

3/10/2018 1:44 PM

20 This would be excellent. The food is unhealthy now. We need to localize the school food so we
can source and create food locally and without chemicals , pesticides , and processed foods. Kids
can’t learn without proper nutrition . This will also help with climate change to keep things local. For
there future. Lead the way 4j! Thank you!

3/10/2018 12:16 PM
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21 Get rid of Machelle OBamas food guidelines. 3/10/2018 12:11 PM

22 We still serve too much re-heated, high-fat, fried , processed foods. We are setting students up for
bad eating habits.

3/10/2018 12:05 PM

23 Should be active kitchens at each school, not just for warming. Schools will be meeting place in
case of a disaster and should be able to accommodate those in need.

3/10/2018 11:44 AM

24 No kid can learn while hungry or on a sugar high. 3/10/2018 10:28 AM

25 And healthy food options for students. 3/10/2018 9:43 AM

26 Develop better facilities at each site and allow the school, not just sedexo use them 3/10/2018 9:43 AM

27 This whole system is upside down. Food should be the responsibility of the families, not the
schools. While our system believes rightly so that there are some families in real need, this system
of feeding virtually all the kids is just out of whack with reality. If families can't afford to feed their
own, then don't have them.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

28 I’m unfamiliar with kitchen facilities, but only improve the ones that desperately need fixing. 3/10/2018 8:17 AM

29 My kid’s school doesn’t even have a kitchen 3/10/2018 7:53 AM

30 Create a plan to provide more local, organic, vegetarian meals for all students, with a vegan option
at each meal.

3/9/2018 9:47 PM

31 affects all curriculum as well as mental and physical health of student and staff 3/9/2018 7:26 PM

32 My children won’t eat in the cafeteria and I don’t blame them. I realize how expensive it is to feed
the masses, and how limited the programming is in providing nutritious, tasty food. But I really wish
we could have something closer to what Edison had several years ago when they got the grant for
an improved food service program. My kids liked that food and ate in frequently.

3/9/2018 8:20 AM

33 No. 3/8/2018 2:10 PM

34 Healthy foods for our kids is critical! 3/8/2018 1:31 PM

35 Great food will help kids learn 3/7/2018 11:53 PM

36 This is very important only if we are actually making nutritious whole food for our kids. Currently
we are not doing that.

3/7/2018 9:58 PM

37 Community use and partnerships with a full service commercial kitchen are vitally important. 3/7/2018 6:39 AM

38 The food we currently serve is unacceptable. Imagine a 7 year old starting his day eating 3 bites
of a cinnamon role with frosting and a few sips of jiuce. A slice of pizza and a chocolate milk for
lunch! There should be fewer options and maybe we could get the kids to eat healthy items.

3/6/2018 1:05 PM

39 If this will impact the very low quality of food we are serving our kids at school, then it's a high
priority.

3/6/2018 10:53 AM

40 District should focus on applying for equipment grants and modernization project funds. 3/5/2018 8:44 PM

41 Healthy, good-tasting food should be a priority for the district. If more children eat school lunch, it
erases stigma, cuts down on waste and can also provide education to students about healthy food
habits. I would like to invest bond money in a feasibility study to determine how best to provide this
to students. The current contract with Sedexo is not providing food my kids want to eat. Often the
fresh cut fruits and vegetables are gone by the time my 5th grader went through the lunch line, and
the reheated frozen entrees, including the pizza and hamburgers in middle school, are
unappealing, and this is kids who usually likes those things at home.

3/5/2018 3:56 PM

42 Nice to have upgraded kichen facilities, but again, if funding is short, maybe later 3/5/2018 2:06 PM

43 Again, another wonderful opportunity to engage and partner with community groups. Food for Lane
county, Oregon Social Learning Programs, McKenzie Personnel are just a few groups that could
potentially partner with 4J in the development and use of the community kitchen spaces in schools.
Please think outside of the box for this improvements and ask how the community can directly
benefit, not just because it will improve the positive climate of the school, but how the school
building can play integral parts in community development.

3/5/2018 11:36 AM

44 Kids who are not well-nourished cannot learn to their upmost potential. Low-income students have
limited access to healthy and fresh food, and we have over 50% FRL. I think this is an opportunity
for real change. It's time to create a long-term vision for how we want to feed our students. We
need a program that nourishes our students, and support our local economy. We need a
comprehensive program that addresses all aspects of school food--from procuring, to serving food
in a nuturing environment, nutrition education, cooking classes, gardening etc.--today's students
need to understand where their food comes from, and how best to nourish their bodies and minds.
This would go a long way to address our nation's obesity crises. Eugene has an opportunity to be
a leader in this area, and to build a program that would support our local economy and give all kids
a chance to be the best they can be. Our kids deserve better than heat and serve food provided
by a multi-national corporation that isn't truly invested in their well-being.

3/4/2018 1:22 PM

45 High quality food and inspired staff are of the highest importance. 3/3/2018 10:47 PM

46 Again, a nice to have, not need to have. 3/3/2018 6:48 PM

47 Well nourished students are SUCH better students. THIS SHOULD BE AS HIGH A PRIORITY AS
SMALL CLASSROOMS.

3/3/2018 3:18 PM

48 Model after the food program at the Village School 3/2/2018 9:57 PM

49 Especially if your students are receiving free/reduced lunches 3/2/2018 4:18 PM

50 I believe school kitchens are designated as community disaster areas meaning we need
functioning kitchens if we are to support our community during crisis. We should have fully
functional kitchens and be supporting our rich agricultural community by having a self operated
food program. Curriculum could be incorporated to include science, math, art, community service
aspects and more. Please explore a healthier set up for our kids. It could decrease bullying to
gather our kids in family style arrangement and share food. School gardens could supplement the
produce. Many local businesses have expressed interest in working with the district. Please find a
feasibility study to explore the possibility.

3/2/2018 1:25 PM

51 They definitely need more funding. 3/2/2018 10:53 AM
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52 As we know good and sufficient food is the cornerstone for well-being and well-being facilitates
success, especially in the learning environment. Thus, I believe that healthy, scratch cooked food
(locally sourced to a high degree) is a top priority. In addition to providing our students with good
food we have the chance to use our commitment to good food as a "teachable moment." We can
use it to offer clear and grounded lessons on sustainability and equity for example. Our district
should step forward into this arena with pride - pride of conviction and pride of place. We have a
chance to lead in the good school food real and to celebrate and support our amazingly rich local
agrarian economy and culture. Please fund a meaningful and independent opportunity analysis
and act decisively on recommendations offered by professionals in the field of school food, not
those in the partisan commercial food industry.

3/2/2018 10:19 AM

53 It’s all packaged and warmed 3/2/2018 5:42 AM

54 Food is fuel and it there is no reason in an area with so much access to healthy food that school
lunches should be poor quality. Improvmnet in this area is important and provides an opportunity
for Eugene to serve as a model.

3/1/2018 2:01 PM

55 a health priority 3/1/2018 10:26 AM

56 With childhood obesity being an epidemic I would hope all schools would have healthy food
options and a kitchen that could accommodate that

2/28/2018 10:43 PM

57 How are the kitchen used today? Would investing more money help make sure all students have
meals

2/28/2018 6:49 PM

58 We need a bigger cafeteria at Camas Ridge. 2/28/2018 6:45 PM

59 My daughter is currently eating juice, pancakes, breakfast cookies, chocolate milk, etc. at school.
Just because her food is free and the DOE has relaxed its guidelines doesn’t mean that 4J
shouldn’t provide our students with nutritious foods. There is way too much sugar and
prepackaged food being offered. Our kids need, and deserve, nutritious food!

2/28/2018 5:56 PM

60 make do with what we have 2/28/2018 3:03 PM

61 Good nutrition and real, not processed, foods are fundamental to being ready to learn. 2/28/2018 1:08 PM

62 I totally support this, but we need to also change our food service approach by bringing it back
inside the school instead of contracted.

2/28/2018 12:30 PM

63 Besides earthquake safety and new roofs etc., this is the most important thing. Kitchens should be
designed for cooking. Not re-heating frozen food. Feeding children healthy foods will help solve
many behavioral issues and reduce costs in other areas. Please invest in your food service areas.
Consider demo kitchens too - so that children can start participating in food prep and learning
about food at younger ages. More and more parents are going to start clamoring for good food for
their children. Best to be prepared with functional kitchens and dining spaces. Most children are
not getting enough real food at home. This is place that 4J can really make a difference.

2/28/2018 12:11 PM

64 It’s important if schools are making healthy food but if they are simply serving pre-made food, I
don’t think they need upgrades beyond the bare minimum.

2/28/2018 8:15 AM

65 Students in low income families rely on school food for most of their nutrition. Currently, the heavily
processed food offered is inadequate to support optimal learning and attendance (sick days,
medical appointments for lifestyle related health conditions, etc.). School food is a social justice
issue.

2/28/2018 7:54 AM

66 I don't feel like this is a high priority at the moment. We live in a community with an over
abundance of food choices. Food becomes like art. Someone will love spinach and the next person
will hate it.

2/28/2018 2:27 AM

67 This should only happen if the culinary kitchen and the school kitchen are one. Why not have
students learn to cook, bake their food there in the culinary arts programs? Less processed foods
and more whole foods. Again, making it into a class, learning skills and experience while in High
School, middle school.

2/27/2018 10:40 PM

68 If we had better kitchens and facilities to prepare food, it is my understanding that we have national
resources available to improve our lunch programs to provide fresh, local food. We need the
infrastructure

2/27/2018 6:04 PM

69 We need healthy nutritious meals for our kids. Local food supporting local economy. Equity and
social justice come through food, reduces bullying.

2/27/2018 5:21 PM

70 Get fast food like Taco Bell, Domino's Pizza, etc. out of the South Eugene Cafeteria. 2/27/2018 4:16 PM

71 More information is needed; many current kitchens are not full service and should be. 2/27/2018 3:26 PM

72 I would only support this expense if kitchens were converted to full-service. The processed food
served at my children's schools is not worth an upgrade

2/27/2018 3:17 PM

73 Healthy food equals healthy kids. School must do more to serve healthy lunches and other meals 2/27/2018 3:04 PM

74 The quality and source of food needs to be improved before we spend money to improve the
facilities that feed students junk

2/27/2018 2:36 PM

75 I would not support any renewal of contract with Cisco or other limiting, unhealthy, bureaucratic
venture.

2/27/2018 2:30 PM

76 kids need healthy choices. and choices that also appeal to them. dont have that now 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

77 A lot of money. Our children preferred to take a lunch from home! 2/27/2018 2:10 PM

78 I know that Camas Ridge has trouble serving all the children quickly within the time they have for
lunch. If these sorts of upgrades could make it easier for kids to get their lunches quickly so that
they have time to eat, I'm for it.

2/27/2018 2:07 PM

79 Fresh organic foods to ear and quality food choices. The food is not healthy and it is not nutritious. 2/27/2018 1:40 PM

80 A feasibility study is critical in order to know what upgrades are needed - central kitchen vrs
upgrades to individual schools. Can bond funds be used for a feasibility study? I do not want
Sodexo to decide how best to use these funds.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

81 I don't like that students with money eat off campus and those who don't have money don't - this
creates a huge amount of economic segregation on a social level

2/27/2018 1:08 PM

82 New equipment is not going to provide higher quality food for our children 2/27/2018 10:11 AM

83 I find students once in high school do not use the cafeteria. Perhaps the kitxhens can be rented
out so that parents can once again bake cupcakes for their student birthdays. Teach cooking
classes.

2/27/2018 8:56 AM
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84 I think it's more important that they improve the quality of the food. I wish I had the money to send
my kids to a school where they are fed higher quality food. I remember the food quality being
horrible when I went to 4J schools myself. I chose to go hungry most of the time rather than eat the
poor quality food that was offered. I don't think they need a fancy kitchen to do that. They should
spend the money on higher quality food ingredients.

2/27/2018 7:11 AM

85 nothing wrong with a nice sandwich 2/26/2018 11:12 PM

86 Seems like there should be a lot of external options for this? Maybe not though. Would be on the
bottom of the list under all others, don’t worry about being a community resource, support the kids

2/26/2018 11:07 PM

87 It would be wonderful to refit these spaces for charitable organizations to use, and/or to rent them
our to small business owners and other organizations.

2/26/2018 9:01 PM

88 Please invest in quality nutrition for our children. I personally have experience eating Sodexo
provided food from my time attending college and they do not have our children's best interests in
mind.

2/26/2018 8:52 PM

89 Yes 2/26/2018 6:59 PM

90 PLEASE start making real food instead of serving Sysco pre-prepared with no nutrition 2/26/2018 5:48 PM
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Q26 School Bus Replacements: Replacing school buses over time as
equipment ages keeps the student transportation fleet safe, efficient and
in good repair. 4J works to replace buses after 13–14 years of service,

which is typical across Oregon school districts. About half of the district's
buses will be due for replacement between 2019 and 2025. The state

reimburses 70% of student transportation costs, including bus purchases
depreciated over time, so every dollar spent on school bus purchases

returns additional funds to be used for transportation needs. (Cost: ~$8
million)How important to you is it to invest in replacing aging school

buses? 
Answered: 603 Skipped: 137
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# COMMENTS DATE

1 I believe you just bought a bunch of busses. Maintain the current ones. Your replacement
schedule is a luxury not a need.

3/12/2018 8:17 AM

2 Parents can transport kids. 3/12/2018 7:46 AM

3 We need to have safe buses, not old worn out ones. But if 70% is reimbursed, why do you need
$8 million to buy buses? Shouldn't the 70% return be spent on that? How do school districts that
don't have bond measures pay for their school buses?

3/12/2018 12:14 AM

4 I think busses should be cintracted 3/11/2018 1:09 PM

5 Why is high school busing not a priority for the district I can guarantee truancy rates are being
affected without actual school buses being used for high school students

3/10/2018 1:29 PM

6 It's silly that the city has multiple bus systems. Merge 4j busses with LTD. 3/10/2018 1:16 PM

7 Electric buses ! 3/10/2018 12:16 PM

8 seems like a smart investment, given the state match 3/10/2018 12:05 PM

9 As long as the district looks into selling the current outdated fleet, or doing something productive
with them (they don’t have to make a profit).

3/10/2018 10:28 AM

10 Standard budgetting is required on a rolling/ongoing basis to maintain fleets. Root cause your
shortfall and fix it.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

11 My kids have ridden busses for 14 years and have never complained about one bus, so our
experience is that the fleet is fine.

3/10/2018 8:17 AM

12 I think you already do this on a regular basis. 3/10/2018 8:08 AM

13 We don’t have a school bus either 3/10/2018 7:53 AM

14 It's better for the environment to keep the older buses working. 3/8/2018 2:10 PM

15 I don't think in a town of this size that busing kids to school is very important 3/8/2018 1:31 PM

16 Procure electric buses as soon as they are available! (perhaps there will be additional cost saving
incentives for such purchases, as well)

3/6/2018 2:57 PM

17 Perhaps look at closing Twin Oaks to save on mileage. 3/6/2018 1:05 PM

18 Because of the state reimbursement, this seems like a reasonable use of funds. 3/6/2018 10:53 AM

19 But it would be nice to see more students riding the bus and/or walking/biking to school. If we
limited or eliminated the immersion and alternative elementary schools in the district and instead
just provided spanish language at all the schools, it would serve everyone more equally and more
families would attend their neighborhood schools (and use the buses).

3/5/2018 3:56 PM

20 This seems like a rather immediate and long term need. I believe part of the bond will be
necessary to keep buses in good working order, as well as replace them as needed. I would stress
that working to maintain schools as walking schools (Edison), and/or working to establish a
walking / bike riding culture district wide may help us reduce our carbon imprint and perhaps
reduce bussing costs.

3/5/2018 11:36 AM

21 The statement about bus purchases returning money to the district for other things doesn't really
make sense. (I work in accounting - your statement is either badly worded or incorrect.)

3/4/2018 9:30 PM

22 I'd rather students come to school on aging buses to a healthy meal and a small class..... 3/3/2018 3:18 PM
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23 You don't need a whole new fleet, but if you need a couple fine. 3/2/2018 4:18 PM

24 Yes!!!!! I ride the im on the bus every day 3/2/2018 12:02 AM

25 a safety priority 3/1/2018 10:26 AM

26 major costs of transportation is running students all over the city to schools other than the ones
closest to them because of CLC and CBCs.

2/28/2018 7:15 PM

27 Not as important of building new and needed schools 2/28/2018 6:49 PM

28 SEAT BELTS! 2/28/2018 6:28 PM

29 just don't rank this as highly as funds directly related to instruction 2/28/2018 3:03 PM

30 4J has newest fleet in the area 2/28/2018 2:41 PM

31 Much of this spending could be alleviated by reducing the number of students who ride buses. It is
absurd to be busing kids who live within 2 miles a of school. Kids who walk or ride bikes are
gaining a physical benefit.

2/28/2018 12:42 PM

32 Yes, bus maintenance is a good idea - having had my children stranded on a broken down bus.
Bus driver handled it beautifully however.

2/28/2018 12:11 PM

33 old buses or leasing buses have costs that can be avoiding by replacing equipment which saves
money in the long run

2/28/2018 11:52 AM

34 Buses need to be safe and reliable. 2/28/2018 10:13 AM

35 Low priority. 2/28/2018 8:15 AM

36 Important but I believe there are other priorities of greater need 2/28/2018 6:30 AM

37 My kids go to YG. What is a bus? Seriously, if the state reimburses for 70% of the cost....why are
we even talking about this?

2/28/2018 2:27 AM

38 We just had a bunch of buses replaced. I never got bus service for my kids. I got to take them to
school and pick them up daily. If the State reimburses you, the district, it still comes out of tax
payer's pockets! Parents need to be more responsible for taking care of their kids.

2/27/2018 10:40 PM

39 Transportation safety is very important for our students. 2/27/2018 4:16 PM

40 bond measure should include cost of Where's My Bus? App so parents can follow the route of the
bus and lower their anxiety. I would want to know if the new buses have safety belts and if any
regular route bus in eugene has safety belts (no SPED buses)

2/27/2018 3:04 PM

41 Replace on an "as needed" basis. Even if a bus is 14 years old, it may still be usable. Also look at
using more short buses. Frequently see a full size bus with only a few passengers.

2/27/2018 2:10 PM

42 More important if usage can help high school students. Currently they take city bus mostly if not
their neighborhood school.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

43 Consider viewing any investments in 4J fleet via a lens of reducing 4J's carbon footprint and look
at new and emerging fleet technologies.

2/27/2018 1:23 PM

44 If there’s reimbursement options from the state, why are Immersion schools excluded from bus
service? It would make a much safer route to school and lessen traffic in all of our regions.

2/27/2018 3:31 AM

45 why need buses when parents drive their students everywhere? 2/26/2018 11:12 PM

46 Kids need to get to school! What is the $8mil for? The 30% unfunded? Does the 13-14 year service
life still apply to the recently purchased busses that incorporate new technology and materials that
likely last longer?

2/26/2018 11:07 PM

47 Provide free transit passes to school children. Encourage cycling and alternative means. 2/26/2018 8:52 PM

48 Work harder with SRTS and the city to eliminate bus routes that are close to schools. We are
busing kids blocks to school. Stupid!

2/26/2018 6:59 PM

49 The big yellow buses don't always seem right-sized for their use... 2/26/2018 5:33 PM
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Q27 Safe Routes to School: Students need to have safe ways to walk
and bike to school. Every major school construction project includes

funds to improve safe routes to school. (Cost: ~$1 million)How important
to you is it to invest in safe routes to school?

Answered: 613 Skipped: 127
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1 Waste of money. 3/12/2018 7:46 AM

2 The city should be responsible for safe roads. 3/12/2018 12:14 AM

3 I still mourn the death of that girl killed between North Eugene high school and River Road by that
man in a pick up some years ago.

3/10/2018 11:00 PM

4 This has been an issue in south Eugene since Parker closed years ago. This year finally saw a
very minimal addition to make a safe route. This needs to be a top priority!

3/10/2018 2:19 PM

5 Critical! 3/10/2018 1:54 PM

6 I need more evidence that this works - it sounds like a good idea 3/10/2018 12:05 PM

7 This will directly improve the livability of the surrounding areas as well. But I do thing the city hold a
majority of the responsibility in maintaining safe routes.

3/10/2018 10:28 AM

8 The key here is to increase the number of smaller neighborhood schools that are within legit
walking distance of the neighbors who would use them.

3/10/2018 8:26 AM

9 The streets around YG and Corridor are not very safe for students though they get heavy use. 3/10/2018 8:18 AM

10 Fix the glaring problems. 3/10/2018 8:17 AM

11 I think it's fine how it is. 3/8/2018 2:10 PM

12 Very important for the relatively low cost 3/6/2018 10:53 AM

13 If more kids attended their neighborhood schools and walked or biked to them, we would be
teaching healthy life choices and we would not have as much of a problem with school traffic
across 4J. Safe routes to school are an important first step.

3/5/2018 3:56 PM

14 Great way to invest in students and the community. 3/5/2018 11:36 AM

15 Kids need more exercise, and walking and biking to school will help them to be able to sit and
focus in class.

3/4/2018 1:22 PM

16 Add sidewalks within a walkable radius of every school, starting with elementary. 3/3/2018 10:47 PM

17 This is a public safety issue and should be a shoe in. 3/3/2018 8:58 PM

18 Support healthy walk and bike choices 3/3/2018 6:48 PM

19 Every effort should be made to encourage these alternative safe ways to school. Is it worth ten
teachers? NO.

3/3/2018 3:18 PM

20 Safe bike parking is a huge priority -- I was affiliated with the team that did the Sheldon project and
it made an enormous difference!

3/3/2018 2:36 AM

21 That's the city and the Police's job. Hold them accountable. 3/2/2018 4:18 PM

22 Every kid deserves to have a safe drive home 3/2/2018 12:59 PM

23 Lighted and signal-driven crosswalks, buffer zones, crossing flags, sidewalks, bike and skateboard
storage racks and schools - all very important

3/2/2018 1:23 AM

24 a safety priority 3/1/2018 10:26 AM

25 This is a simple and effective update that costs little to implement. Paired with Measure 26 and
updated buses, our children's transit to school will be efficiently improved.

3/1/2018 9:46 AM

26 How is 1 million being spent to make school routes safer. 3/1/2018 12:11 AM

27 What? You are concerned with providing safe routes to school after having closed many
neighborhood schools? For instance, when Meadowlark closed, nearly EVERY student in the ML
attendance area is now eligible to ride the bus to Willagillespie.

2/28/2018 11:17 PM

28 Is this a practical idea? Will students use it? How many schools need safe routes? Why is this not
provided by the city or county if sidewalks or roads need enhancement.

2/28/2018 6:49 PM

29 Has no effect on education 2/28/2018 2:41 PM

30 Walking and riding bikes to school should be rewarded. 2/28/2018 12:42 PM
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31 Yes, safe sidewalks, traffic monitors, bike lanes - I think this is very important. 2/28/2018 12:11 PM

32 enhancing our community makes it safer for students to access school, reducing incidents and
reducing congestion.

2/28/2018 11:52 AM

33 The kids can't graduate if they can't get to school. 2/28/2018 11:16 AM

34 Need to review parking lot safety at most schools. 2/28/2018 10:46 AM

35 They need to be taught the rules of riding bikes and crossing the roads. It does not matter how
many flashing crosswalks you put in on River Road, pedestrians and bikes cross at a unmarked
area because they want to. Follow the rules, then you will be safe!

2/27/2018 10:40 PM

36 Should not be the financial responsibility of the school 2/27/2018 6:50 PM

37 VERY important. A small investment for major community and child health and education
improvements

2/27/2018 5:58 PM

38 I think routes are safe to schools. 2/27/2018 4:16 PM

39 This is a great program. 2/27/2018 3:38 PM

40 This is part of community health--safer communities are healthier. Families who walk are healthier 2/27/2018 3:17 PM

41 not compared to other items 2/27/2018 3:04 PM

42 Not certain what this means - don't children walking to school use the sidewalks? Or children
biking use bike lanes on the streets? Plus, many parents either drop off their children or they ride
the bus.

2/27/2018 2:10 PM

43 I live too close to schools for my children to ride the bus, so having safe walking and biking routes
is huge for my family.

2/27/2018 2:07 PM

44 If truly unsafe, then yes. If just "fluff" environmental pathways, you have higher priorities to deal
with first.

2/27/2018 1:46 PM

45 More bikes and more traffic controls. Take away student cell phones so they don't have distracted
driving.

2/27/2018 1:40 PM

46 This is SO important! 2/27/2018 1:26 PM

47 It would be great if this included safe bike and pedestrian routes. It would encourage exercise and
prevent more need for parking improvements.

2/27/2018 1:26 PM

48 this should be a City/County issue. Furthermore in the Gilham Elementary school area has been
ignored by the City.

2/27/2018 1:24 PM

49 I believe that is the family's responsibility. If the student does not go by bus then the family takes
carr of this... why a million dollars to do that?

2/27/2018 8:56 AM

50 I would like sidewalks installed on Arcadia Road. It's a major route to Bertha Holt and it is not safe
for children.

2/27/2018 7:11 AM

51 would support if there is actual proof that route is not safe 2/26/2018 11:12 PM

52 Shouldn’t this be a priority for the city to complete? Either way safety is important and has the
cheapest price of all the proposals so far

2/26/2018 11:07 PM

53 At North, we've recently had two students hit by cars in th school parking lot or in front of the
school. We need to focus on student safety.

2/26/2018 10:01 PM

54 Ha! See comment above. 2/26/2018 6:59 PM

55 Seems low cost but potentially high benefit. 2/26/2018 5:16 PM

56 There should be a sidewalk on Grove Ave between Silver Lane and Howard. It would make the
neighborhood more walkable.

2/26/2018 5:11 PM
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Q28 What are the top priorities you think need to be addressed soon? 
Please order potential projects from most important to least important. If
you do not support investing in a potential project, you may select "N/A."

Answered: 558 Skipped: 182
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Q29 Are there other projects or goals, not already mentioned, that should
be considered?
Answered: 282 Skipped: 458

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Sheldon High School needs repairs, better maintenance, roof and ceiling work, etc. 3/12/2018 12:46 PM

2 Improving kitchens can also help with disaster response. 3/12/2018 12:31 PM

3 no 3/12/2018 11:40 AM

4 Learn to budget your money better, like we have to. 3/12/2018 10:01 AM

5 Update and expand the band room at Monroe Middle School; 3/12/2018 9:47 AM

6 More mental health support in all schools through individual counseling and school wide education
regarding bullying etc.

3/12/2018 9:33 AM

7 The top priority is to get real. Living expenses are high. As middle income earner there is no more
margin for you to ask for more money. Stop catering meetings, stop allowing employees to waste
time and not put effort into their jobs, stop hiring top administrators when more classified could
support the district. Run this district like a business that has to be efficient.

3/12/2018 8:22 AM

8 Save money! 3/12/2018 7:49 AM

9 The top priority should be identifying and retaining strong building administrators that are able to
build and maintain a strong staff that feels empowered and thereby able to teach our children,
even when resources may be lacking.

3/12/2018 7:24 AM

10 Make current schools more usable as community shelters after a disaster (even just a widespread
power outage).

3/12/2018 12:19 AM

11 More support programs for mental and behavioral health in all grade levels. 3/12/2018 12:17 AM

12 I don't know. 3/11/2018 8:40 PM

13 Rebuild Camas Ridge Community School 3/11/2018 7:51 PM

14 no 3/11/2018 6:44 PM

15 Be daring. Turn North Eugene into a Benson Tech style school, with emphasis on teaching skills
that provide jobs in the trades

3/11/2018 5:06 PM

16 Renovate/ new South euegne high school. 3/11/2018 4:49 PM

17 You need to stay within your budget. Stop raising property taxes. Use marijuana tax money. Have
people with children pay a particular amount per child; they are filling up the schools. Stop putting
the burden on those with fixed incomes, such as retirees, and those who have never had, or plan
to have, children. It is wrong.

3/11/2018 3:43 PM

18 YG has dedicated parents and students currently over-crowded in an old building and sharing a
principal and building between two schools. The district would do well to turn YG into a true
immersion program from K-8. At a minimum, however, there ought to be priority given to offering
some form of true immersion after grade 5 (not just sticking students in one classroom in a school
that is split between standard curriculum, Spanish immersion and Japanese immersion.

3/11/2018 3:42 PM

19 Replace Willagillespie... Too old and outdated. Nor enough room to accommodate all students.
Parking is atrocious.

3/11/2018 3:37 PM

20 No 3/11/2018 2:54 PM

21 Music in all schools, including elementary. Focus on other options at high school besides sports
and cheer

3/11/2018 1:12 PM

22 Class size lower!!!! Better accommodations, tracking and support for special ed students and those
who learn differently or don’t respond well to the classic large, lecture classroom. More PE and
active learning!!!!

3/11/2018 11:07 AM

23 Feasibility study for 4J food services -- how best to meet the needs of kids and serve healthy food
options within all district sites

3/11/2018 11:07 AM

24 Monroe Middle School needs updating improvement and new phones 3/11/2018 10:51 AM

25 Consider budgeting the funds the schools already receives instead of putting your hand in my
pocket, and taking my money to pay for your wants. I have wants too, but you keep taking my
money to pay for your wants instead of mine!

3/11/2018 12:52 AM

26 Adding more classrooms at Gilham instead of building a new Shelden elementary? 3/11/2018 12:03 AM

27 Build new south Eugene high school 3/10/2018 11:34 PM

28 South Eugene h.s. Camas Ridge 3/10/2018 11:19 PM

29 Nursing services should be available at all schools. We attend a charter school and do not have a
school nurse.

3/10/2018 9:51 PM

30 Camas Ridge and Adams Elementary are two of the oldest school buildings in the district and are
both stretched to find space. Camas Ridge in particular has multiple issues with the current
building structure in addition to lack of space to accommodate number of classrooms needed and
sharing of spaces to detriment of student learning. Food Matters: better food options for students,
with less preservatives, dyes, sugars, and additives to allow for healthy food options for all
children, which is important to brain develop and setting the stage for educational engagement and
learning.

3/10/2018 9:45 PM

31 No 3/10/2018 9:23 PM

32 All money should be used to make schools equal. Keep in mind that when parents donate
computers or money to programs that EEF does NOT make money and opportunities equal. If you
are honest about all the equity bragging, it would go beyond the bathroom debate and help lower
SES kids instead of rich South Eugene kids.

3/10/2018 5:08 PM

33 Upgrade Monroe Middle School to provide a new music classic for band and choir 3/10/2018 4:46 PM

34 No 3/10/2018 4:40 PM
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35 Mental health services for young students. Teachers and EAs are assaulted in a daily basis with
no recourse

3/10/2018 4:29 PM

36 Camas Ridge is too small for the number of students, and was built in the 50s(?). It needs
renovation and expansion badly

3/10/2018 4:28 PM

37 N/A 3/10/2018 4:15 PM

38 Investment in day treatment schools in each region. 3/10/2018 4:07 PM

39 safety/ safety/ safety 3/10/2018 3:58 PM

40 Most important is reducing class sizes, so if that means adding staff and adding on to the number
of classrooms, that should be addressed - and then vocational classes.

3/10/2018 3:43 PM

41 New Camas Ridge Elementary that keeps getting pushed back! 3/10/2018 3:14 PM

42 Create a school for children whose social/emotional/intellectual growth delays endanger other
children or staff.

3/10/2018 3:13 PM

43 Funding for increased teacher salaries and smaller class sizes. 3/10/2018 2:31 PM

44 I wish Health and “safety” could be separated. The health issues would be a high priority, safety
(fences) would n/a.

3/10/2018 2:26 PM

45 Redrawing district lines 3/10/2018 2:20 PM

46 Camas Ridge rebuild to act as swing for Edison and address capacity issues there. 3/10/2018 2:05 PM

47 Smaller class sizes. More support in k-2 Special education 3/10/2018 1:29 PM

48 New South Eugene High School and Spencer Butte Middle School 3/10/2018 1:08 PM

49 Where will Corridor School and Yujin Gakuen be moved to? Will it be part of the North Eugene
improvement plan?

3/10/2018 12:32 PM

50 Lockers and private space for staff 3/10/2018 12:16 PM

51 No 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

52 School safety—security. More resource officers 3/10/2018 12:03 PM

53 We need more classroom capacity in the elementary schools in the South Region. 3/10/2018 11:50 AM

54 Na 3/10/2018 10:33 AM

55 MONROE MIDDLE SCHOOL! -Band room is inadequate for existing program -Track... these kids
are running on rocks, it’s crazy - Turf... why are we the only school without a turf field?

3/10/2018 9:58 AM

56 NEHS improvements need to address YG and Corridor. Spending $150M and displacing 2
programs is not sound management of resources. The improvement costs for Bailey Hill rose from
an initial $1m up to $5m. For the Chinese Immersion program, not the entire site will be needed.
This should be approached in a phased manner to Reno wings as the need arises, for scopes that
can economically be divided.

3/10/2018 9:52 AM

57 No 3/10/2018 9:37 AM

58 Camas Ridge because it is in such bad repair we shouldn’t keep putting bandaids on it, 3/10/2018 9:14 AM

59 Update or rebuild Camas Ridge 3/10/2018 8:51 AM

60 Improve transportation options to Ridgeline 3/10/2018 7:56 AM

61 YG k-8 true immersion. YG building issues Year round school 3/8/2018 3:56 PM

62 Rebuilding Camas Ridge Elementary. Rebuilding South Eugene High School/ 3/8/2018 3:55 PM

63 Take care of what we have and give the kids some sort of advantages 3/8/2018 2:49 PM

64 Get rid of the non-performing administrative staff. The teachers work really hard, but the 4J staff?
Not so much.

3/8/2018 2:13 PM

65 Yes! Camas Ridge Elementary. My understanding is that it needs a rebuild or something to better
accomodate its students and I'm shocked it's not part of this survey.

3/8/2018 1:37 PM

66 School gardens and nutrition ed need to be part of curriculum. Kids need real food for nutrition, not
processed meals currently served. Often the menu looks fine however many additives are found in
current school food. Let’s keep the lunch money in local economy

3/7/2018 11:58 PM

67 None 3/7/2018 11:56 PM

68 School safety—security guards 3/7/2018 11:05 PM

69 There should be an evaluation of what resources/construction could be used to improve student
behavior, and increase engagement. This is TRULY the single biggest thing negatively affecting
my kids' education.

3/7/2018 10:49 PM

70 Funding for support staff to keep high flyers in general ed or to provide them with an adequate
space for learning that doesn't interfere with everyone else academic experience

3/7/2018 10:29 PM

71 Camas Ridge needs a new building. Title program is being operated in the tiny conference room.
I’ve never seen a school without a library besides Camas. It is so hot in the building when the
weather gets warm. It’s not handicap accessible. The front office is minuscule. Yet, the teachers
and school community does amazing work with little resources.

3/7/2018 10:04 PM

72 Security at Twin Oaks Elementary 3/7/2018 9:13 PM

73 Nursery, food garden and orchard at every school to promote good nutrition and sustainability. 3/7/2018 6:53 AM

74 Providing equality for all students and teachers. Equal availability to supplies , comfort (heat and
air)

3/6/2018 10:34 PM
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75 I was a student at Eastside Alternative Elementary in the Edison building in 1978. It was a
wonderful experience. In second grade I had a shop class where I learned to build a jig-saw puzzle
with an actual jig-saw, and later built a wooden sled. They are some of my first memories – and
these experiences were the first of many activities that I would never been exposed to in my own
home. I went on to take wood shop in middle and high school, was later employed in the
construction field, and a dozen years ago realized my life-long dream of building my own home – a
dream that was born in the shop class at an elementary school. All students having access to
quality enrichment programs is something I believe in strongly. While I am an administrator in a
neighboring district, I also have two children attending 4J schools. My oldest daughter attends
Monroe Middle School. While I can teach her to make things of wood, I would be the worst person
in the world to teach or expose her to music. She has been lucky enough to be in Mr. Talon
Nansel’s beginning band class this year. Every single day of the year I ask her about her day at
school, and her favorite part of her day is ALWAYS her band class. While Mr. Nansel (a local band
teaching legend) is arguably one of the best teachers I have ever seen in twenty years of public
education, the band classroom that he teaches in is anything but first class. I feel incredibly lucky
that my daughter is getting exposed to music in the 4J system – as it is truly the richest part of her
day, and arguably just as important as her other classes at school. I am strongly advocating that
the bond funds be used to build a music classroom worthy of the great teachers you have that
inspire our children. I would gladly vote to pay more taxes and hope the plans that would replace a
32’ by 32’ classroom are seriously considered.

3/6/2018 10:29 PM

76 We need to completely overhaul our existing food preparation and contract with Sydesco and
come up with a better model that addresses wholesome, organic food for our children. Kid Food
Matters!

3/6/2018 8:44 PM

77 Not to my knowledge. 3/6/2018 5:41 PM

78 Security upgrades should be number one priority. There shouldn't be any other discussion until
this has been accomplished.

3/6/2018 1:14 PM

79 Edison school should be renovated and not bulldozed. Having a neighborhood school at the
Edison site is critical to walkable schools, and south Eugene voters will not support bussing kids to
Camas Ridge for the long term.

3/6/2018 10:09 AM

80 N/a 3/5/2018 10:05 PM

81 Improve outdated and aging athletic facilities at all high schools. 3/5/2018 6:03 PM

82 Please work with City of Eugene to identify how bond measure could help with 4J/City common
priorities: 1. How new or updated gyms and school kitchens could help with community emergency
response; 2. How encouraging/requiring families to attend (or even walk and bike to) their updated
and equitable neighborhood schools could reduce traffic, improve children's health and make
kids/families more connected to their neighbors; 3. How updated or new school spaces could be
used as meeting spaces by neighborhood associations, nonprofits and community groups to
encourage positive interaction, and a sense of belonging in our community. 4J would need to re-
evaluate its strict facility use/insurance requirement policy to really make use of this, but I think the
benefit to community is worth it.

3/5/2018 4:24 PM

83 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 3/5/2018 1:11 PM

84 Camas Ridge should be renovated or rebuilt. It is one of the oldest in 4J and is overcrowded and
in need of attention.

3/5/2018 11:57 AM

85 replace Corridor/ YG buildings 3/5/2018 5:32 AM

86 I believe that Willard School needs to be renovated so that it can be used as an elementary school
or community space.

3/4/2018 10:20 PM

87 Providing resources for the Talented and Gifted (TAG) program. 3/4/2018 9:48 PM

88 Rebuild Camas Ridge 3/4/2018 1:29 PM

89 I feel that it is very important to upgrade and repair the old school buildings. 3/4/2018 12:41 PM

90 You should be focusing your efforts on reducing classes sizes and investing in the quality of your
teachers. Higher pay, reduced district mandated PD, and increased opportunities for students
outside of the classroom.

3/4/2018 10:00 AM

91 Monroe Middle School is in desperate need of an adequate band room. Mr. Nansel, the band
teacher at Monroe has created an amazing program, providing a wonderful opportunity to the
students of Monroe. However, the band room is EXTREMELY small and not adequate for the
needs of the school or the students it serves. Monroe deserves better facilities! Nothing in this
survey addressed the needs of our music and art programs....how was that overlooked?

3/3/2018 11:11 PM

92 We need to make improvements to our existing schools and preserve them. The schools are a key
part of our thriving neighborhoods.

3/3/2018 10:25 PM

93 Why isn't anyone concerned about upgrades to Kelly Middle school? Built in the 1950's. 3/3/2018 9:02 PM

94 SEHS and CHS both REALLY need attention 3/3/2018 6:59 PM

95 I have a long-term vested interest in Camas Ridge Elementary - which also needs rebuilding. At
the PTO meeting with Jim Torrey, a parent raised the idea that if Camas were replaced first,
Edison students could be housed THERE while Edison was being replaced. This strikes me as a
much smarter way to spend money than refurbishing other sites to do the same thing there.
Camas' current capacity is well below the actual number of students using the facility.

3/3/2018 4:06 PM

96 No 3/3/2018 3:28 PM

97 Put windows in where possible at Churchill. The learning attitude and environment would be
improved GREATLY for students if they had some natural light and fresh air.

3/3/2018 3:26 PM

98 Monroe band facility needs to be funded 3/3/2018 12:55 PM

99 An equity lens should be used throughout this project. How do we best support our most
vulnerable student populations?

3/3/2018 9:08 AM

100 Yes! Monroe Middle School Music and Band Room. Much, much too small 3/3/2018 5:38 AM

101 As I mentioned -- gender neutral bathrooms. Also, science laboratory equipment: When I was at
Sheldon, we literally had to buy our own sugar because the lab ran out!

3/3/2018 2:41 AM

102 invest in the school libraries with a state certified school librarian 3/2/2018 10:03 PM
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103 Yes. Monroe Middle School is in desperate need of replacement. I would like to advocate for new
building. I’d also like to share how important the Monroe music program is to our community. We
are lucky to have Mr. Talon Nansel, who has built an extremely strong program with 100+ students
in beginning band and 80+ in advanced band. At least 70% of incoming students are signing up for
band — and it”s because of Mr. Nansel. Please make sure any new building design includes a
quality space for band and choir. We have a great opportunity to create an excellent learning
environment for music education. My son was in band all three years of middle school, and he
plans on continuing in high school. Before his experience with Mr. Nansel at Monroe, he had
never picked up an instrument. It’s been an amazing experience for him. My daughter will also be
a band student next year. While my kids will likely be out of middle school by the time Monroe is
replaced, I feel strongly about supporting quality music education and providing the space and
resources that Monroe severely lacks now. We have a great opportunity. I’d like to see music
education be a high priority in the new design of this school (and all schools) for generations of
future students.

3/2/2018 8:29 PM

104 - REDUCE CLASS SIZES!!! - OPEN AN ADVANCED MATH CLASS FOR SENIORS AT SEHS!!! -
PROVIDE YEAR-LONG MATH CLASSES AT HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL OR GET RID OF
TRIMESTERS! NO GAPS IN KIDS' EDUCATION!!

3/2/2018 7:14 PM

105 Rebuild of Camas Ridge. Tear down, but not rebuild Edison. 3/2/2018 5:09 PM

106 Yes - Ed Center, Facilities and Transportation need expanded and improved spaces. I think it's not
popular to do non-student-related improvements in a big way, but these buildings are inadequate
and small in many ways. Warehouse space is limited, meeting space is limited, offices are
cramped and have poor heating/cooling regulation, bathrooms are only moderately ADA
compliant.

3/2/2018 2:06 PM

107 Please think long term and holistically about these issues. Thank you for asking for community
input.

3/2/2018 1:29 PM

108 Just as it is important to provide special education and accommodate disabilities, I support
including Talented and Gifted Education opportunities/curriculum/funding in those directions as
well even though I understand TAG education is not a top facilities-related issue.

3/2/2018 11:20 AM

109 Storage space at older schools. I know we could use some at Camas Ridge. 3/2/2018 11:00 AM

110 More options for High School students who are not college bound to learn trades. More staffing for
to reduce class sizes

3/2/2018 10:36 AM

111 It’s critical to secure and make safe the learning environments and improve special education and
behavior programs

3/2/2018 6:19 AM

112 Monroe middle school needs a better music department! We have a tiny room that was built as a
classroom and does not have good sound Acoustics!!! Mr. Nansel has tried and tried. We need a
better music place. Especially the fact that choir was added in

3/2/2018 12:05 AM

113 BAND ROOM at Monroe. Also a track for these kids. Why do they look around and see great
facilities everywhere else but they are forced to run on gravel, and play their instruments in the
cafeteria? Why? Is it because it’s high % low income families? How do you think these kids and
families feel about that?!?

3/1/2018 9:58 PM

114 Food education for students and staff 3/1/2018 8:40 PM

115 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 3/1/2018 7:11 PM

116 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 3/1/2018 7:09 PM

117 Services for families is pretty much non-existent in this District. Children have many challenges
and the school's can't fix all of them, but they can support the families better to improve child
behavior and set them up for educational success. Having space for parent training and parent
support will enhance the educational environment tremendously. Of course you need qualified
personnel providing evidence-based practices to work with the families and that is also lacking in
the district. Although they can be hired.

3/1/2018 4:30 PM

118 With the size of the bond, and the option to phase improvements to North Eugene, it seems that
additional schools could be rebuilt (in addition to those that are currently being targeted). I
encourage the board to consider a rebuild of Camas Ridge as well. Based on prior assessments, it
seems to be a strong candidate for being updated - in terms of building issues and demand.

3/1/2018 3:14 PM

119 A renovation of the music facility at Monroe Middle School. The current space is completely
inadequate for the huge amount of participation in music. The instructor at Monroe is incredible,
and inspires kids to get involved in music to the point that there just isn't room for them all.

3/1/2018 12:46 PM

120 Common core math has served to alienate parents from their children and has caused many to
hire tutors at great cost. This is unacceptable.

3/1/2018 11:20 AM

121 Adding portable buildings to schools that need more space for instruction. Camas Ridge needs a
portable building until it is rebuilt.

3/1/2018 11:11 AM

122 Camas Ridge needs rebuilding... more space for math classes, for example; broken heater; Title 1
meets behind a copier. Special needs students need more space and more assistants. An aging
facility that needs major renovations or a rebuild.

3/1/2018 10:31 AM

123 Camas Ridge Elementary families have been promised much needed renovations, they serve an
extended and diverse student/community body, and they are prepared for these updates. Where is
that on this bond?

3/1/2018 9:54 AM

124 MOnroe Music/Band Room 3/1/2018 8:57 AM

125 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 3/1/2018 6:58 AM

126 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 3/1/2018 5:58 AM

127 New classrooms or spaces for Camas Ridge for students to have extra help (i.e. title I classes and
extra math classes) so they have a comfortable learning environment and are not disturbed
because they are being interrupted by people in passing.

3/1/2018 12:27 AM

128 Monroe facility/band room 3/1/2018 12:00 AM

129 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room Students are packed into the band room like sardines. It is not
safe or conducive to learning. Additionally, the cafeteria must be used which isn't the proper
environment for music instruction. Monroe desperately needs an upgraded, enlarged music room
to support the program and to facilitate instruction in a proper environment.

2/28/2018 11:31 PM

130 Camas Ridge is in desperate need of resources for,e.g. a broken heater, and classroom space for
Title 1 (currently taught in prep room next to copier) math classes (currently taught in hallway) etc.
Please listen to ALL the schools.

2/28/2018 11:13 PM
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131 CAMAS RIDGE ELEMENTARY!! 2/28/2018 11:10 PM

132 Camas Ridge is in desperate need of help. I have serious concerns for students health with mold,
rodents, and insects. The heating issue is completely broken and distracts children. There
students that needs special help are forced to get their title 1 help in an old storage closet. Those
should be on a list for immediate help

2/28/2018 10:53 PM

133 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 10:02 PM

134 Camas Ridge needs to be replaced! There isn’t enough room for kids, classes are held in
hallways, the heating system doesn’t work properly, it’s not designed for safety. Please consider
adding Camas Ridge to the list of schools needing to be replaced.

2/28/2018 10:00 PM

135 Monroe Middle School DESPERATELY needs a larger music education area. Currently they are
learning in a 32' by 32' room, or have to practice in the cafeteria. Music Ed. Is so huge here, and
so important!

2/28/2018 10:00 PM

136 Camas Ridge is one of the oldest schools in 4J. Why is it not in the final cut for upgrades or
rebuild?

2/28/2018 9:17 PM

137 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 8:55 PM

138 You need to build a new and updated Sheldon High School it’s like we are in a box all day the only
classes with windows is in the science hall and the classroooms are so small I have 30 people in
my class with a small little class room

2/28/2018 8:49 PM

139 Bullying, social media use among students, energy efficiency, climate change, gun violence. 2/28/2018 8:19 PM

140 Monroe Music Facility / Band Room 2/28/2018 7:57 PM

141 Rebuild of Camas Eidge Community school. Or at least improvements- eg, broken heaters, more
classrooms (kids are meeting in the hallway for certain subjects because there isn’t enough room
in the classrooms), etc.

2/28/2018 7:56 PM

142 YES! Camas Ridge is in desperate need of more classroom space. Has the board considered a
mobile classroom to alleviate overcrowding of classrooms. I'm sure if the school board looked at
classroom capacity, each one at Camas would be well over capacity for fire safety.

2/28/2018 7:56 PM

143 Monroe needs a place for band 2/28/2018 7:19 PM

144 -- 2/28/2018 6:59 PM

145 Camas Ridge is over-capacity in terms of space for the students we have this year, and projected
students next year. Our Title 1 program is held in the back half of one of the teacher prep/copy
room. The music room is in the smallest room in the school, and next door to the Title 1 space -
not ideal in terms of creating a calm and quiet learning space for our most vulnerable students.
There is so little space at the school right now that we are teaching math groups/reading groups in
hallways, storing materials in hallways, sharing rooms and rotating. The staff and students are
obviously gracious and flexible, but we need a larger space. In addition, many (if not all) of our
heaters are broken and/or a severe fire hazard (one even started a small fire - no hazards were
near it, it started on its own) and there is no A/C for the hotter months - which impacts students
learning.

2/28/2018 6:55 PM

146 New Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 6:33 PM

147 I'm very interested in seeing building repairs made to both Edison Elementary School and The
Willard School site. Both of these locations are great elementary school locations that should
continue to serve the community in providing spaces for education.

2/28/2018 6:33 PM

148 Monroe Music Facility/Band room Safe crosswalk across Norwood Street from Buena Vista
Elementary - cars rarely stop at the stop sign when exiting the parking lot!

2/28/2018 6:28 PM

149 Please please improve and expand the music/band room at Monroe!! We have an outstanding
program and no space for the kids. This is overdue!

2/28/2018 6:18 PM

150 Older schools should be updated and renovated to protect these useful community spaces. 2/28/2018 6:11 PM

151 Goal: Reduce class sizes in all 4J schools. 2/28/2018 6:10 PM

152 What about upgrading playgrounds on school grounds for recess? Gym was mentioned and that's
fantastic but kids need to have outside time as well with plenty of activities to keep them active and
engaged. There are quite a flew playgrounds that are seriously needing a major upgrade with new
equipment for safety purposes. Also parking lots at some of the schools need to be expanded to
take in to account for the growing schools. Parents dropping and picking up their children shouldn't
have to worry on whether they'll get into an accident on school grounds due to overcrowding.

2/28/2018 6:03 PM

153 We need to update existing school buildings to make them last into the future and ensure safe
learning spaces for the students and the community. The schools grounds also function as a park
for the neighborhood, I think its important to preserve this.

2/28/2018 5:57 PM

154 Monroe MS Band/Music facility and upgrade 2/28/2018 5:50 PM

155 Monroe Middle School needs a new band room. The space they have isn't adequate for the size of
bands they have in each grade.

2/28/2018 5:47 PM

156 camas ridge should be addressed after edison is repaired/rebuilt 2/28/2018 5:14 PM

157 1. Camas Ridge school needs to be rebuilt, why is that school not included in this list? It is one of
the oldest schools in the 4J district and is too small for the student load and is not safe (easy to
enter building, etc.). 2. The teacher to student ratio is terrible in all 4J schools. It should be 25
students or less per classroom, not 35. 3. More TAG programs for elementary students. As of right
now, there is no formal TAG program at Camas Ridge, for example. 4. Foreign language in
elementary schools other than the immersion schools.

2/28/2018 5:09 PM

158 Monroe middle school music room 2/28/2018 5:06 PM

159 Monroe Middle School Band/Music Facility 2/28/2018 5:00 PM

160 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 4:48 PM

161 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room. Monroe M.S. has over 125 students in band, and the room
they are meeting in is 32x32. There is barely room to even walk in that room during class time, let
alone fit all of the kids comfortably. Their music program is thriving, and they need space to
accommodate the program. Not sure if this will attach here, but this is a pic of the plans for a
neighboring school districts music room, with notation showing the size of Monroe's band room for
comparison. Monroe's band room is less than 1/5 the size. They desperately need more space.
/Users/SKW/Desktop/Music Facility Plans.pdf

2/28/2018 4:24 PM
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162 Extremely important- Monroe Music Facility/Band Room. We have an excellent program. Need the
space for it.

2/28/2018 4:14 PM

163 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 4:08 PM

164 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room. Mr. Nansel has done an amazing job with the kids at Monroe
with a very small space and limited resources. It would be amazing to see what's possible with an
improvement to their facilities!

2/28/2018 3:27 PM

165 Location of the High School Alternative education site. LCC is much too far away from most high
schools for effective use. Might be a good site for it at Westmoreland Elementary site or at the
Downtown LCC center.

2/28/2018 2:58 PM

166 Equitable Art Education throughout the district. No elementary art specialist? Only a handful of
overcrowded middle school art programs?

2/28/2018 2:54 PM

167 I implore the school board to take a closer look at the growth that Yujin Gakuen Elementary has
seen in the last 5-7 years. The program is rigorous and well-established. It suffers from lack of
space to expand elementary programs and solidly aligned middle- and high-school programs in
which students may continue to study. YG is drawing students from the South and Sheldon
regions, but North regions is losing this enrollment when students are promoted to middle school.
If what we want is to make school choice a true choice, then there should be desirable,
competitive options in all regions that draw students in. Right now, it feels very much like "school
choice" is only about trying to get students into South or Sheldon. We need programs that draw
students *from* those regions to North and Churchill. Strengthening the existing Japanese
immersion program could help with this. Please look at the test scores and school report card.
Keeping those kids enrolled in the region through middle and high schools benefits the region
overall.

2/28/2018 2:54 PM

168 Voice enhancement for all classrooms. Interactive projectors or white boards for all. 2/28/2018 2:52 PM

169 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room!!! 2/28/2018 2:35 PM

170 Reducing classroom sizes- overcrowding contributes greatly to the crisis we are experiencing in
BEHAVIORAL CHAOS. Second point: The schools will never have enough monies to provide
sufficient "special education spaces and equipment" for accelerating numbers of impaired
students. This is a reality. The already overwhelming requirements of meeting ALL children's
unequal needs are depleting school resources faster than they can be amended. Group
education, by necessity, requires a reasonably homogeneous population, intellectually and
developmentally. That is why the schools have always compartmentalized student populations into
"grades!" Mixing children of unequal receptivity/capability is a recipe for classroom disaster and an
opportunity to bring the potential of even well-equipped children down to the lowest common
denominator. We are proving this nationwide. We need a new plan for how to handle this growing
crisis.

2/28/2018 2:07 PM

171 Monroe Middle School Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 1:56 PM

172 Music room at Monroe Middle 2/28/2018 1:29 PM

173 Monroe Middle School Music Room - woefully inadequate & Band program has a huge, positive
impact on students

2/28/2018 1:27 PM

174 More funds for arts, language, music and PE. 2/28/2018 1:15 PM

175 Provide a space for Yujin Gauken to become a K-8 immersion school. At thirty years, it is the
oldest Japanese immersion school in the country. I find it odd (to be polite) that the school board
can make a new K-8 immersion program, but refuse to support a currently existing and thriving
program.

2/28/2018 12:53 PM

176 n/a 2/28/2018 12:41 PM

177 School garden facilities - garden beds, water access/potting sheds, storage sheds, fencing,
garden tools, green houses and even chicken houses, rabbit hutches etc. Structures like these
could be used for science, skill-building, environmental studies, farm to table cooking etc.
Gardening also might meet some physical exercise needs?

2/28/2018 12:28 PM

178 Monroe MS needs a much bigger music room. Currently it woefully inadequate. It was promised
an expansion three bonds ago, but there has been no progress. The music program there is very
strong, and it needs a facility that matches the aspirations of the program.

2/28/2018 12:23 PM

179 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 12:20 PM

180 Renovating churchill high school 2/28/2018 12:10 PM

181 Monroe Music Facility 2/28/2018 12:10 PM

182 Music space for Monroe Middle school 2/28/2018 11:54 AM

183 Monroe Music Facility/ Band Room 2/28/2018 11:47 AM

184 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 11:41 AM

185 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 11:39 AM

186 Increasing graduation rates and lowering classroom size. 2/28/2018 11:20 AM

187 Monoroe Band room. Music equity for a thriving program and to prevent hearing loss in our
students.

2/28/2018 11:17 AM

188 Monroe Middle School band/music facility 2/28/2018 11:16 AM

189 Rebuild Camas Ridge Elementary 2/28/2018 10:56 AM

190 parking lot safety and redesign at most schools. ADA compliance for district and classroom web
sites

2/28/2018 10:49 AM

191 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 10:48 AM

192 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 10:42 AM

193 Improved and expanded band facility for Monroe Middle School. It is woefully inadequate for the
large number of children who participate.

2/28/2018 10:40 AM

194 No 2/28/2018 10:32 AM

195 Monroe Music Facility/Band Room 2/28/2018 10:30 AM

196 Renovate the SEHS Auditorium 2/28/2018 10:20 AM
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197 The ranking above is NOT useful! You need to decide on which big ticket items you want to fund
first and then fill in with some spending on other things throughout the district. There's obviously
more to do than you have money. For example, Camas Ridge is in dire need of replacing as well
in addition to being very vulnerable security-wise due to its location on such a busy street.

2/28/2018 10:12 AM

198 Address space needs at Camas Ridge elementary, begin planning for rebuild. 2/28/2018 9:32 AM

199 I am surprised that Camas Ridge Community School is not on this list. We were told as a
community and school after the last bond that Camas would be on the next bond measure with a
new building to be built closer to 29th and Harris. All of these should work towards reducing class
size for elementary schools too. (I was just meeting with some parents from Connecticut who were
complaining that their class sizes were getting too large with 17 students in 3rd grade....YES 17!
My son had 30 students in his 3rd grade. This is a serious problem that we need to fix--perhaps
through this bond, but this needs to continually be kept in mind).

2/28/2018 9:31 AM

200 Doing something to aide YG. This building is old and this program needs assistance to continue.
School district says it’s an immersion K-8 so make it so because it’s really not.

2/28/2018 8:54 AM

201 Camas Ridge is also in need of a new building. I expect an influx of students with the new
apartments being built in the area. It feels like the board has made a decision to address only one
school: Edison. Could a solution to address both schools not be developed? Also, a few vocal and
affluent parents seem to be pushing a poor investment forward with the Edison building. The
location and lot size is incongruent with the rest of the district. It appears to be based on
preferential treatment for that parent base.

2/28/2018 8:27 AM

202 Yujin Gakuen should be listed as a number one project. I myself have been injured at the school
because of the school crumbling and so have all three of my children. Two of them on more than
one occasion. We’ve purposefully moved to different middle schools/high schools because of the
nature/and outdated facilities in the North Region. When I was in school 30 years ago, I moved
away from the North Region as well because of the nature/and outdated facilities in the North
Region. It says a lot that the school is suffering enrollment.

2/28/2018 8:24 AM

203 Expanding middle school space in the Sheldon Region. 2/28/2018 8:19 AM

204 New Kelly middle school 2/28/2018 7:49 AM

205 I believe the facilities of the Japanese immersion program need to be seriously reviewed. Beyond
basic needs I have huge security concerns, I believe is it grossly undersupported relative to other
immersion programs and woefully maintained.

2/28/2018 6:51 AM

206 Please figure out a plan for Yujin Gakuen. Parents need to know what their options are and how to
way in on this bond measure. If the plan is to move YG to Kelly MS then parent need to be told so
they can tell the school district what they think about the plan. I personally don't seem how that
would possible be a good idea but, perhaps there is something we have not been told are know
about that would make it ok for our kiddos to be there.

2/28/2018 2:49 AM

207 Monroe Middle School band students need a larger facility to practice and perform. It is a
wonderful and growing program and they barely fit in the room. It may even be against fire code
because of how crammed in there they are. This has been something that has been asked for time
and time again. It's time for a new facility. This facility could also be used by the community for
other needs.

2/27/2018 11:42 PM

208 More hours for part time people hire with in 2/27/2018 11:17 PM

209 I said N/A for a lot of what is there, because there are other ways to achieve these goals as I had
mentioned in the comments. Some goals were grouped together, so I said N/A to all of it (equity
and accessibility improvements). I believe accessibility is covered in building and design codes.

2/27/2018 10:56 PM

210 Camas Ridge should have a new building. 2/27/2018 10:36 PM

211 I would like Camas Ridge to be rebuilt. In addition to being one of the oldest buildings, there is
currently not enough space of all of our classes. We have students receiving pull-out instruction in
the teacher work room, as well as the hallways.

2/27/2018 10:36 PM

212 No 2/27/2018 10:21 PM

213 New building or building upgrades for Yukon gakuen 2/27/2018 10:17 PM

214 What about updates to YujinGakuen/Corridor? Where is discussion about extending YG’s program
to the 8th grade? What happens to YG and Corridor if North is rebuilt?

2/27/2018 10:14 PM

215 Rebuild Camas instead of putting any money into Willard! 2/27/2018 10:11 PM

216 More funds for music and advance curriculum for TAG 2/27/2018 10:07 PM

217 Yujin Gakuen needs a K-8 program in its own building. The elementary building is too small and
cramped to share with Corridor, and the YG program at Kelly has to share resources with Spanish
and Tech immersion programs. The YG program seems to be pushed aside in comparison to
Spanish, French, and now Chinese immersion programs. A stronger K-12 Japanese immersion
program would increase retention of YG students through middle and high school.

2/27/2018 9:15 PM

218 Have the ALICE trainers PRE Approve building designs BEFORE taxpayer dollars are spent 2/27/2018 8:24 PM

219 Better healthier fresher food for all kids. 2/27/2018 7:13 PM

220 You cannot rebuild North Eugene High School as planned without considering and budgeting for
replacing the Yujin Gakuen/Corridor building. The plan was to raze that building to make a site for
the new high school.

2/27/2018 7:13 PM

221 Extra Education assistant 2/27/2018 6:49 PM

222 For years YG has fought and asked for a K-8 program. Other immersion programs have it, have
started, and TH is being left behind with little support. The smaller caps on enrollment and now
little to no consideration about the program within the bond. Shuffling kids around us not the
answer. This is an awesome program and should be supported by the board

2/27/2018 6:46 PM

223 Yujin Gakuen wasn't addressed. They need their own school. The school is falling apart. Parking
is severely lacking. The school is growing but we've out grown the space.

2/27/2018 6:28 PM

224 I’m disheartened to not see any questions about rebuilding Camas Ridge. I’ve heard that it’s on
the list as seismicly unsafe, and it is extremely overcrowded. It is a popular elementary school that
will only continue to grow in the future. We need a NEW building of Camas Ridge.

2/27/2018 6:08 PM

225 Redraw the boundaries for regions. No open enrollment 2/27/2018 5:56 PM

226 n 2/27/2018 5:41 PM

227 no 2/27/2018 5:12 PM
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228 Camas Ridge rebuild. 2/27/2018 4:58 PM

229 Sustainable, near net zero, daylight, safety of kids and teachers. 2/27/2018 4:10 PM

230 A new building for YG. NOT moving it to Kelly - a building that would not be big enough for a
combined K-8 student body.

2/27/2018 3:50 PM

231 Rebuild Camas Ridge. It was in the long-range plan that was created after the plan to combine
Camas and Edison was scrapped. Camas has a much better lot to build on. No need to renovate
Willard as the kids could stay in the old building. Camas is a Title 1 school, our school does not
have the political power that the better-connected Edison parents do - but we do care, and we do
vote.

2/27/2018 3:45 PM

232 Increased staff, especially in SPED/Behavior programs. 2/27/2018 3:42 PM

233 I would like to see funds budgeted to mitigate the effect of the new River Road school on the
surrounding neighborhood, including noise abatement from HVAC, consideration of buying some
adjacent properties, more mature landscaping, particularly on the south property line, a less
obtrusive school sign (current is red neon), more sensitive treatment of the gate to Hoover Ave
(landscaping, perhaps house purchase, elimination of the road through the grass playing field so
students can play soccer at recess, etc.

2/27/2018 3:37 PM

234 Even if you rebuild Edison, it seems we need another primary school to re-open in the South
Region. Keeping counselors.

2/27/2018 3:20 PM

235 FTA and room improvements for the ARTS 2/27/2018 3:14 PM

236 Elementary music curriculum (we currently have NO elementary music curriculum); safe, updated
choral risers for all middle and high schools; dollies for all upright and grand pianos

2/27/2018 3:12 PM

237 Camas Ridge Community school should be looked at for improvement or rebuild. The school has
issues of mold, backed up plumbing and heating/cooing issues. The school student population is
also at capacity with large class sizes that do not serve the student population. Adding a new
school or portables to sustain decent classroom sizes would be helpful on the existing campus.

2/27/2018 2:46 PM

238 Renovate or replace Yujin Gakuen/Corridor and find more space for Family/Chinese Immersion. 2/27/2018 2:43 PM

239 Rebuild or replace SEHS. 2/27/2018 2:32 PM

240 We need to consider our growing population and protect and expand our school sites/buildings.
Education is important to a thriving community.

2/27/2018 2:31 PM

241 Schools have the opportunities to build athletic fields during the construction of new schools.
Please consider adding baseball fields and fields for soccer in these. We have a shortage and are
turning kids away from sports due to this.

2/27/2018 2:29 PM

242 Parenting classes to support them in their education (Using Geoffrey's book as a model "Whatever
It Takes: Geoffrey Canada's Quest to Change Harlem and America") Teacher trainings related to
equity and culturally responsive teaching. Additional staff of color in all schools (not just what is the
required "minimum quota") but rather more of an accurate representation of the student body!
Additional counselors in all schools. Mental health care for our families and students in need that
comes to schools and provides services on sights.

2/27/2018 2:27 PM

243 no 2/27/2018 2:25 PM

244 Updating Corridor Elementary and Kelly Middle School 2/27/2018 2:14 PM

245 I know that Camas Ridge is due for a renovation, and that renovating Camas could help Edison.
Please consider that.

2/27/2018 2:12 PM

246 No, the list above is very complete. 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

247 I would like to see the district invest in strategies that ensure children who have dyslexia are able
to access dyslexia-specific education/reading intervention. Oregon Senate Bill 612 requires that
each school district ensure that every student is screened for risk factors of dyslexia and the
trainings that teachers are receiving are focused on screening and intervention.

2/27/2018 1:55 PM

248 Equitable baseball and softball training facilities support at South Eugene High School as
compared to other programs in the district.

2/27/2018 1:51 PM

249 Treat teachers with more respect. District need to trust teachers and dialogue needs to be
increased between admin-teachers-district to see how we can work together and support each
other

2/27/2018 1:48 PM

250 Administrators need to partner with the legislators to get laws passed that will adequately fund
schools. Sales tax on luxury items and tourism. Better funding is the key to all of this. We tax
payers and property owners are tired of paying the bill for everyone and all of things that they ask
us to do. You will be surprised that Eugene may not vote for a new bond measure. People are
getting tired of paying in and not getting a quality product.

2/27/2018 1:48 PM

251 It feels like there is always a huge list of needs....where does one start? 2/27/2018 1:41 PM

252 Could we consider cheaper curriculum alternatives, such as LearnZillion? 2/27/2018 1:34 PM

253 Please consider replacing Camas Ridge elementary and Edison elementary on the same bond
issue. It is very concerning that Camas Ridge is not even on the list.

2/27/2018 1:33 PM

254 Upgrade Football field at all 4J schools. 2/27/2018 1:29 PM

255 Where did Camas Ridge go in these discussions? 2/27/2018 1:24 PM

256 no 2/27/2018 1:23 PM

257 I would like to see the districts live within their budget!! Instead of each child having their own lap
top let's spread that money to other areas of needs, perhaps at a different school.

2/27/2018 1:22 PM

258 Ones involving student safety are the most critical - buildings need to be safe 2/27/2018 1:09 PM

259 Please do not remodel NEHS or make is solely a technical school. The NE children deserve the
same class options as all the other high schools. You have tried small schools and many other
things at NEHS and they have ALL FAILED miserably. You even took away their real IHS program.
Please stop trying new things and give it the same you give the other high schools.

2/27/2018 10:17 AM

260 Keep class sizes low, increase access to mental health supports 2/27/2018 9:47 AM

261 Longer school year, more instructional time 2/27/2018 9:25 AM

262 Drop the partnership with Planned Parenthood. Why do our students need to be on their rolodex?
Especially after their incolvement with the Seaside,OR conference and promotion of porn and
sexting as low risk behaviors - they are teaxhing criminal behavior.

2/27/2018 9:05 AM
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263 I don't see anything regarding prioritizing the arts. Science gets tech money. Athletics get new
gym facilities. Arts and music related improvements should be on this list

2/27/2018 12:26 AM

264 -close campuses so students don't have opportunity to leave -improve graduation rate -bring
school year length up to par with rest of country -fix PERS problem

2/26/2018 11:18 PM

265 Ask the teachers what would make them more successful and do that. Programs put in place for
teacher retention, seems like a lot of turnover lately from a parents view.

2/26/2018 11:18 PM

266 Expand Charlemange capacity to handle large waiting list. 2/26/2018 11:01 PM

267 Corridor/YG campus was rated one if the worst during the last round bond measure. What’s up
with that replacement? Why is there no continuity between what was planned for “the next bond
measure” back in 2013 and what I see listed here? Everything is lip service...we will get to that
next round...but it fails to show up. No wonder no one attends your forums. You never listen.

2/26/2018 10:57 PM

268 No 2/26/2018 10:43 PM

269 Why not wait and do this on the next 7th, 8th or 9th bond in the future? 2/26/2018 10:36 PM

270 We should add gardening programs to every school that has space. Many of our schools have
unused green spaces that require maintenance and are rarely if ever used for activities. We should
work with local children's gardening organizations to develop school gardens where children can
learn about food, biology and the ecosystem, and help grow food for kids in need in their areas.

2/26/2018 9:04 PM

271 N/A 2/26/2018 9:01 PM

272 Goal: build more elementary schools in the Churchill region to reduce large class sizes. Goal: give
Title 1 to schools that are so CLOSE to the percentage of free and reduced lunch population it
takes to receive Title 1.

2/26/2018 8:30 PM

273 Is relocation of YG and corridor included in the north eugene renovation? 2/26/2018 8:29 PM

274 Even though the building of Yujin Gakuen is not as old as other elementary school you mentioned,
it desparately needs of the improvement in the class room and entrance security considering the
current circumstance. Also, we are growing program, but not enough space to grow. We really
want to stay in the site. Many of the family are from non-north region, but the location of the beltline
allow us to send our kids there. If you move the school elsewhere, it will be really hard for most of
us to send our kids. It will be best if YG can develop k-8 program at current site.

2/26/2018 8:28 PM

275 Do not waste time and money on mascot name changes at this time. Impose equity in HS sports
programs boys’ vs girls’. Renovate before tearing down any structure with architectural
significance

2/26/2018 7:05 PM

276 Not sharing principals would be great. 2/26/2018 7:02 PM

277 I believe that building rebuild and renovations should be first on this bond. There is no point of
talking about anything else, unless our kids have a roof over their heads that is secure and safe

2/26/2018 6:07 PM

278 Monroe desperately needs a band room. They have to meet in the cafeteria because the room
isn't big enough for the students. PLEASE

2/26/2018 5:53 PM

279 Empty after-hours school gyms are a wasted resource. There ought to be sports/activities
programs for kids, etc.

2/26/2018 5:38 PM

280 Smaller classes (which might then dictate the buildng to new schools...) 2/26/2018 5:22 PM

281 Strengthening the Japanese Immersion program should be a high priority for the school board. YG
should at least have as much physical class space as Burns Vista and the French Immersion
program. Currently, YG has no room to grow and with the current talk of renovating North without
a plan for YG, it makes us worry the board doesn't value our program as much.

2/26/2018 5:18 PM

282 No. 2/26/2018 5:01 PM
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Q30 What other information would you want to have as you consider a
potential bond measure for 4J schools?

Answered: 160 Skipped: 580

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Consider the currently developing River Road-Santa Clara Neighborhood Plan in conjunction with
planned projects.

3/12/2018 2:44 PM

2 How much is the bond estimated to be for? 3/12/2018 12:46 PM

3 Stop with the Bond measures that add to our property taxes, we owners do not need to pay for
everything. I do not get $150 a year increases in my pay for every Bond measure you tack onto
my property taxes, totally unfair.

3/12/2018 10:01 AM

4 Ensure funding for counselors, maybe include a budget for counselors. 3/12/2018 8:50 AM

5 Stop. 3/12/2018 8:22 AM

6 No bond. 3/12/2018 7:49 AM

7 How do we compare to other similar districts in Oregon and in other states? Which projects are
most likely to directly impact student success.

3/12/2018 7:24 AM

8 More support programs for mental and behavioral health in all grade levels. 3/12/2018 12:17 AM

9 If the Edison project is approved, when would the construction take place, and would the school
need to be relocated during construction.

3/11/2018 11:36 PM

10 What will be the increase in taxes? 3/11/2018 8:40 PM

11 Is part of the old bond ending so this will be a reduction in property tax? How much is the net
increase in taxes with the proposed bond.

3/11/2018 6:44 PM

12 So important for security cameras to be installed in high schools. 3/11/2018 4:49 PM

13 Nothing else 3/11/2018 2:54 PM

14 Improve the facilities department to maintain school grounds; help avoid vandalism at school site
safer and securer schools, hold our investments better. schools have to fundraise to maintain their
sites and that should not be the case for parents to do

3/11/2018 1:31 PM

15 My concern is 10M dollars of tax payers money mostly benefiting Sodexo, a private corporation.
Let's use this 10 million for Nutrition Services to break free from Sodexo, and make any necessary
improvements to go self operated, let's keep that money spent locally!

3/11/2018 8:40 AM

16 Consider budgeting the funds the schools already receives instead of putting your hand in my
pocket, and taking my money to pay for your wants. I have wants too, but you keep taking my
money to pay for your wants instead of mine!

3/11/2018 12:52 AM

17 Which schools are prioritized for improvements. 3/10/2018 9:51 PM

18 None 3/10/2018 9:23 PM

19 If it leans toward the South region I will not vote for the bond. 3/10/2018 5:08 PM

20 Nothing 3/10/2018 4:40 PM

21 CAMAS RIDGE 3/10/2018 4:28 PM

22 Physical and emotional safety of our children. 3/10/2018 4:19 PM

23 Additional counseling for Middle Schools. 3/10/2018 4:15 PM

24 Actual impact on taxes 3/10/2018 4:07 PM

25 expand security.......SRO's 3/10/2018 3:58 PM

26 We property owners are taxed beyond our capacity right now. You all need to work on reducing
the prison capacity so there is State money for schools.

3/10/2018 3:43 PM

27 I think we need to concentrate on class sizes instead, and demand from our state adequate
funding for all these things.

3/10/2018 3:13 PM

28 School security #1, healthy meals and activities, funding for increased teacher salaries and smaller
class sizes.

3/10/2018 2:31 PM

29 None 3/10/2018 2:20 PM

30 To much money is spent: sending people to Avid workshops and on Avid classes, on IHS
programs and on administration and a bloated central office.

3/10/2018 2:15 PM

31 The public, in which I include myself, is uninformed about what are the priority needs. While I
appreciate the district's effort to inform the public, at the end of the day, I would like to know what
the District recommends, what that price tag would be, and then ask the public whether they would
vote "yes" or "no" for that proposal and why. Several options could be floated, then revised based
on the feedback received. The key is to know what the community will support. Put out there front
and center that all needs tally to over a billion; that puts the amount being requested in
perspective.

3/10/2018 2:05 PM

32 If North is rebuilt, what will happen to the YG/Corridor building? It is important that those programs
are supported and remain in the North region, as they were founded there by the North
community.

3/10/2018 12:49 PM

33 A remodeling of the Silver Lea site to accommodate YG and Corridor could be considered. 3/10/2018 12:32 PM

34 None 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

35 Teacher pay increases and increase staffing 3/10/2018 10:33 AM

36 Why is Monroe not on the suggested list. It is completely left behind in so many ways. Are these
kids not important because they are 49% low income? Totally inequitable!

3/10/2018 9:58 AM

37 The potential impact on the local option levy renewal. And some very clear indication that this
money will NOT go to teachers or fix the class size problem.

3/10/2018 9:37 AM
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38 Every school needs something. While there are certain bug ticket items that are needed, the
opportunity to share the wealth and let individual schools make independent improvements is
important.

3/10/2018 9:35 AM

39 None 3/10/2018 8:51 AM

40 work with the state legislatures to identify and impliment alternative funding sources for education.
This shouldn't fall solely on the shoulders of property owners. Improve your planning/budgetting
processes and agressively go after the elimination of waste before you come begging retirees or
single income families to pony up any more.

3/10/2018 8:39 AM

41 Overall, I’m very unimpressed with the 4J facilities management. On large and small scale I see a
reluctance to cooperate with outside expertise and think creatively to get projects done more
efficiently in process and cost. I’d support a higher bond with more projects if I had more
confidence 4J facilities had better leadership. But, not now.

3/10/2018 8:30 AM

42 (1) life-cycle costs Some measures represent upfront investments but save money down the road,
perhaps pay themselves off entirely. (2) alternatives Some of these measures deliver unique
benefits; others could be met in other ways, e.g., we could partner more with LTD to reinstate the
youth pass and get more middle and high-school students on our existing buses.

3/10/2018 12:43 AM

43 Teach kids real world skills. Like balancing a bank account, or how to cook for themselves, or how
to mend a jacket.

3/8/2018 2:13 PM

44 None. 3/7/2018 11:56 PM

45 If you choose to relocate/close the Corridor & YG schools, that leaves NE region as the only area
without an alternative school. Yes, we have RR elem., but that is a NEIGHBORHOOD school.
NOT an alternative school. While it is important to understand how alternative schools and charter
schools effect equality in low SES areas, 4j would not be doing away with them. So you are
effectively taking away our only alternative choices in the area for 60% of students. Those families
who have money (and are unhappy with neighborhood schools) will leave to follow the alternative
schools. Those of us with disadvantages (economic, social, racial, disadvantages, etc) are left with
only the neighborhood schools. This isn't Fair OR equitable because other areas have access to
content-rich alternative schools while the rest of us sit here and wait for 4j to figure out how to
effectively manage behavior and high needs students in gen ed settings. My kids will Age out
before that ever happens. So, I now feel like 4j is turning their back on us. We are the forgotten
ones that they don't care about, yet they'll claim that they moved the schools in the name of equity.
It is only equitable for low ses areas if the district does away with alternative schools or has one in
every area.

3/7/2018 10:49 PM

46 Metal detectors at all schools. 3/7/2018 9:13 PM

47 Where is the new building being considered 3/6/2018 10:34 PM

48 all of these priorities and goals are important. It always depends on where you live. Selfishly, I
want my kids to have access to newer schools on the Northside that are seriously lacking.

3/6/2018 8:44 PM

49 Just what has already been mentioned about the amount of glass windows in the new buildings. 3/6/2018 5:41 PM

50 N/a 3/5/2018 10:05 PM

51 Look at what is being built in the city and try to plan ahead. 3/5/2018 6:03 PM

52 Would like to know more information about the pre-kindergarten program. Will it be free to
families? Hours?

3/5/2018 2:15 PM

53 Reduce class sizes! 3/5/2018 1:11 PM

54 How the money will be spent. 3/4/2018 9:48 PM

55 Please consider partnering with the city when considering how schools can serve as community
centers in the event of a disaster. Maybe there could be city funds available to help, this would be
true too when looking at ensuring that our kitchens are designed and equipped to cook meals from
scratch.

3/4/2018 1:29 PM

56 I want to know how the money will be allocated to each project. 3/4/2018 12:41 PM

57 I voted for last bond because was promised citizen oversight and communications back to
community about where the money went. Instead we get opaqueness and propaganda. Open the
books, air the dirty laundry, build trust.

3/3/2018 6:59 PM

58 Question 28 is rather difficult to answer. Ordering 19 options in order of preference seems rather
unwieldy.

3/3/2018 5:02 PM

59 N/A 3/3/2018 3:28 PM

60 I would like to know that money is not being spent on the Smarter Balanced tests and instead that
money is used for learning and student and teacher support. These tests are not supported by
teachers, students and parents and actually hinder learning and waste our money. Please stop.

3/3/2018 3:26 PM

61 Monroe Middle School music and band room 3/3/2018 5:38 AM

62 Cost of deferring maintenance. Renovation vs. replacement costs and benefits for any new
buildings. Equity (i.e. are investments going to all parts of the community or just the whitest or
wealthiest ones?)

3/3/2018 2:41 AM

63 For Edison, why do such an expensive renovation and temporary move for a building with such a
small capacity?

3/2/2018 9:50 PM

64 Updates to Sheldon high school. 3/2/2018 8:29 PM

65 I like the information pertaining to building capacity and enrollment. This information is helpful in
understanding the huge facility needs, especially fir community members who are not in and out of
the schools regularly.

3/2/2018 11:20 AM

66 Better estimate of cost to "study" improvements vs. actually improving and fixing the problems. 3/2/2018 1:27 AM

67 Nothing 3/2/2018 12:05 AM

68 I want to know precisely what it will be used for. If my own kids will be left behind, sweating their
butts off with no AC in their elementary school, then at the middle school with the worst facilities in
the district, I’m done passing bond measures. DONE.

3/1/2018 9:58 PM

69 Security 3/1/2018 9:10 PM

70 Why isn't South Eugene High School being rebuilt? It is older than North and serves many more
students.

3/1/2018 4:30 PM
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71 The assurance that the student to teacher ratio would be addressed. A new school would do no
good if the class sizes are too large.

3/1/2018 11:20 AM

72 Increase security at front entrance of all outdated schools. Anyone can enter Camas Ridge at the
unlocked front office doors during school hours, with limited visibility to staff.

3/1/2018 11:11 AM

73 I would want to know what is necessary for schoola RIGHT NOW. Such as security or new
textbooks or computers. Not what theyll need 5 years down the road.

3/1/2018 12:27 AM

74 See comments in #29 2/28/2018 11:13 PM

75 Not sure 2/28/2018 11:10 PM

76 I find it frustrating that Sheldon will get more help and their schools are newer than SE area. 2/28/2018 10:53 PM

77 Who is going to pay this money back? Taxpayers? 2/28/2018 10:02 PM

78 More staff at the GED program. There are over 90 students and few staff. That program is doing
good work and seeing the results!

2/28/2018 10:00 PM

79 Monroe middle school needs updating or build a new one due to the over crowed Sheldon region.
If they are considering building a new elementary, Logically, Monroe should be redone.

2/28/2018 10:00 PM

80 4J needs to communicate the benefits to society that investments in education result in. For
example, the general public needs to know that investing in school resilience and increased
seismic standards have direct benefits to the local economy following a disaster. $1 spent on pre-
disaster mitigation yields $6, on average, in post disaster savings. Schools are the life-blood of our
community. It is the single best investment we can be making to reduce crime, improve the local
economy, improve student life outcomes, improve public health, decrease homelessness. 4J
needs to put bond measure information in this context for voters. We shouldn’t be considering
these options without also having information about the external costs and benefits associated with
the decision.

2/28/2018 8:19 PM

81 How money will be spent. 2/28/2018 7:57 PM

82 It will be important for me to know how the board decided on the schools it is currently
recommending for the bond measure. A transparent process is important.

2/28/2018 7:56 PM

83 -- 2/28/2018 6:59 PM

84 Space and curriculum for music teachers in 4J has not been mentioned, and should be a part of
the conversation.

2/28/2018 6:55 PM

85 I want to community to raise the funds to make these school improvements. 2/28/2018 6:33 PM

86 Turf field put in at Monroe Middle. Way overdue. 2/28/2018 6:18 PM

87 It is important to raise the money to update the schools. 2/28/2018 6:11 PM

88 Information on who (what individuals and/or groups) would advertise in order to oppose a bond
measure. The public needs to be aware of such groups, and to what end their personal objectives
serve.

2/28/2018 6:10 PM

89 I think its important for the community to raise the funds to help make large scale improvements to
these school buildings. The schools are a vital part of every neighborhood.

2/28/2018 5:57 PM

90 If 4J is foolish enough to try to build on the Edison site at the cost estimated, I believe few people
will think the district is using money well and the bond measure will not be approved.

2/28/2018 2:58 PM

91 Sustainable plan to keep up with ever changing technology (computers, operating systems, etc.) 2/28/2018 2:54 PM

92 Please create an opportunity for YG to have its own space. It has seen growth in enrollment when
other schools in the region have experienced a decline.

2/28/2018 2:54 PM

93 Enrollment information for the last decade. 2/28/2018 2:52 PM

94 "Security, safety, and health improvements" should not be grouped together. Security and safety
are different matters. I do not understand how school bonds would be used to insure "health". See
my expanded comments in Item 31.

2/28/2018 2:07 PM

95 Discussions and plans regarding the remaining aging buildings and why only a few are part of this
survey - any projected dates on rebuilding Buena Vista or Sheldon High School for example?

2/28/2018 1:27 PM

96 How would building a new North Eugene High School be accomplished. Early plans were to tear
down Y-G/Corridor, with no plans to accommodate those students. I will vote against any bond
measure that does not properly provide for those schools.

2/28/2018 12:53 PM

97 n/a 2/28/2018 12:41 PM

98 Safety of students and staff when building new buildings 2/28/2018 12:10 PM

99 How each of these ideas directly impacts graduation rates and classroom size. 2/28/2018 11:20 AM

100 More safety measures. 2/28/2018 11:16 AM

101 Please consider moving a portable classroom from Charlemagne to Camas Ridge to alleviate
overcrowding.

2/28/2018 10:56 AM

102 none 2/28/2018 10:40 AM

103 We should look to open source curriculum, as most curricula becomes outdated before the 8 year
adoption cycles are up.

2/28/2018 10:26 AM

104 It is sad that we are being asked to prioritize these things. What impact is the PERS mess having
on this financial situation (directly or indirectly)? I wish our society would see our childrens'
education as an investment as opposed to a cost.

2/28/2018 10:12 AM

105 Equity information related to choices we make 2/28/2018 9:32 AM

106 All of these are top priorities and it is difficult to rank them. As a district, as this bond is being
developed, a plan for the next bond should be created simultaneously.

2/28/2018 9:31 AM

107 I’d like to have a cost analysis of relocation of Edison versus a rebuild including exploring a land
swap with the city.

2/28/2018 8:27 AM

108 How we’re going to keep our schools accommodating new growth, upgrades when needed, etc. 2/28/2018 8:24 AM

109 None 2/28/2018 7:49 AM
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110 I'm sorry, but I feel as though 4j missed the mark on this current bond package proposal. I am
generally supportive of school funding initiatives, but am pretty disappointed in this effort. I
understand the timing constraints before you with respect to levy expirations, etc. however, this
feels thrown together not incredibly well thought out or articulated, and I have serious concerns
about how these projects truly line up with the district's vision and mission. I can see the attempt,
but there are so many uncertain variables yet to be clarified, that as it stands now I would be hard
pressed to support this measure regardless of funding level request.

2/28/2018 6:51 AM

111 I would like to see how the 153 million cost for a new North rebuild pencils out. Can you tell me
how much it costs annually to operate North? How long does it take to recoup the 153 million in
construction costs? What kinds of energy efficency use are you looking at? I hear the school
operates off a well? Have you considered geothermal possibilities? Will existing North students
partake in the rebuild (are their kids with CTE's that could benefit learning from an engineer,
plumber, architect, etc).

2/28/2018 2:49 AM

112 How other moneys are currently being spent and how they are not enough, meaning the need for
a bond.

2/27/2018 11:42 PM

113 More money for more teachers and full time aides 2/27/2018 11:17 PM

114 Police Officers to be placed in the Middle schools and High Schools. They should replace a vice
principal and be funded as such. They would be in charge of the disciplinary/behavior violations on
the premises.

2/27/2018 10:56 PM

115 Smaller class sizes. 2/27/2018 10:36 PM

116 None 2/27/2018 10:21 PM

117 Garden for every school. Food from the garden. Feed each other project where kids help serve
lunch. Longer lunch time so the children especially elementary students can eat.

2/27/2018 10:07 PM

118 ALICE trainers must PRE Approve building designs BEFORE taxpayer dollars are spent 2/27/2018 8:24 PM

119 These 19 options could be split into several bond measures. The public is unlikely to approve a tax
increase that covers them all.

2/27/2018 7:13 PM

120 Upgrading all older schools 2/27/2018 6:49 PM

121 YG. where are you going to put these kids! Putting kindest in Kelly is not a good solution. I feel like
YG is an afterthought. These kids needs to be a consideration.

2/27/2018 6:46 PM

122 I’d like to find out what the plans are for rebuilding Camas Ridge. 2/27/2018 6:08 PM

123 More educational assistants. The classrooms today are dealing with students with more needs
than ever before. This takes more time to deal with and not enough time in the teaching day to do
that.

2/27/2018 5:41 PM

124 I attended the community form last night. In looking at the four stations in the four categories being
presented, in total, there were about 200 bullet points of all the things you want to do for all the
schools using this bond measure. Of course, we all can argue that every single one of those bullet
points are very important. I think it is unrealistic to put all those bullet points up, and ask us to have
our taxes be raised again, to correct all these issues. It's very unrealistic and probably impossible.
My belief is that there should not be a bond measure until all the other bond monies have been
used up. Every single year there are layers and layers added to my taxes, and still, last night,
there's 200 bullet points being presented at the lot will be improved, or what rather, as promised to
be improved with this bond measure. This makes no sense. Please work with legislation in Salem
to get more money from the state for schools not more money from us.

2/27/2018 3:52 PM

125 I'd like to know what Facilities says are the best choices for rebuilding, not just what parents are
saying. It makes sense to spend tax money wisely.

2/27/2018 3:45 PM

126 I would have difficulty supporting the measure without solid assurances that the problems at River
Road would be addressed and not repeated at Edison, for example.

2/27/2018 3:37 PM

127 I'd like to have the teachers, building administrators and classified workers opinions as to what
they consider the most important

2/27/2018 3:23 PM

128 How the city low income housing projects impact the enrollment at the school. Do you know what
the city projects are for the next ten years and in what regions?

2/27/2018 3:20 PM

129 Make a big ask on this upcoming bond, then ask all of us to get out in the community with
information to advocate.

2/27/2018 2:52 PM

130 We need to fix and improve our old school buildings. 2/27/2018 2:31 PM

131 Preferences would be for renovations and updates that help both students and teachers to learn
and teach! But the safety priorities and unseen fixes should also be done as well.

2/27/2018 2:29 PM

132 price 2/27/2018 2:25 PM

133 Where and how better school meals will be prepared. 2/27/2018 2:14 PM

134 What are the priority rankings in relation to basic health and safety? Health and safety should be
our topic concerns . . . it's not good to have to triage like this, but when money is limited, it must be
done.

2/27/2018 2:12 PM

135 Make sure that amount you ask for is reasonable - 4j taxes are already really, really high! 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

136 What is the sustainability of all of your programs? Adding Chinese is a fine notion, but for so few
kids, when the greater good isn't being sustained adequately. Same goes for other programs as
well (early ed, CTE, tech). Doing everything poorly is worse then doing fewer things well.

2/27/2018 1:53 PM

137 Maximum benefit to maximum number of people. Who is being left out of certain decisions. 2/27/2018 1:51 PM

138 Our schools are not safe!!! We practice and preactice, but students are teachers are all anxious.
We need security cameras, we need the perimeter doors to be locked during the school day. We
need students in class all day with no open periods. (That would require more teachers.) CLOSED
CAMPUSES.

2/27/2018 1:48 PM

139 I would just want to know the specifics of where the money is going to go before making a decision 2/27/2018 1:41 PM

140 I would like to see 4J board commit to not using bond money to build new fossil fuel infrastructure,
such as building new schools heated with natural gas rather than electricity or buying traditional
diesel buses that will be obsolete in a few years as electric buses hit the market. Please consider
building all new facilities to LEED certified level and minimize carbon footprint of any new
investments in 4J buildings and infrastructure.

2/27/2018 1:33 PM
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141 Consider doing a feasibility study now for nutrition services. This will help focus how bond money
would be used in this area. I really want to support this, but am concerned about how the funds will
be used.

2/27/2018 1:29 PM

142 none 2/27/2018 1:23 PM

143 Specifically what it will be used for AND who is over seeing the budget remain on track and used
only for identified areas.

2/27/2018 1:22 PM

144 Class size, student behavior, mental health supports 2/27/2018 9:47 AM

145 Who is monitoring the funds projects and bids? 2/27/2018 9:05 AM

146 None of the plans have made mention of what will happen to Yujin Gakuen if North is rebuilt. Many
parents have advocated and asked for a K-8 program. It would be nice to have district support for a
tried and true immersion program that has excelled and has potential to grow. It’s disappointing
that other Immersion programs have taken priority, gotten new buildings and no longer have to
share. 4j is going to have a tough road of getting the support for this bond measure if there isn’t a
solid plan for what will happen to YG for the long term. Our kids have suffered long enough with
not enough drinking fountains, overcrowded classrooms, limited bathrooms, moldy portable
classrooms and library. YG families have consistently shown their commitment to the program for
K-5, let us show what could happen with a solid K-8 program. 4j needs a shining example of a
magnet school that stands above the rest. So far, we have not had an admistrator or district
personnel come to a board meeting and propose anything the way the Chinese Immersion had.
How do we get that?

2/27/2018 3:48 AM

147 Improved equipment for music and art classes. Better arts integration into curriculum. 2/27/2018 12:26 AM

148 Concrete evidence that these things are necessary. Explanation about why maintenance has been
deferred. What district is doing to be good steward of current funds.

2/26/2018 11:18 PM

149 When is Spencer Butte middle school going up for renovation/improvements? 2/26/2018 11:01 PM

150 Upgrade Sheldon gyms 2/26/2018 10:57 PM

151 What the rest of the 4j budget looks Iike. A little transparency would be nice. You ask and ask but
accountability seems to happen behind closed doors where you are amount friends who agree
with your approach. Understanding waste is on my mind as you ask for Moreno eye and I do not
see the promised plans for the YG Japanese language program. Again, only the squeaky high
SES groups get what they want.

2/26/2018 10:57 PM

152 N/A 2/26/2018 10:43 PM

153 Paying for 3 bonds plus my normal property taxes is enough for anyone that is on social security. 2/26/2018 10:36 PM

154 N/A 2/26/2018 9:01 PM

155 Both of the things below will help give the community more information about the importance of
reducing class size...and hopefully building more schools to achieve that. A list of all grade level
class sizes per school in all districts. Data about frequency of student behavioral challenges vs.
the number of adults who are able to give them the services they need. Data and information to the
public about how long it takes to assess, intervene, and then provide a child with the services
he/she needs.

2/26/2018 8:30 PM

156 There are grants and community resources that could help achieve some of these goals without
spending bond money.

2/26/2018 8:29 PM

157 I’m not informed enough. What about school choice? Hate that... 2/26/2018 7:05 PM

158 The schools are overcrowded and understaffed. My kid has half a principal and one third of an
assistant principal. It’s insane.

2/26/2018 7:02 PM

159 Projects that can actually realistically be done in the next year or two. 2/26/2018 6:15 PM

160 None. 2/26/2018 5:01 PM
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Q31 Do you have any other comments?
Answered: 145 Skipped: 595

# RESPONSES DATE

1 no 3/12/2018 11:40 AM

2 Stop adding to my property traxes 3/12/2018 10:01 AM

3 I think it is very difficult to make judgements regarding specific buildings and plans without a great
deal of knowledge. I appreciate your efforts to include the community in decision making, and I find
it hard to know I am providing accurate feedback without the knowledge it takes. Also, on the next
page of the survey, you invite us to attend community forums that have already past. :(

3/12/2018 9:33 AM

4 No Bond 3/12/2018 7:49 AM

5 Thank you for the opportunity to give input. 3/12/2018 12:19 AM

6 EA Pay upgrade! 3/12/2018 12:17 AM

7 no 3/11/2018 8:40 PM

8 Yes, focus on School Safety and Earthquake prep to try to get more people interested who don't
have kids in school.

3/11/2018 6:44 PM

9 Be understanding that taxpayers have huge bond measures coming from the city and county, and
fund raising is going on for a new YMCA and the Kidsports project. We're being hit up for a lot of
money from a lot of spaces. Make your request one that strikes a chord with voters

3/11/2018 5:06 PM

10 See above question. My comments are there. 3/11/2018 3:43 PM

11 No 3/11/2018 2:54 PM

12 Has anyone thought about relooking at school choice as a way to help balance out the economic
disparity between schools? It is in my opinion artificially creating opinions that there are good
schools and bad schools and the good schools are considering the white upper middle class
wealthy schools.

3/11/2018 8:03 AM

13 I do not support fencing around schools. 3/11/2018 7:47 AM

14 Consider budgeting the funds the schools already receives instead of putting your hand in my
pocket, and taking my money to pay for your wants. I have wants too, but you keep taking my
money to pay for your wants instead of mine!

3/11/2018 12:52 AM

15 No 3/10/2018 9:51 PM

16 No 3/10/2018 9:23 PM

17 They are all so important; it's hard to rank them. 3/10/2018 5:43 PM

18 Make South and Sheldon distribute all donations equally among the other high schools. The South
region is so infatuated with social injustice, but the schools can't evaluate how they create these
social problems with all the tutors required in order to understand content many teachers can't
teach. The arrogance of the district in how it wants change is ridiculous when they make it bigger.
Thank goodness we were able to get into Churchill and stop teaching our kids hypocritical values.

3/10/2018 5:08 PM

19 No 3/10/2018 4:40 PM

20 Numbering the priorities is really hard to do with a list this big. Might be better on next survey to do
in "chunks" by asking for "top 3 priorities", show smaller list then "next top priorities", etc. If long list
is necessary, allowing DRAGGING into place would allow us to do gut-check of our answers.

3/10/2018 4:38 PM

21 North Eugene HS & Camas Ridge 3/10/2018 4:28 PM

22 Whole, locally sourced, nutritional food is essential for learning. In all grade levels. 3/10/2018 4:19 PM

23 N/A 3/10/2018 4:15 PM

24 I think there should also be consideration of different types of schools for different styles of
learning. For example, outdoor school experiences, schools that do more project-based learning,
schools that utilize Waldorf or Montessori approaches. The predominant public school model is not
working for very many students and alternative options are overly limited.

3/10/2018 4:07 PM

25 Don't make this bond measure very high or it will fail. 3/10/2018 3:43 PM

26 No 3/10/2018 2:20 PM

27 We need to remind voters that generous adults voted in favor of building the schools they
attended; it is our turn to do the same for the next generation!

3/10/2018 2:05 PM

28 I'm not so sure I am in favor of supporting another bond measure until the notion of respect is
addressed in the school.

3/10/2018 1:49 PM

29 Many buildings have unique historic aspects and architecture. I feel it is important to honor that and
not just tear them down, if at all possible.

3/10/2018 12:49 PM

30 No 3/10/2018 12:13 PM

31 Na 3/10/2018 10:33 AM

32 FIX MONROE MIDDLE SCHOOL 3/10/2018 9:58 AM

33 I appreciate the work you do on behalf of our students, and I appreciate your thoughtful approach
to this issue. I am an ardent supporter of education funding, but I do not think new buildings is
where our money should be going at this time. I understand Oregon school funding, and I get the
“buildings” and “teachers” come from separate pots. However, I think asking for a huge bond levy
now draws attention and energy away from the real problems that are going to be hard enough to
solve without the added confusion of “didn’t we just give you a ton of money to build that shiny new
building?” Critical maintenance, yes; space for important, growing programs like CTE, early
learning, special education, yes; new buildings, not right now.

3/10/2018 9:37 AM

34 No 3/10/2018 8:51 AM

35 I can't imagine voting for a $100M+ bond measure. 3/10/2018 8:39 AM

36 Number one priority is to give teachers the ability to teach without unreasonable centralization. 3/10/2018 8:16 AM
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37 I worry that this is a garbage in, garbage out exercise. Asking people to prioritize 19 items does not
get you good data. I would caution against using the "results" of this prioritization exercise.

3/10/2018 12:43 AM

38 4J wastes a lot of time and money on largely imaginary equity issues. There are more pressing
concerns.

3/8/2018 2:13 PM

39 None. 3/7/2018 11:56 PM

40 Please listen to us. 3/7/2018 10:49 PM

41 School buildings should be community friendly education sites for resilience/preparedness topics
after school hours.

3/7/2018 6:53 AM

42 No. 3/6/2018 5:41 PM

43 The prioritizing exercise above is potentially misleading, re: our real priorities. For example, I view
these items in clusters of importance rather than as linear. Several of them are equally "very
important"; others are moderately important; some may be less important, if the bond cannot be
high enough to accommodate them all. We should be able to assign more than one project with
the same number, if we feel they are more or less equally important.

3/6/2018 3:12 PM

44 None 3/5/2018 10:05 PM

45 Seriously consider shutting North Eugene down and going to three high schools. 3/5/2018 6:03 PM

46 Seismic improvements/rebuild and school safety should be number one priorities. 3/5/2018 2:15 PM

47 I'm assuming that class size reduction/hiring more teachers is not a bond issue, but I believe that
is the most important improvement 4J could institute.

3/5/2018 1:11 PM

48 Excellent list of priorities. There are MANY worthwhile efforts to improve our schools and services
to our children. I would stress PREVENTION in district planning. We need to address the
behavioral and mental health needs of our students. I do not want to see metal detectors or armed
police in every school. The science is very clear and I am trusting the district leadership and board
to rely on science to improve our schools, and services.

3/5/2018 11:40 AM

49 Thank you for working on these issues. It sounds like the school district has a lot of needs to
address with limited funds (even if the bond measure is passed). I strongly support focusing on
core issues first: safe schools that provide a high-quality K-12 education. Right now my kids are at
Edison, and I don't feel that we are getting either of those things. The teachers are great, but
because of class sizes, unaddressed behavioral issues that create distractions for the teachers, a
lack of TAG funding, and other issues, my child is bored in school most of the time. She is bright
enough that she'll be fine in her later education, but I see her curiosity and excitement about
learning decreasing over time as she is forced to spend 6 hours/day in an environment that is
absolutely failing to challenge her. We live in the neighborhood by Edison. I'm a professor at UO
and know 8 other professors who live in our neighborhood. Six of them are sending their kids
somewhere other than Edison because of class sizes and educational quality, one is trying to get
her child into the French school for this fall, and the last one is unhappy but doesn't have other
good options. I'm holding out hope for Edison, but I'm starting to feel guilty for leaving my kids in
their neighborhood school. Eugene should be able to do better than this.

3/4/2018 9:48 PM

50 Have heard good things about Balderas from teachers but he is completely unseen in the
community. Might need to get out there more if want to sell this.

3/3/2018 6:59 PM

51 I do. It is SO frustrating to be trying to prioritize these infrastructure issues when they are not the
central obstacle to good education in 4J. I cannot countenance this bond without a glaring fact in
my mind: My older daughter went through a wonderful middle school experience at Roosevelt --
old building, healthy school climate, empowered and caring and inspired teachers. My youngest
daughter got, along with a brand new building, a dreadful decline in school climate -- due, to my
mind, to dreadful administration. Teacher morale plummeted, class choices have disappeared,
theater and music were mightily downgraded in importance, and student unkindness is through the
roof --- due, to my mind, to lack of administrative ability at the principal level and bad
understanding of educational philosophical leadership at the superintendent and (by hiring
association) board level. I should be the easiest of sells on this bond measure -- a third generation
educator, married to a teacher, 100% certain that education is the key to a fulfilling life, and 100%
sure that how we treat ALL of our students will determine what the world my children live will look
like. For the last 15 years, I have watched 4J join national trends that distrust and devalue teachers
and teaching. New buildings without visionary leadership that BUILDS community trust is not
something I am inclined to vote for. I am truly sorry to feel this way.

3/3/2018 4:06 PM

52 No 3/3/2018 3:28 PM

53 thank you 3/2/2018 10:03 PM

54 Edison should really house programs like EEF or the Early Childhood Team or the School Nurse
Program. A remodel seems like a waste of taxpayer dollars and as catering to a small, vocal, and
entitled community.

3/2/2018 9:50 PM

55 No 3/2/2018 8:29 PM

56 WE NEED TO CHANGE HOW WE FUND EDUCATION! THE SCHOOLS HAVE BEEN GOING
DOWN THE HILL EVER SINCE THAT CHANGE WAS IMPLEMENTED! SUCH A SHAME FOR
OUR YOUNG GENERATION!

3/2/2018 7:14 PM

57 Very difficult to rank projects. All have merit and I will support the bond measure regardless of the
decisions of the Board.

3/2/2018 1:04 PM

58 I think the district is doing a great job generating interest for needed projects and gathering
opinions from the community about how we would like to see potential money spent.

3/2/2018 11:20 AM

59 Be sure this survey is accessible to all families in every income level, not everyone has access to
technology and internet at home. A paper copy to Family in Spanish and English with easy access
wording for parents who are not literate

3/2/2018 6:19 AM

60 Monroe middle school needs to have a better music department 3/2/2018 12:05 AM

61 SHELDON AREA NEEDS ARE BEING IGNORED. NO NEW BOND MEASURE UNTIL SHELDON
AREA NEEDS ARE MET.

3/1/2018 9:58 PM

62 This survey was poorly designed. If you really wanted the opinion of the population put better
efforts into adequately collecting the data.

3/1/2018 4:30 PM

63 Most of the elements on the above list are long term capital improvements that when paid for now
and over the 15 to 20 year term of a capital improvement bond will pay dividends for years to
come all throughout this community. Go for the bigger bond issue now and don't delay these
projects. the economy may not be a good as it is right now when the next bond measure comes
around.

3/1/2018 3:53 PM
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64 Thank you for working on this for our community's children. Here's to hoping you can fund
everything that's needed!

3/1/2018 12:46 PM

65 The district needs to have plans for vocational education as well as college-prep. Not all students
want to go to a 4 year expensive college, nor can they pay for it.

3/1/2018 11:20 AM

66 It is difficult to have opinions on other schools in the district because I am only familiar with the
school that I work at and that my child attends.

3/1/2018 11:11 AM

67 Update security in ALL schools 3/1/2018 12:27 AM

68 Good luck with limited resources. 2/28/2018 11:13 PM

69 Please fund upgrades to Camas Ridge Elementary 2/28/2018 11:10 PM

70 I find it disturbing that you would consider redoing Willard to house Edison students why they are
getting a rebuild. That $22 million to update Willard would be a waste. Especially when Camas
need so much help

2/28/2018 10:53 PM

71 The above priorities list was a nuisance to fill out - not very user friendly. 2/28/2018 9:17 PM

72 The music program at Monroe MS is shaping the future of the arts & is the main reason that my
child chose this school.

2/28/2018 7:57 PM

73 If the District has $15000 or more tax payer money to squander on wiping clean South Eugene of
the word " Men " when a majority of people said no! Yes a majority did say no and most of those
were taxpayers. Once this argument is presented to voters it may be difficult to pass a bond
measure, that increases our taxes once again.

2/28/2018 7:21 PM

74 no\ 2/28/2018 6:59 PM

75 4J would strongly benefit from creating a Composition Specialist position to serve at all levels.
Writing fluency is critical for student success, and is currently under-served in the district.

2/28/2018 6:10 PM

76 There is so much to do! My kids all attend schools that are looking worn and outdated, and I don't
even see them on the list. This is frustrating.

2/28/2018 5:50 PM

77 You seem to have a never ending pile of cash for PC nonsense like changing mascots. Why not
use some of that

2/28/2018 5:17 PM

78 Technology is currently lacking. My son is expected to use a computer at home, but if we didn't
supply one he would be in dire straits. Also, as a teacher I am increasingly using laptops on a
daily basis but often cannot get enough computers that work properly to support student learning.

2/28/2018 4:09 PM

79 Not at this time. 2/28/2018 2:58 PM

80 Nothing other that to say that I see my child's teachers working their tails off often with too few
resources and overcrowded classrooms. I know that 4J has a limited amount of money to fund
everything and I get it. It think that it's a state issue that we need to be squeaky wheels about.

2/28/2018 2:54 PM

81 Supporting YG and strengthening the Japanese immersion program through middle and high
school creates a desirable draw to the North region. I respect the development of the Spanish
immersion program, but I question it because 1) 4j has an existing and popular Spanish immersion
program in the Sheldon area, and 2) Creating a Spanish immersion program based partly on the
fact that the region has a high number of Spanish speaking students seems more to pigeonhole
those students than to create opportunities for them.

2/28/2018 2:54 PM

82 All school boards,state legislators and citizens should resist the relentless attempts to tie school
admission to pharmaceutical injections. The ethics and enforcement of medical issues is way
beyond the fundamental academic jurisdiction bequeathed to our schools. Educational
professionals are already being distracted, and will ultimately be misused, by the powerful
pharmaceutical industry. (This is largely yet unrecognized as the most complex and contentious
issue facing the robust survival of our educational system. Well-intended bond measures cannot
make up for the insidious creep of greed-laden politics. Stay informed.)

2/28/2018 2:07 PM

83 Protect our children's innocence. They do not need technology and media in elementary school.
They need to learn to gain confidence in using their own bodies: writing by hand, imagining rather
than watching a screen, creating art. This is how positive growth occurs.

2/28/2018 1:15 PM

84 I will vote against any plan that ends or unduly disrupts the Corridor and Y-G programs. This
includes moving Y-G into the south part of town.

2/28/2018 12:53 PM

85 I feel extremely let down by the 4J School District. I am aware of the budget crisis we face - and
that this is a larger social issue - but I expect leadership in our schools. Classroom behaviors are
not okay. This is a complex issue but it is having immediate impact on our children right now. It is
also potentially dangerous - and more so as these violent and out of control children get older. We
need interventions. Teachers need help. Parents are absentee - overwhelmed too. The best thing
we could do is provide more classroom spaces (for small class sizes hopefully in the future),
clean/safe/inspirational environments to inspire respect and decorum and kitchen facilities so that
real food can be used to help counter the obese and sick childhood statistics.

2/28/2018 12:28 PM

86 We need to focus on graduation rates and classroom size. 2/28/2018 11:20 AM

87 Building a new school for Camas Ridge should be a priority for the school board. Not only is there
overcrowding in classrooms, but there is no space for math groups, currently meeting in hallways,
or the title 1 program that meets behind the copier in the supply room. Please consider building a
new Camas on the existing site, moving camas to the new building, then using the old Camas
building to house Edison students while building a new Edison. This would eliminate the need to
use valuable dollars to refurbish the old Willard building to house Edison students.

2/28/2018 10:56 AM

88 no 2/28/2018 10:40 AM

89 Anything we can do to update existing, rather than build new is the way to go. 2/28/2018 10:26 AM

90 Prioritize innovations for the 21st century. 2/28/2018 10:20 AM

91 Please consider Camas Ridge elementary in these discussions. 2/28/2018 9:32 AM
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92 Camas is my neighborhood school, and I have a 1st grader and 4th grader who attend the school.
We love this school and my children are getting a fabulous education because the teachers are
incredible. However, the school building does not enhance their learning. In 2017-18, this year, my
4th grade son completes math enrichment in the hallway with a volunteer. There is not a
classroom space, so a teacher and volunteer have set a table up in the hall as a place where math
learning is supposed to take place. All children should have a place where their learning can take
place in classrooms not walkways. In 2016-17, there were so many children and classrooms
needed in the school that music was held in the cafeteria where the music teacher had to roll her
cart materials outside from the gym and up a ramp on the playground into the building. The space
was not conducive to learning and both of my children regularly complained about the loud noise of
having music in the cafeteria. This year, through some creative rearrangement, music is back in a
classroom and this is much better for everyone. In 2015-16, we were told that Camas was
designed for 350 students, but had over 400 children in the building. The enrollment today is
around 380. This is still too many children for this school. I notice that the map on this survey
indicates that the school can accommodate 400 students and is projected to have 420, but as
parents we've been told that the school was designed for 350. Camas was built as though the
school is located in Southern California with the different wings. However, because of the nature of
project based learning and community time (key elements of the learning at Camas), kids go back
and forth all the time between wings. The space also creates an artificial separation between
grades (lower, middle, and upper wing)--which sometimes breaks down if there are more or fewer
of any particular grade--the space should be designed to be flexible as particular enrollments grow
and shrink. Additionally as I'm sure you have learned from the seismic reports, there are concerns
about the structure of this school in an earthquake. With a new building there could also be the
opportunity to move the playground away from the busy 30th avenue. Even now with the school
zone, it is still loud on the playground and not an ideal place for our young children to play.
Teachers have created a positive community atmosphere despite the building physical structure. If
the building actually supported creating community, this element of the school could grow even
more.

2/28/2018 9:31 AM

93 Honestly this survey is asking about priorities that have already been set rather than asking the
community what our priorities are at this time. Clearly the board is moving in these directions
regardless of community priorities. As usual, this district collects “input” as a token effort rather
than as an earnest interest in developing action steps. Your survey is a practice in confirmation
bias.

2/28/2018 8:27 AM

94 We’re moving away from the North Region until this area is improved. 2/28/2018 8:24 AM

95 No 2/28/2018 7:49 AM

96 Increased clarity around priorities, and why each project proposed rose to the top above the many
needs and concerns across the district. I'm pretty disappointed as it stands now, it feels a little like
the spaghetti on the wall to see what sticks approach to supporting our community's students.
Almost like you tried to appease everyone somehow, yet wound up with no one really that
impressed. I'm sorry, I am just not terribly supportive of this funding request as it stands.

2/28/2018 6:51 AM

97 I think as tax payers we want to be fiscally conservative with our dollars and we want to be sure
that the 4J is equally conservative with our dollars. How do we ensure/trust our dollars are spent
wisely and practically? As parents with kids in a school that was listed as "not suitable" for
educational use back in 2012, I appreciate the openness and willingness for insight and input this
decision making process. Please don't forget Yujin Gakuen. After 30 years of being the nation's
first public Japanese Immersion school, YG deserves better. The North region deserves better.

2/28/2018 2:49 AM

98 Thank you for reaching out to the community! 2/27/2018 11:42 PM

99 Raise money somehow 2/27/2018 11:17 PM

100 Bring back some of the classes and programs that involve students working at the school through
kitchen, yard maintenance, school maintenance. This will bring back some of the pride that is
missing big time. Also, more involvement with the senior citizens and senior homes and High
Schools.

2/27/2018 10:56 PM

101 No 2/27/2018 10:21 PM

102 I would like the board to consider changing the school calendar. Shorter summer break longer
winter and spring break. Many studies have show. How much students forget and regress during
the summer.

2/27/2018 10:07 PM

103 Edison doesn’t need to be rebuilt; it needs to be closed and the students sent to a more equitable
less horrendous abomination of an institution. I emplore you not to put rebuilding this on the ballot.

2/27/2018 9:39 PM

104 ALICE trainers should PRE Approve building designs BEFORE taxpayer dollars are spent 2/27/2018 8:24 PM

105 The map of capacity at the 4j schools is incorrect for YG/Corridor, which id listed as 50 students
under capacity (med orange). Both schools have burst at the seams, have been using shoddy
portable classrooms for more than a decade, have children eating lunch at 10:30 am to
accommodate the student body in multiple lunch shifts, etc. This building exceeds its capacity by
more than 50 students.

2/27/2018 7:13 PM

106 No 2/27/2018 6:49 PM

107 n 2/27/2018 5:41 PM

108 I hope I made clear that I do not approve of these schools with window walls. They are unsafe and
increase the difficulty of classroom management for teachers - who are already overworked with
student behavior. As a 4j teacher I would not work in one of those buildings. I would transfer to
another district before I would work in such an unsafe environment where I felt like a sitting duck
and I could not protect my students. If you are proposing to build safe buildings, I would favor that
and vote for a bond measure. If the buildings are just going to look fancy and not be safe, I will
vote "no".

2/27/2018 5:12 PM

109 Top priority if the Spohn measure does pass, though I am not voting for it, is to rebuild Edison
school. Just pick one project and do it.

2/27/2018 3:52 PM

110 I realize these are tough decisions and I appreciate the work you all are doing on this. Please do
not leave the children of Camas behind. We've been told for years we were next up, and this
survey makes it seem like Edison is a done deal. I'll have trouble voting for a new Edison & rebuilt
Willard, and nothing for Camas. I've never voted against a bond measure, but that might change
my mind.

2/27/2018 3:45 PM

111 No. 2/27/2018 3:42 PM

112 Thanks for asking--can't make it to the listening sessions so appreciate this method of
communication

2/27/2018 3:20 PM
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113 I like the ways you showed data in different ways. I'm not so sure the data for the region
enrollment was that easy to understand. I think some flow charts would help. And some
comparative charts...Oregon is ranked ??? in funding education which compares to the number 3
ranked state which spends ??? Thank you for such hard work!!

2/27/2018 3:20 PM

114 I would like to reiterate the importance of support for the arts. We currently have no elementary
music curriculum. It is also important to adjust the elementary music time per week as the
elementary PE time increases. Increasing PE time to two preps per week for an entire year can be
adequately supported by providing two music preps per week, as well. This supports equipment
and space issues and addresses continuity and community-building. Students and community
groups that use our auditoriums need safe spaces. The auditoriums in all of our buildings require
significant attention. We do not have safe choral risers in all middle and high schools.

2/27/2018 3:12 PM

115 Please quit spending money on moving the ECCO program. Finding a permanent home for that
program would save a lot of money on the continued renovation of buildings to house it.

2/27/2018 2:49 PM

116 I have concerns about methods used to evaluate and adopt curriculum, especially reading
curriculum. There does not appear to be fair staff representation and the process appears to be
biased and somewhat shady.

2/27/2018 2:32 PM

117 Thank you! 2/27/2018 2:31 PM

118 Thank you for asking for community input. 2/27/2018 2:29 PM

119 I'm taxed out-roads,parks,library. Cut PERS costs 2/27/2018 2:25 PM

120 New schools are not as important as more teachers, support staff, books, and alternative
education opportunities

2/27/2018 2:14 PM

121 No 2/27/2018 2:11 PM

122 Do not buy any more land or buildings unless you sell an equivalent first. You cannot maintain
what you have, so don't grow without a sustainable lan

2/27/2018 1:53 PM

123 I am willing to pay for the most expensive bond measure. 2/27/2018 1:44 PM

124 The above list (#28) is super long and requires scrolling up and down to use. Perhaps it could be
broken down into categories and ranked that way. As it is, it will take too much time for me to scroll
up and down trying to rank. This is a super unfriendly way to gather data from me as a parent.

2/27/2018 1:44 PM

125 no 2/27/2018 1:41 PM

126 Vocational at NE would help to improve the low graduation rate at that school and would help
improve the poor reputation the school has now.

2/27/2018 1:37 PM

127 I thought 4J board members and staff did an awesome job on bond measure outreach sessions.
Thank you for having several of them, so that more parents and other stakeholders can attend.

2/27/2018 1:33 PM

128 Thank you for asking for community feedback! 2/27/2018 1:29 PM

129 no 2/27/2018 1:23 PM

130 I think too much money is wasted on lunches etc. instead of every penny for education!!!! 2/27/2018 1:22 PM

131 Sorry, we can't afford to pay any more taxes. Clip the coupons and cancel the cable like the rest of
us. Would also like to see Jim Torrey removed from school board after his Centene scam--man
cannot be trusted with our money. Or our children.

2/26/2018 11:18 PM

132 The 4j lottery should allow parents to select the same school 3 times to give their child the
maximum chance to enter the one school they are interested in. The current lottery is arbitrary and
unfair.

2/26/2018 11:01 PM

133 What happened to all the planned things from the last bond measure? We’re yousuccessful? What
did you defer and forget to bring back? What are the reasons that I follow through is happening?

2/26/2018 10:57 PM

134 No 2/26/2018 10:43 PM

135 15 years to pay off each bond, at this rate we just overwhelm the property tax payer. 2/26/2018 10:36 PM

136 There needs to be another school in the Sheldon area. There are tons of houses and apartments
being built in the area—with no place for these kids. Thank you for your consideration.

2/26/2018 10:21 PM

137 Thank you for all of the thought that went into making this survey! 2/26/2018 9:04 PM

138 None 2/26/2018 9:01 PM

139 I’ve been in this school district for 34 years...as a child at Crest, Jefferson, Churchill, and UO and
then as an educator at Crest and Adams. Sadly, I can’t say things have improved. Without tax
payer dollars our schools are suffering. We need the community to understand the impact poor
funding has on us as a whole. The community would benefit from more articles like the one about
the behavioral challenges at Edison Elementary to gain a clearer picture of the struggles teachers
are facing to meet the needs of their learners.

2/26/2018 8:30 PM

140 School choice—boooo. Depletes neighborhood schools only serves those with the resources to
drive their kids to another neighborhood very bad

2/26/2018 7:05 PM

141 I feel that whether this bond passes or not, the district needs to look at the schools that are placed
in the failing building and what will happen to them. I think that parents at the Silver Lea campus
deserve to know the fate of their schools and locations if the bond does or does not pass. The fate
of these schools, where they will be relocated, and if a relocation would or would not create a k-8
opportunity, might change how people would vote. I know that it is all speculation until the bond
actually passes (or doesn't) but I think all possibilities should be discussed.

2/26/2018 6:07 PM

142 Your survey design was very challenging, and is going to skew your results. In particular, rating
the separate items (q28) had too many options and the numbering was hard to keep track of what I
had used and what I hadn't. You may want to hire a professional survey designer in the future.

2/26/2018 5:53 PM

143 Ask yourselves why educators do not always do a stellar job teaching the public the importance of
what they do. And then maybe do it better.

2/26/2018 5:38 PM

144 No. 2/26/2018 5:01 PM

145 As a property tax payer I feel that this district should be looking at the lowest and most cost
effective way to stretch the budget. The quality of the new buildings is terrible and is a continuing
expense that should be looked at before any new construction occurs. Also, it is extremely poor
management on the part of the school district to not look at phasing out older bonds before asking
for more money. The amount you are asking will create great hardship for people barely able to
stay in their homes Why is it that these expenses always falls on the backs of property owners? It
is ridiculous. It is not right that everyone that does not own property votes additional hardships on
to those that already carry the burden in so many ways.

2/26/2018 3:01 PM
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Q32 To receive occasional updates on a potential bond measure, please
share your email address here (this will not be included in survey results
published on the district website) or send an email to bond@4j.lane.edu.

Answered: 139 Skipped: 601

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES
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	Q1 Are you a...
	Q2 Where do you live?
	Q3 If you are a student or parent, where do you or your student attend school?
	Q4 If you are currently a 4J staff member, where do you work?
	Q5 North Eugene High School: North Eugene’s 1957 building is aging and is in the poorest condition of 4J’s four high schools.Option 1: Constructing a new building for North Eugene High School would support modern teaching and learning activities, would include dedicated spaces for career technical education and access to health services, would be efficient and sustainable, and would be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$153 million)Option 2: A partial renovation would improve some parts of the high school to support modern teaching and learning, and postpone improving the rest of the structure. A phased renovation was planned in the early 2000’s and began with Phase 1, improvements to the kitchen, cafeteria, commons, and science rooms. (Cost: ~$17 million for Phase 2, ~$58 million for Phase 3, ~$37 million for Phase 4)Do you support renovating or building a new school for North Eugene High School?
	Q6 How important to you is it to replace or renovate North Eugene High School?
	Q7 Edison Elementary School: Edison Elementary School, built in 1926, is 4J’s oldest school building. It is in poor structural and seismic condition and is poorly designed for today’s school programs. Constructing a new school building with a capacity of 450 students at the current site would continue to serve neighborhood families, support modern teaching and learning activities, be efficient and sustainable, and be designed with safety and school security in mind. (Cost: ~$42 million without parking, ~$45 million with parking. The district is working with the city to try to address parking needs without requiring the addition of multilevel parking on-site.)How important to you is it to rebuild Edison Elementary School?
	Q8 Sheldon Region Capacity: The Sheldon region is growing and needs more space for elementary students. Its elementary schools are currently the largest in Eugene, with three neighborhood schools enrolling 525–585 students and one language immersion school enrolling about 460 students. The population and student enrollment in the area is growing and is projected to continue to grow. Building a new elementary school would serve families and community members in the northeastern area of Eugene and relieve enrollment pressure on other area schools as the population grows. Bond funds could be used to build a new elementary school with a capacity of 450 students, designed to accommodate later expansion if needed. The district has property reserved for a future school site in the Coburg Road/Crescent Ave. area (Kinney Loop). (Cost: ~$42 million) How important to you is it to build a new elementary school to accommodate growing enrollment in the Sheldon region?
	Q9 Renovate Older Building for New Educational Uses: The Willard site in south central Eugene or the Bailey Hill site in southwest Eugene could be renovated to house special programs, such as language immersion, special education, alternative education, or career technical education. Before that, the renovated building could be used as a temporary school site for students while their schools are rebuilt or renovated. (Cost: ~$15–30 million)Do you support renovating the existing Willard or Bailey Hill school building for new educational uses?
	Q10 How important to you is it to renovate the Willard or Bailey Hill building for new educational uses?
	Q11 Resiliency for Disaster Recovery: A natural disaster could strike our community at any time. Resiliency upgrades at new schools—such as a higher level of seismic resistance, water access and power generation—would make it more likely that those facilities would weather a disaster and be immediately available for reoccupation, both as school facilities and as community resources. (Cost: ~$5 million for high school, ~$2 million for each elementary school)Do you support investing in enhancing the resiliency of new high school and/or elementary schools for future school and community use after a potential natural disaster?
	Q12 How important to you is it to enhance the resiliency of new school buildings for disaster recovery?
	Q13 Seismic Improvements at Existing Schools: The Pacific Northwest is prone to infrequent but significant earthquakes. Most of 4J’s school buildings were constructed 50–70 years ago. The district assessed all buildings and made the most critical “Priority 1" seismic upgrades in the 1990s, and some additional upgrades later. Since then, seismic standards for buildings have changed, and more has been learned about the potential for a significant earthquake in our area. Further improvements may be needed for school seismic safety. (Cost: ~$5–$30 million for seismic study and first priority improvements) How important to you is it to invest in a seismic study of 4J schools and address some of the high-priority improvements it identifies?
	Q14 Security, Safety and Health: Our children deserve to feel safe and be safe at school. Security, safety and health upgrades needed in our schools include: • Securing school entryways• Fencing school site perimeters • Upgrading fire alarms • Reducing sources of asbestos and lead (Cost: ~$10–20 million)How important to you is it to invest in enhancing security, safety and health improvements in 4J school facilities?
	Q15 Equitable and Accessible Facilities: School facilities and programs should be equitable and accessible for all—both because it is the right thing to do, and because it is required by federal law (ADA and Title IX). The district has requested a full athletic program and facility review by an expert in athletic gender equity and Title IX. Bond funds could help improve equity and access to school facilities for instruction, athletics and support areas. (Cost: ~$5–20 million)How important to you is it to invest in improving the equity and accessibility of school facilities?
	Q16 Critical Repairs and Maintenance: Worn-out roofs. Corroded pipes and cracked pavement. End-of-life heating systems and controls. Inefficient windows that let in the cold. Buildings across the district need critical repairs and improvements to keep students warm, safe and dry, and protect the community’s investment in our schools. (Cost: ~$30–50 million)How important to you is it to invest in critical repairs and maintenance for school facilities?
	Q17 Career Technical Education (Vocational): Vocational/technical education has evolved and entered the 21st century. It is now called career and technical education (CTE).  CTE programs provide students hands-on learning opportunities to master academics and technical skills within courses that interest them and can lead to rewarding careers. Students can gain work experience, industry certifications and college credits. High schools are developing and expanding CTE pathways in areas such as computer science, health occupations, high-tech manufacturing, environmental science, culinary arts, and more. Adding dedicated CTE space, such as maker spaces, would provide space for CTE pathway programs in high schools, and for hands-on learning in middle schools aligned to high school program options. (Cost: ~$15 million for 4 high schools, ~$10 million for 8 middle schools)Do you support adding or renovating dedicated spaces and equipment at high schools and/or middle schools for career technical education?
	Q18 How important to you is it to add or renovate dedicated spaces and equipment for career technical education?
	Q19 Special Needs Education: 4J serves thousands of students with special needs. Schools are in need of space and equipment upgrades to be able to fully support special education services for students, located equitably across the district. Needed improvements include: • Adding classrooms• Improving existing special education spaces• Creating sensory rooms in more schools• Upgrading life skills classrooms and playground equipment including wheelchair accessible options • Providing coordinated space for transition education where young adult students with significant disabilities learn independent living skills (Cost: up to ~$20 million) How important to you is it to upgrade space and equipment for special education?
	Q20 Early Learning Spaces: Early learning experiences help prepare children for success in school and life. In the short term, early learning programs are provided in some schools in partnership with other local organizations. In the long term, the district is looking toward the potential of eventually offering pre-kindergarten programs at every elementary school in the district. Bond funds could add or upgrade classrooms for pre-kindergarten or other early learning programs in several elementary schools across the district, targeted to school areas that have high needs for early education options. (Cost: ~$9 million)How important to you is it to add or upgrade classrooms for early learning programs?
	Q21 Gym Space for Physical Education at Middle and High Schools: The Oregon legislature has created new state requirements for physical education, requiring 150 minutes per week for elementary students and 225 minutes per week for middle school students, starting in the next few years. This is an unfunded mandate. The district does not have enough physical gym space to provide this amount of PE at every school, aside from impacts on learning time and teacher costs. Adding or expanding gyms would provide space to meet this pending state mandate. (Cost: up to ~$30 million)How important to you is it to increase gym space in elementary and middle schools?
	Q22 Gym Space for Physical Education and Athletics at Churchill High School: School gyms are heavily used by students for school-day physical education and extracurricular athletics, and for evening activities by community partners. Churchill is unique among high schools in having only one gym that is usable for regular play. The school’s gym space resources for physical learning and activities are strained, impacting both students and community partners. Bond funds could be used to add a second full-use gym and remodel the existing main gym (under the dome) to improve equity, access and safety. (Cost: ~$8 million)How important to you is it to add and renovate gym space at Churchill High School?
	Q23 Curriculum Adoption: Many of 4J’s instructional materials are out of date—curriculum updates postponed during the Great Recession are now overdue. Modern curriculum materials align with updated state standards and provide the highest quality instructional materials for student learning. Previous bond funds have allowed the district to update curriculum in science, world languages (underway now), elementary writing and math. New bond funds could support modernized curriculum in areas such as English language arts, social studies, the arts and health, the next subjects on the statewide adoption cycle. (Cost: ~$8 million for these four subject areas)How important to you is it to invest in updated curriculum?
	Q24 Technology for Learning and Operations: Today’s students and schools need access to up-to-date technology. Bond funds could provide technology improvements to better support learning in every school. Technology upgrade needs include: • Student learning devices • Classroom technology such as projectors and wireless connectivity • Unique learning spaces such as theaters and labs • Modernized library technology • School sign-in systems for visitor security• Infrastructure such as intercoms and fiber and wireless networking (Cost: up to ~$15 million) How important to you is it to update technology for learning and operations?
	Q25 Food Service Facilities: Students need access to healthy food to be ready and able to learn. Nutrition facility and equipment upgrades would keep school kitchens in good repair and support service delivery requirements. Full-service school kitchens also can serve as a community resource. Bond funds cannot be used to pay for food or for food service staff. (Cost: ~$10 million)How important to you is it to invest in school kitchen equipment and facilities?
	Q26 School Bus Replacements: Replacing school buses over time as equipment ages keeps the student transportation fleet safe, efficient and in good repair. 4J works to replace buses after 13–14 years of service, which is typical across Oregon school districts. About half of the district's buses will be due for replacement between 2019 and 2025. The state reimburses 70% of student transportation costs, including bus purchases depreciated over time, so every dollar spent on school bus purchases returns additional funds to be used for transportation needs. (Cost: ~$8 million)How important to you is it to invest in replacing aging school buses?
	Q27 Safe Routes to School: Students need to have safe ways to walk and bike to school. Every major school construction project includes funds to improve safe routes to school. (Cost: ~$1 million)How important to you is it to invest in safe routes to school?
	Q28 What are the top priorities you think need to be addressed soon?  Please order potential projects from most important to least important. If you do not support investing in a potential project, you may select "N/A."
	Q29 Are there other projects or goals, not already mentioned, that should be considered?
	Q30 What other information would you want to have as you consider a potential bond measure for 4J schools?
	Q31 Do you have any other comments?
	Q32 To receive occasional updates on a potential bond measure, please share your email address here (this will not be included in survey results published on the district website) or send an email to bond@4j.lane.edu.



